
 

520 Lafayette Road  
St. Paul, MN  55155-4194 

 
MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD 

Phone: 651-757-2872 
Fax: 651-297-2343 

          www.eqb.state.mn.us 
 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 
 

Meeting Location:  MPCA Board Room 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 

AGENDA 
 

 
 
I. *Adoption of Consent Agenda 
  Proposed Agenda for January 18, 2012, Board Meeting 
  December 22, 2011, Meeting Minutes 
 
II. Introductions 
 
III. Chair’s Report 
 
IV. Executive Director’s Report 

 
V. **Living Word Bible Camp 

 
VI. **Mandatory Environmental Review Categories Report 

· Report 
· Resolution Authorizing Request for Comments to Begin Rulemaking 
· Establish an EQB Subcommittee 

 
VII. Silica Sand Report Discussion 

 
VIII. Update on Citizen Forums and Minnesota Environmental Congress 

 
IX. Adjourn 

 
 
 
Note: Items on the agenda are preliminary until the agenda is approved by the board. 
 
This agenda and schedule may be made available in other formats, such as Braille, large type or audiotape, upon 
request. People with disabilities should contact Mary Osborn, Board Administrator, as soon as possible to request an 
accommodation (e.g., sign language interpreter) to participate in these meetings. 

                                                 
* Items requiring discussion may be removed from the Consent Agenda 
 
** Denotes action may be taken 

http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/
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520 Lafayette Road 
St. Paul, MN  55155-4194 

 
MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD 

Phone: 651-757-2872 
Fax: 651-297-2343 

          www.eqb.state.mn.us 
 
 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 
 

Meeting Location:  MPCA Board Room 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 

ANNOTATED AGENDA 
 
 
General  
This month’s meeting will take place in the MPCA Board Room at 520 Lafayette Road in 
St. Paul. The meeting will begin at 1:00 p.m. Staff will be available for briefing and questions at 
12:30 p.m.  

I. *Adoption of Consent Agenda 
  Proposed Agenda for January 16, 2013, Board Meeting 
  November 14, 2012, Meeting Minutes 
 
II. Introductions 

 
III. Chair’s Report 
 
IV. Executive Director’s Report 

 
V. ** Designation of a Different Responsible Governmental Unit for Preparation of an 

Environmental Assessment Worksheet for a Proposed Recreational Development in 
Shoreland (Living Word Bible Camp) 

 
Presenter: Bob Patton 
  (651-201-6226) 
 
 

                                                 
* Items requiring discussion may be removed from the Consent Agenda 
** Denotes action may be taken 
 
Note: Items on the agenda are preliminary until the agenda is approved by the Board. 
 
This agenda and schedule may be made available in other formats, such as Braille, large type or audiotape, upon request. People 
with disabilities should contact Elizabeth Tegdesch, Board Administrator, as soon as possible to request an accommodation (e.g., 
sign language interpreter) to participate in these meetings. 

http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/
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Materials enclosed: 

· Letters of request from neighboring landowners’ representative, February 15 and 21, 
2012 

· Letter of request from Itasca County, April 9, 2012 
· Submittals from neighboring landowners’ representative, May 7 and June 8, 2012 
· Submittal from Itasca County, June 12, 2012 
· Submittal from project proposer, June 12, 2012 

 
Issue before the Board: 
The EQB has received requests to designate a different responsible governmental unit (RGU) for the 
preparation of an Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) for the Living Word Bible Camp on 
Deer Lake in Itasca County.  The RGU is Itasca County.  Requests from two different parties have been 
received to designate either the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency or the Department of Natural 
Resources as the RGU.  The Board's authority related to consideration of this matter is found at Minn. 
Rules part 4410.0500 RGU SELECTION PROCEDURES, subp. 6, which reads: 

Subpart 6. Exception. Notwithstanding subparts 1 to 5, the EQB may designate, within 
five days of the receipt of the completed data portions of the EAW, a different RGU for 
the project if the EQB determines that the designee has greater expertise in analyzing the 
potential impacts of the project. 

There is additional authority for the EQB to act, although through its chair: 

Subp. 5.  RGU selection generally. For any project where the RGU is not listed in part 
4410.4300 or 4410.4400 or which falls into more than one category in part 4410.4300 or 
4410.4400, or for which the RGU is in question, the RGU shall be determined as follows:  

A.  When a single governmental unit proposes to carry out or has sole jurisdiction to 
approve a project, it shall be the RGU. 

B.  When two or more governmental units propose to carry out or have jurisdiction to 
approve the project, the RGU shall be the governmental unit with the greatest 
responsibility for supervising or approving the project as a whole. Where it is not clear 
which governmental unit has the greatest responsibility for supervising or approving the 
project or where there is a dispute about which governmental unit has the greatest 
responsibility for supervising or approving the project, the governmental units shall 
either: 

(1)  by agreement, designate which unit shall be the RGU within five days of receipt of 
the completed data portion of the EAW; or 

(2)  submit the question to the EQB chairperson, who shall within five days of receipt 
of the completed data portions of the EAW designate the RGU based on a 
consideration of which governmental unit has the greatest responsibility for 
supervising or approving the project or has expertise that is relevant for the 
environmental review.  Emphasis added. 

This authority, in 4410.0500, subp. 5, is cited by the project proposer as authority for the EQB to act, and 

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/rules?id=4410.4300
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/rules?id=4410.4400
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/rules?id=4410.4300
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/rules?id=4410.4400
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is discussed below. 

Background 
Living Word Bible Camp is a proposed bible camp/retreat center on a 253 acre site on the east shore of 
Deer Lake in Itasca County.  The proposed project includes a lodge with a chapel, an office, five 
dormitories, an activity building, storage buildings, recreational facilities, a ballfield, a campfire area, and 
a trail system.  The site consists of mostly undeveloped woodlands except for four residential buildings (a 
house and three accessory buildings). 

Because environmental review was initiated by petition, the RGU was determined by EQB staff to be 
Itasca County. 

Project History 
On April 12, 2006, the project proposer (Living Word Bible Camp: Ron and Judy Hunt) applied to Itasca 
County for planned unit development approval and conditional use permit.  In May 2006: a petition for an 
EAW was filed with the EQB; the EQB determined that Itasca County was the appropriate governmental 
unit to decide the need for an EAW and transmitted the petition to Itasca County; and the Itasca County 
Board determined an EAW was not required for the project. 

Representatives of the petitioner challenged Itasca County’s denial of the petition.  The District Court 
determined that the County erred in its decision to deny the petition.  On appeal, the Minnesota Court of 
Appeals affirmed the decision of the District Court. 

In December 2009, Itasca County published the EAW.  On February 23, 2010, Itasca County determined 
that an EIS was required (positive declaration).  The positive declaration was appealed by Itasca County 
and the proposers.  On December 15, 2011, the District Court remanded the matter to Itasca County or the 
MPCA to repeat the EAW process, and ordered that one of the Itasca County Commissioners, 
Commissioner McLynn, be excluded from the process.  The District Court decision was appealed by the 
project proposer to the Minnesota Court of Appeals. 

The Itasca County Board considered the matter on February 7, and 28, 2012, and voted to refer the Living 
Word Bible Camp EAW to the EQB for determination of a new RGU, such as the MPCA or other 
appropriate entity.  A letter from attorney Michael Ford, representing Itasca County, transmitted the 
request on April 9.  Additionally, the neighboring landowners, by letters dated February 15 and 21, 2012 
from attorney James P. Peters, representing neighboring landowners, requested that the EQB designate 
the DNR as new RGU. 

Staff communicated with representatives of Itasca County and the neighboring landowners on April 27, 
that it did not believe it was appropriate for the EQB to take action regarding designation of a different 
RGU pending the outcome of the appeal to the Court of Appeals.  In response, on April 30, attorney Craig 
Howse, representing the project proposer, pointed out that the EQB was not barred, because of the appeal, 
from considering the request to designate a new RGU.  Consequently, the matter was considered at the 
June meeting. 

At its June meeting, the EQB tabled the matter until final resolution of the matter before the Court of 
Appeals. 

The Court of Appeals issued a decision on September 27, 2012 that affirmed the District Court decision.  
However, that decision was appealed by the neighboring landowners.  The Supreme Court, on November 
27, 2012, declined to hear the case.  Consequently, the matter has been taken off the EQB’s table. 
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Discussion 
As discussed in June, this case is unprecedented.  In all known prior cases where the EQB designated a 
different RGU under Minn. Rules part 4410.0500, subp. 6: 

· the request came from the RGU; in this case, the request is from the RGU and the neighboring 
landowners; 

· the request was for designation of one specific governmental unit; in this case, Itasca County has 
not requested one specific governmental unit, naming MPCA and DNR as viable options; 

· the request was accepted by the proposed designee; in this case, neither the MPCA nor the DNR 
have accepted the proposed designation; 

· the proposed designee was found to have greater expertise; in this case, EQB staff has concluded 
that Itasca County has the greatest expertise; 

· the request came before completion of the EAW.  In this case, an EAW was completed and the 
District Court determined that the EAW completed by Itasca County was flawed and that the 
EAW should be redone.  The District Court has suggested that the MPCA be designated RGU. 

To designate a different RGU than Itasca County, the EQB must determine that the designee (the MPCA 
or the DNR) has greater expertise in analyzing the potential impacts of the project.  Itasca County has not 
made an argument of greater expertise in either the MPCA or the DNR. 

So far, the only argument advanced regarding greater expertise has been by James P. Peters, representing 
neighboring landowners, which supports the designation of the DNR as RGU.  The argument is that the 
DNR administers the Shoreland Management Rules (Minn. Rules parts 6120.2500-3900), and has been 
closely involved in a recent project to update the rules. 

However, staff questions this argument.  While it is true that the DNR administers the statewide program, 
writes its rules, and provides technical assistance to local government units, the program consists of 
standards that are adopted by local governments through local land-use controls.  Additionally, the major 
approvals needed for the development are land-use decisions by Itasca County, including a conditional 
use permit, a planned-unit development, and a shoreland alteration permit.  Staff believes that the County 
has the greater expertise in land use. 

No argument has yet been made regarding the MPCA’s expertise in this case.  According to the EAW, an 
NPDES construction stormwater permit is needed from the MPCA.  Additionally, the MPCA provided 
comments on the EAW regarding stormwater, erosion, wetlands, and hazardous waste, all areas in which 
the MPCA has expertise.  Nonetheless, as stated earlier, staff believes the County has great expertise in 
land use, and land-use permits are the predominant governmental actions related to the project.  

The project proposer (see June 12, 2012 letter from G. Craig Howse) argues that District Court found 
irregularities and bias in the EAW proceedings and ordered an independent state agency conduct the new 
EAW process, that Itasca County has declined to serve as RGU, and therefore that the EQB should 
designate a state agency as RGU. The proposer also argues that bias exists in the DNR, and that therefore 
MPCA should be designated based on Minn Rule Part 4410.05500, subp. 5, cited above. 

In regard to this argument, however, staff does not find any criteria in the rule for designation of an RGU 
or different RGU on the basis of bias. Rather, the criteria relate to authority (responsibility for supervising 
or approving the project) and expertise. Expertise has already been discussed. In terms of authority, as 
also discussed above, staff believes that the greatest authority for approving the project resides with the 
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County, and it is therefore the proper RGU. 

Staff concludes that the EQB should deny the requests to designate a different RGU under Minn. Rules 
part 4410.0500, subp. 5 and subp. 6.   

Staff recommendation: 
Staff recommends adoption of the sample resolution. 

 

VI. **Mandatory Environmental Review Categories Report 
· Report 
· Resolution Authorizing Request for Comments to Begin Rulemaking 
· Establish an EQB Subcommittee 

 
Presenter:  Report and Notice for Comment:  Jeff Smyser, EQB, (651-757-2279) 
  
  Establish an EQB Subcommittee:  Bob Patton, EQB, (651-201-6226) 
 
Materials enclosed: 
•  Mandatory Environmental Review Categories Draft Report 
•  Resolution authorizing the Chair to publish a Request for Comments 
 
Issue before the Board:  Adopt resolution authorizing the Chair to publish a Request for 
Comments on the mandatory categories.  This publication will initiate the public rulemaking 
process. 
 
Background: 
Categories Report:  Several state agencies analyzed the categories for mandatory environmental 
review that are established by Minn. Rules 4410.  This was done to comply with Minnesota 
Laws 2012 Ch. 150, Art. 2, Sec. 3, which amended the MEPA statute requiring the 
environmental review program and its rules.  The statute amendment requires a review of 
mandatory categories every five years.  (The statute amendment itself is in the introduction of the 
report.) 
 
The Departments of Transportation, Natural Resources, and the Pollution Control Agency 
examined the categories for which they are the designated Responsible Governmental Unit 
(RGU). 
 
The EQB is designated as the RGU for the categories for nuclear waste facilities, power 
generating facilities, electrical transmission lines, and pipelines.  These categories were altered 
significantly by the statutory transfer of most reviews to the Public Utilities Commission in the 
Dept. of Commerce.  Because that agency now has the staff and expertise for those categories, 
Commerce staff provided the majority of the review of those categories.  Similarly, because all 
releases of genetically engineered organisms have been agriculturally-related, the Dept. of 

                                                 
** Denotes action may be taken 
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Agriculture provided the analyses for those categories even though the EQB is the designated 
RGU. 
 
The statute does not assign a specific agency to address categories designating the local 
governmental unit—political subdivisions of the state—as the RGU, so EQB staff took on the 
responsibility to analyze those categories.  There are more categories assigned to local 
government than to any other RGU. 
 
Each agency performed the review of its categories.  These analyses reviewed rule amendment 
SONARs prepared in 1982, 1986, 1988, 1997, 2003, 2004, 2005, and 2007.  The agencies 
consulted on the work and the present similar information.  The analyses differ in some aspects 
due to the types of projects, the agencies’ roles, and the format of the information found in past 
SONARS. 
 
Agency staff decided to assemble the analyses into one report.  The statute does not require it, 
but it was done this way for convenience of interested readers and to establish the basis for future 
reviews of the categories. 
 
Resolution:  The resolution authorizes the Chair of the EQB to sign and publish a Request for 
Comments.  This would initiate the rulemaking process of public dialogue and comments on the 
mandatory thresholds.  This rulemaking process will be conducted in accordance with Minn. 
Statutes, Chapter 14, which governs agency rulemaking and amendment.  Rulemaking according 
to the statute ensures public accountability, access, and participation.  In fact, these are stated as 
important purposes of how the rulemaking process is designed.   

 
 

VII. Silica Sand Report Discussion 
 

Presenter:  Jeff Smyser, EQB 
  (651-757-2279) 
 
Materials enclosed: 
•  Silica sand report:  January 9 preliminary working draft  
 
Issue before the Board:  Discuss preliminary working draft, provide comment and direction to 
staff for revisions to the document. 
 
Background: 
At the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) meeting on October 17, 2012, the Board requested 
that state agency staff look at the issues related to the silica sand mining industry and prepare 
information on what is known and what is not known.  A preliminary working draft report has been 
provided to board members.  The following important reminders should be noted about this report:  
 

· First, this is a preliminary draft.  Additional information clearly is needed.  Staff is 
seeking comments and directions from the Board.  We are receiving comments from 
agency staff.  Revisions and comments will be incorporated into the document as 
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appropriate. 
 

· Second, this report will not be encyclopedic.  Many sections of the report will be 
summaries of the topics.  Knowledge will increase and change over time but a written 
report can only include what information is current at the time of printing. 

 
· Third, a report from the Environmental Quality Board should be reliable.  The report does 

not include information for which EQB staff does not have readily available source 
material.  The preference for the report is clearly referenced and supportable information 
in favor of a greater quantity of information.  The final report will include footnotes and a 
bibliography, whereas the working draft contains references within the text. 

 
· Fourth, the report does not advocate a particular perspective on the silica sand issues.  

This report is not pro- or anti-silica sand mining.  The intent is to avoid opinions and 
focus on facts.  As is often the case, those with a particular interest will find fault when 
their viewpoint is not advocated.  We recognize this and accept that there are readers who 
may be displeased with the report as written. 

 
 
VIII. Update on Citizen Forums and Minnesota Environmental Congress  
 
Presenter:  Ellen Anderson, Senior Advisor to the Governor 
  (651-201-6173)  
 
Materials enclosed: 

None 
 
Issue before the Board:   
The completed Citizen Forums and the plans for the Environmental Congress event will be presented 
to the EQB. These plans are satisfying part four of Executive Order 11-32, dated November 16, 
2011, which states, in part,  

“By January 15, 2013, the EQB shall organize and host an environmental congress 
focused on the current state of Minnesota's environment, utilizing the elements in the 
report card.” 

 
Background: 
The six Citizen Forums, which occurred between late November and early December 2012, were 
very successful.  More than 1,200 Minnesotans attended and made their voices heard in several ways.  
Comments and feedback regarding the future of Minnesota’s environmental priorities were accepted 
through January 15, 2013 on the Environmental Congress website.  Staff are currently processing and 
analyzing this information gathered and will be making this information available to the public via 
the Environmental Congress website.  This information will also be used for the Environmental 
Congress, and an analysis of this information will be presented to the board following this event.  
Plans and preparations are being finalized for the Environmental Congress event.  
 

IX. Adjourn 
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MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD 
MEETING MINUTES 

 
Tuesday, November 14, 2012 

MPCA Room Board Room, 520 Lafayette Road, St. Paul 
 

 
EQB Members Present:  Dave Frederickson, Kristin Duncanson, Brian Napstad, John Saxhaug, 
Julie Goehring, Erik Tomlinson, Mike Rothman, John Linc Stine, Aggie Leitheiser (for Ed Ehlinger), 
Katie Clark, Tom Landwehr, Spencer Cronk, Bernie Arseneau 
 
EQB Members Absent:  Ed Ehlinger 
 
Staff Present:  Bob Patton, Kate Frantz (EQB), Mary Osborn (MPCA for EQB) 
 
Staff Absent:  Jeff Smyser (EQB) 
 
Chair Dave Frederickson called the meeting to order at 1:07 p.m.  
 
I. Introductions 
 

Members of the EQB and those in attendance introduced themselves. 
 

II. Adoption of Consent Agenda and Minutes 
 

A motion to adopt the Consent Agenda and approve the October 30, 2012, meeting minutes was 
made, seconded, and carried unanimously. 
 

III. Chair’s Report 
 
Chair Frederickson thanked everyone involved for the great work to this point in carrying out the 
Governor’s Executive Order. Today is the day when resolutions on final recommendations to the 
Governor’s Office will be voted on. 
 

IV. Executive Director’s Report 
 

· Executive Director Patton summarized the handouts, and also thanked everyone involved in 
carrying out the Governor’s Executive Order. 

· There will be an EQB meeting in December. Agenda items will likely include mandatory 
categories and agency personnel reporting on the frac sand mining issue. 

· Doug Benson (Health Department tech rep) is retiring from state service. 
 

V. Executive Order 11-32: Adoption of Environmental Review Improvement 
Recommendations 

 
Presenter:  Randall Doneen (DNR) 
 
Mr. Doneen summarized the changes made to the recommendations after receiving input from 
EQB members and public testimony.  
 
After Board discussion, the following resolution was adopted.  
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RESOLUTION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD  

as approved November 14, 2012 
 

Recommendations for Environmental Review and Improvement 
as Mandated by Executive Order 11-32 

 
WHEREAS, Governor Dayton issued Executive Order 11-32 on November 16, 

2011 and among other directives, the Executive Order requires that:  

By November 15, 2012, the EQB shall evaluate and make recommendations on how to 
improve environmental review, given the changes made in Chapter 4, House File 1, and the 
recommendations contained in the Office of the Legislative Auditor Environmental Review 
and Permitting Report.; 

WHEREAS, to address this charge, a multidisciplinary team studied the issue and 
distributed a draft report on September 19, 2012 analyzing stakeholder input, previous 
efforts to study the issues, processes studied by other states, and included recommendations 
for improving environmental review; 

WHEREAS, the draft report was available for public review and comment from 
September 19 through October 19, 2012; 

WHEREAS, the Environmental Quality Board heard public testimony on the report 
on October 17, 2012; 

WHEREAS, the public comments were considered, the draft report was reviewed 
and amended, and the revised report dated November 6, 2012 includes recommendations 
for improving environmental review; and 

WHEREAS, the Environmental Quality Board concludes that the report entitled 
Evaluation and Recommendations for Improving Environmental Review dated November 
6, 2012 fulfills the requirements of Executive Order 11-32 regarding recommendations for 
improving environmental review. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Environmental Quality Board 
hereby approves the recommendations in the report. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the report shall be forwarded to the Governor 
in fulfillment of the requirements of Executive Order 11-32 regarding recommendations for 
improving environmental review. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that upon concurrence with the Governor, the 
Environmental Quality Board shall develop a timeline and inventory of needed resources to 
implement the approved recommendations, and this timeline and inventory shall be 
reviewed and evaluated annually by the Environmental Quality Board. 

VI. Executive Order 11-32: Adoption of Environmental Governance and Coordination 
Recommendations 
 
Presenter: Bob Patton (EQB)  
 
Mr. Patton summarized the final recommendations.  
 
Public testimony was given by Paula Maccabee, Just Change Law Offices and Water Legacy. 
 
After Board discussion, the following resolution was adopted. 
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RESOLUTION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD  
as approved November 14, 2012 

 
Recommendations for Environmental Governance and Coordination 

as Mandated by Executive Order 11-32 
 

WHEREAS, Governor Dayton issued Executive Order 11-32 on November 16, 
2011. Among other directives, the Executive Order requires that: 

By November 15, 2012, the EQB will evaluate and make recommendations for 
improved environmental governance and coordination; 

WHEREAS, to address this charge, a multidisciplinary team arrived at the 
following policy question to guide its work: 

With regard to environmental issues, policies, and programs, how should the state 
ensure that state agencies operate in an efficient and coordinated manner 
consistent with the Governor’s priorities?; 

WHEREAS, the Minnesota Legislature adopted a provision mandating that this 
evaluation include a review of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency Citizens’ Board’s 
procedural role in reviewing permits, EAWs, and EISs;   

WHEREAS, the team distributed a draft report on September 19, 2012 analyzing 
various alternatives that considered the structure and functions of the Environmental 
Quality Board and the role of the MPCA Citizens’ Board in reviewing and deciding on 
permits and environmental review; 

WHEREAS, the EQB heard public testimony on the alternatives analysis for the 
role of the EQB and MPCA Citizens’ Board on October 30, 2012;  

WHEREAS, the public testimony and comments expressed support for a 
revitalized and refocused Environmental Quality Board as described in the September 19, 
2012 report; 

WHEREAS, the public testimony and comments expressed the value of the MPCA 
Citizens’ Board role in reviewing and deciding on permits and environmental review 
documents; and 

WHEREAS, the EQB concludes that: 

1. The original drafters of EQB laws wisely pointed out that “problems related to the 
environment often encompass the responsibilities of several state agencies and that 
solutions to these environmental problems require the interaction of these 
agencies.”  M.S. 116C.01.   

2. The Governor and the Executive Branch need a mechanism for interdisciplinary 
analysis and decision-making to best serve the state of Minnesota.  In today’s 
complex world, issues related to air and water quality, energy generation and 
usage, settlement, land use, climate change, and economic development all cut 
across state agency jurisdictions and require systems-based analysis.  For state 
agencies to effectively implement the Governor’s priorities, they should plan 
proactively and strategically in cooperation with other agencies. 

3. The EQB is a unique forum in state government where Minnesota's citizens can 
directly address and bring their concerns on a broad spectrum of issues, related to 
the environment and natural resources, energy, health, infrastructure, and economic 
development directly to state agency commissioners.     
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4. The forum for public input provided by the EQB makes for a better state by 
strengthening the public’s connection to government decisions, building trust in 
government and adding capacity to both citizens and cabinet members by 
exchanging knowledge and information.   

5. Current staff support for EQB activities is inadequate to fulfill the EQB’s mission 
and critical responsibilities. 

6. There are some specific changes to the MPCA Citizens’ Board process and the 
environmental review process to improve the current system that are worth 
evaluating further. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Minnesota Environmental 
Quality Board makes the following recommendations to the Governor regarding the 
Environmental Quality Board: 

1. The EQB should continue to exist and should be revitalized and refocused as 
described below. 

2. The EQB should focus on three critical functions that can be effectively performed 
only by the interagency, cabinet level collaboration delivered by a revitalized, 
refocused Environmental Quality Board: (a) Strategic planning and interagency 
coordination on environmental issues; (b) Environmental review oversight and 
improvement; and (c) Public access to environmental review information. 

a. Strategic planning and interagency coordination.  This function is intended to 
have the following outcome:  

Minnesota state government will have improved environmental governance 
and coordination with an Environmental Quality Board managing pressing 
environmental policy questions, analyzing their impact across agency 
jurisdictions, and creating action-oriented, results-based strategic plans with 
measurable objectives for guiding state agency work. 

The EQB should perform this function by: 
i. Identifying pressing and emerging environmental problems of 

interdepartmental concern that transcend individual agency missions 
and jurisdictions; 

ii. Objectively analyzing identified problems using a systems-based 
approach that benefits from the extensive expertise of the many state 
agencies; and is based upon indicators that are regularly tracked;   

iii. Developing strategies to address identified problems, and preparing 
results-based implementation plans including actionable 
recommendations, consideration of the quality, consistency, 
efficiency, and fairness of environmental review and environmental 
permitting practices, measurable objectives and milestones, and 
evaluation mechanisms; and 

iv. Meaningfully engaging the public throughout the planning process. 

b. Environmental review oversight and continuous improvement.  This function 
is intended to have the following outcome: 

Project proposers, local governments, environmental advocates, and citizens 
will be better served with an efficient and accountable environmental review 
program with the EQB management function continued and strengthened. 
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The EQB should perform this function by: 
i. Creating mechanisms to monitor issues related to the implementation 

of environmental review and continuing to periodically update the 
rules as necessary so that environmental review rules meet 
appropriate standards and are well tailored to best serve 
environmental protection and economic development goals; and 

ii. Continuing to improve program support and guidance to project 
proposers to enhance the value of environmental review as a project 
planning tool, to governmental units conducting environmental 
review, and to the general public, so that members of the public will 
have a neutral source of information and guidance to navigate 
complex environmental review processes.  

c. Public portal for environmental review information.  This function is 
intended to have the following outcome: 

 The public and all stakeholders will be able to participate in the 
environmental review process earlier and more easily with a new public 
information web-based portal.  This will make government more transparent 
and accessible to citizens, reduce costly delays, and improve the quality of 
decision making.   

 The EQB should perform this function by implementing and maintaining a 
statewide environmental review data storage, retrieval, and access system 
(public portal) that will ensure the public and governmental agencies have 
ready electronic access to EAWs, EISs, and related plans and permit 
documents. 

3. Adequately resource the EQB to perform the functions and achieve the outcomes 
described above; specifically: 

a. Have a sufficient number of professional staff members devoted exclusively 
to support of EQB activities.  The current staffing level is inadequate to 
perform the functions described above.   

b. EQB member agencies need to continue to provide interdisciplinary expertise 
and staff resources to supplement EQB staff support. 

c. In addition to professional staff, strong and consistent leadership, and 
administrative support is needed.  We recommend a full-time executive 
director and clerical support. 

d. The public portal for environmental review information will require new 
resources for development costs (one-time costs) and for ongoing 
information technology services.   

e. Work plans for EQB activities need to include measurable indicators of 
performance. 

4. As Minnesota changes, so should our governance.  The EQB should be open to 
continually adapt to meet the challenges of the future in a way that reflects all of 
Minnesota. To that end, the EQB should continually examine its statutory 
authorities and statutory membership with an eye toward streamlining, 
consolidating, refocusing, or affirming its authorities and membership to align with 
the priorities described above.   

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT, that the Minnesota Environmental Quality 
Board, in consultation with the MPCA, makes the following recommendations to the 
Governor regarding the Pollution Control Agency: 
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1. No major changes should be made to the role of the MPCA Commissioner and the 
MPCA Citizens’ Board in bringing permits and environmental review documents 
to the Citizens’ Board for decision; and 

2. The MPCA should evaluate and recommend specific changes to the MPCA 
Citizens’ Board process and the environmental review process including 
1) automatic triggers that bring projects before the Board for decision; 2) timeliness 
of submittal of materials to the Board for inclusion into the record; and 3) review 
of mandatory category thresholds and environmental review program 
improvements currently underway. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT, upon concurrence by the Governor, the 
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board and the MPCA shall develop implementation 
plans for these recommendations, including timelines and needed resources. 

VII. Executive Order 11-32: Adoption of Minnesota Environment and Energy Report Card 
 
Presenter: Bill Grant (Commerce) 
 
Mr. Grant presented the “all but final” draft of the Minnesota Environment and Energy Report 
Card. A glossary will be added and possibly some fine-tuning to the graphs and charts. 

 
Public testimony was given by the following people: 
 
· Paula Maccabee, Just Change Law Offices and Water Legacy 
· Michelle Rosier, Sierra Club 
· Jim Erkel, Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy 
 
After Board discussion, the following resolution was adopted. 
 

RESOLUTION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD as 
approved November 14, 2012 

 
Minnesota Environment and Energy Report Card as Mandated by  

Executive Order 11-32 
 

WHEREAS, Governor Dayton issued Executive Order 11-32 on November 16, 
2011. Among other directives, the Executive Order requires that: 

By November 15, 2012, the EQB shall prepare an environmental and energy report 
card that identifies metrics which the State of Minnesota can use to measure its 
performance and progress protecting Minnesota's valuable air, water and land 
resources. Once initially established, the environment and energy report card shall 
be an annual report with renewed priorities, initiatives, and goals and an updated 
report card; 

WHEREAS, to address this charge, a multidisciplinary team of state agency staff 
used existing data to develop a report card intended to aid general understanding of the 
present conditions of Minnesota’s environment, and energy production and use; 

WHEREAS, the team developed the report card by selecting key indicators, 
providing graphical and narrative descriptions of the indicators, and providing 
narrative discussion and questions intended to foster public discourse about 
environmental policy; 
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WHEREAS, a draft report card was reviewed by two ad hoc advisory groups of 
invited participants convened on August 3 and August 21, 2012, and the draft report 
was subsequently revised and refined; and 

WHEREAS, Minnesota Environment and Energy Report Card will be used in future 
public discussions including the Citizen Forums to be held in November and December 
2012 in Rochester, Bloomington, Duluth, Worthington, St. Cloud, and Moorhead, and the 
Environmental Congress to be held in March 2013 in St. Paul. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Minnesota Environmental Quality 
Board approves the Minnesota Environment and Energy Report Card; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Minnesota Environment and Energy Report 
Card will be forwarded to the Governor in fulfillment of Executive Order 11-32. 

 

VIII. Executive Order 11-32: Environmental Congress Update 
 
Presenters:  Ellen Anderson (Senior Advisor to the Governor) and Todd Biewen (MPCA) 
 
Ms. Anderson reported on the final preparations and ongoing outreach efforts for the upcoming 
citizens’ forums. She informed the Board that many RSVPs have been received from the website 
already.  
 

IX. Adjourn  
 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:45 p.m.  
 



From: James Peters
To: Patton, Bob (MDA)
Subject: Living Word Bible Camp EAW - Itasca County
Date: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 12:40:38 PM
Attachments: EQB Request February 15 2012.pdf

Dear Mr. Patton:
- Attached please find a request that the EQB assign MN DNR as the RGU on this Project.
- I will also mail the request letter.
- Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions or comments.
Jim
Law Offices of James P Peters PLLC

mailto:jim@peterslawfirm.us
mailto:bob.patton@state.mn.us



LAW OFFICES OF


JAMES P. PETERS, PLLC
460 Franklin Street North #100


PO Box 313
Glenwood, MN 56334


320-634-3778


February 15, 2012


Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
Bob Patton, Executive Director
520 Lafayette Road North
St. Paul, MN 55155


Re: Living Word Bible Camp EA W - Itasca County, Minnesota
Request to Assign MN DNR as the RGU


Dear Mr. Patton:


I write regarding the environmental assessment worksheet ("EA W") process regarding the
proposed Living Word Bible Camp commercial planned unit development in Itasca County
("Project"). I represent neighboring landowners in Itasca County.


Please assign the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources ("MN DNR") to serve as the ROU
for the EAW on the Project.


By way of background, you should know that the Project has a long and controversial history in
development, including litigation on multiple issues and litigation on the need for environmental
review. Itasca County had in February 2010 ordered an EIS on the Project. The Itasca County
District Court on December 15,2011 reversed Itasca County's order for an EIS on the Project
and, in summary, directed the County to redo the EAW or assign MPCA as the ROD to redo the
EAW process. In an effort to see the EIS process completed, an appeal has been filed in the
Minnesota Court of Appeals seeking an affirmance of the County Board order for the EIS.


Minn.R. 4410.0500 establishes the ROD selection procedures. Subp. 6 allows the EQB to
designate a different ROD for the project if the ROD determines that a ROD has greater
expertise in analyzing the potential impacts of the project. Itasca County was the RGD and
wishes not to continue. MN DNR has the greatest expertise for this Project and should act as the
RGD if the County will not.


The Project, which is commercial, involves lakeshore development and is proposed in the
shoreland zone in an area zoned residential. MN DNR administers the Shoreland Management
Program under Minnesota Rules, Ch. 6120.2500-3900. This program provides the statewide
standards that Counties, like Itasca, adopt and administer. MN DNR has been closely involved in
'proposed revisions to the Minnesota Shore land Rules, including the Statement of Needs and
Reasonableness on the new proposals. You may wish to contact Paul Radomski, the senior
project consultant on the Minnesota Shoreland Rules update project.
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MN DNR also provides planning and zoning assistance with Area Hydrologists and Shoreland
Management staff. MN DNR also has the Division of Waters, which has expertise regarding the
water resources regarding this Project.


Please contact me to discuss the assignment and with any questions or comments. Your attention
to this matter is appreciated.







LAW OFFICES OF i

JAMES P PETERS, PLLC
460 Oranklto Street North #100

Pt) Box 313
(lennod, MN 56334

320-634-378February 21, 2012

Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
Bob Patton, Executive Director
520 Lafayette Road North
St. Paul, MN 55155

Re: Living Word Bible Camp EA W- Itasca County, Minnesota
Request to Assigii MN DNR as the kGb

Dear Mr. Patton:

I write again to follow up regarding the environmental assessment worksheet (“EAW”) processregarding the proposed Living Word Bible Camp commercial planned unit development in ItascaCounty (“Project”). There are additional reasons why the EQB should assign the MinnesotaDepartment of Natural Resources (“MN I)NR”) to serve as the RGU for the EAW on the Project.

MN DNR has area-specific expertise in resource management regarding this part of ItascaCounty. The Division of Ecological Resources of MN DNR has several habitat preservationprojects (easement and management areas) in Itasca County, including on Deer Lake. MN T)NRmanages the Beer Island-Deer Lake Island Wildlife Management Area, the Trout Lake WildlifeManagement Area, the Bowstring Deer Yard Wildlife Management Area, the Sugar LakeConservation Easement, and the Bass Brook Wildlife Management Area.

MN DNR also has specific expertise regarding the State Aquatic Management Areas, whichinclude Kocemba Bay on Deer Lake.

Your attention to this matter is appreciated.
/

Sincere5y9

,,‘1Theters
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April 9, 2012

Robert Patton
Executive Director
Environmental Quality Board
520 Lafayette Road North
Saint Paul, MN 55155

RE: Request for the appointment of a new RGU on the Living Word
Bible Camp project in Itasca County
Claim #102GL1015392JS
Our File #19243.18518

Dear Mr. Patton:

I have been engaged to represent Itasca County in a dispute that is currently on
appeal to the Minnesota Court of Appeals. The dispute, generally, involves a
project being pursued by the Living Word Bible Camp whose counsel is Craig
Howse whom I copy on this message.

At present, there is a District Court Order that remands a decision on the need
for an Environmental Impact Statement to the County Board.

In the order of remand the District Court recommended that the County Board
consider referring the decision on the need for an Environmental Impact
Statement to the Environmental Quality Board for selection and appointment of
a different Responsible Government Unit to decide the issue.

On February 7th and again on February 28th the Itasca County Board took up the
issue and ultimately decided to select “a Responsible Government Unit (RGU) in
place of Itasca County such as the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
or such other appropriate entity as the EQB may appoint.” See, Minutes,
February 28, 2012 Itasca County Board.

Enclosed please find copies of the relevant District decisions on 07-15-11 and 12-
15-11 and County Board meeting minutes of 02-07-12 and 02-28-12.

I have earlier provided this material, and explanation, to your agency’s assigned
legal counsel, Kathleen Winters, and by copy of this letter do so again.

iliad & lax Center
P0 Box 1008
St. Cloud, MN 56302

Fax 320.251.1415

Saint Cloud Office
Wells Fargo Center

400 South First Street, Suite 600
St. Cloud, MN 56301

Phone 320.251.1414

I.ittle Falls Office
First Street Suites
107 First Street SF., Suite 105
Little Falls, MN 56345

Phone 320.632.0440www.quinlivan.com
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I understand from Ms. Winters that a group of neighboring land owners represented by
Jim Peters has already requested that the EQB appoint a new RGU and I therefore copy
Mr. Peters with this letter and its enclosures.

Should the EQB appoint a new RGU then and at that time the County primary point of
contact on all administrative matters relating to the EIS issue will be the Itasca County
Environmental Services Administrator, Don Dewey ((218) 327-2857) and I therefore
copy Mr. Dewey on this letter as well.

Should your agency require anything further on this request, please feel free to contact
me or have Ms. Winters do so.

Sincerely,

C: w/encl. James P. Peters
Law Offices of James P. Peters, PLLC
P0 Box 313
Glenwood, MN 56334

G. Craig Howse
Howse & Thompson, P.A.
3189 Fernbrook Ln. N.
Plymouth, MN 55447

Don Dewey
Environmental Services Administrator
Itasca County Environmental Services
123 N.E. 4th St.
Grand Rapids, MN 55744-2600

Kathleen Winters
Assistant Attorney General
Minnesota Attorney GeneraUs Office
445 Minnesota St., Ste. 900
St. Paul, MN 55146

Attorney at
MJF/mal/8o7398

Enclosures
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STATE OF MINNESOTA LN DISTRICT COURT

COUNTY OF ITASCA NINTh JUDICIAL DISTRICT

Living Word Bible Camp, File #: 31-CV-10-885

Plaintiff,

FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW,

County of Itasca, ORDER and
MEMORANDUM

Defendant.

The above-entitled matter came on for hearing before the undersigned Judge of District
Court, on May 2, 2011 pursuant to the parties’ cross motions for summary judgment on
plaintiffs declaratory judgment action challenging Itasca County’s positive declaration for an
EIS. In addition, the issue of intervention is before the court based upon a notice of intervention
filed on behalf of neighboring landowners. Plaintiff, Living Word Bible Camp, was represented
by Craig C. Howse, Attorney at Law. Defendant, County of Itasca, was represented by Michael
J. Ford, Attorney at Law. The proposed intervenors were represented by James P. Peters,
Attorney at Law.

Based on the arguments and memoranda and the file and proceedings herein, this Court

makes the following:

ORDER

1. An evidentiary hearing shall be scheduled for an evidentiary hearing to detennine
whether Commissioner McLynn’s partiality and improper actions rendered the County
Board’s positive declaration for an EIS arbitrary and capricious.

2. A scheduling hearing shall be held on August. 2011 at

_____

m.

3. Defendant County of Itasca’s motion for summary judgment as to plaintiff’s equal
protection claim is granted.

4. The Notice of Intervention, filed April 21, 2011, is denied.

5. The issue of costs and disbursements is reserved.
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6. All other claims by either party not addressed herein are dismissed.

Let the attached Memorandum be made a part hereof.

IT IS SO ORDERED:

Dated this 25 day of July 2011.

BY THE COURT:

of District Court

JUL25 ZO1

COURT ADMNISTR)jo
ITASCA COUNTY M(NN

1-



MEMORANDUM
Statement of Facts

In April of 2006, Ron and Judy Hunt applied on behalf of plaintiff Living Word
Bible Camp (“LWBC”) for a planned unit development (“PUD”) and a conditional use
permit (“CUP”) to establish a youth/bible camp on Deer Lake, located in Itasca County,
Minnesota. In May of 2006, a citizen’s petition seeking to have an Environmental
Assessment Worksheet (“EAW”) completed onthe LWBC project was filed with the
Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”). An EAW is a “brief document which is designed
to set out the basic facts necessary to determine whether an environmental impact
statement is required for a proposed action.” Mum, Stat. § 116D.04, Subd. la(c). The
EQB referred the matter to Itasca County as the responsible governmental unit (“RGU”).

When preparing the EAW, the RGU applies certain criteria set forth in Minn. R.
4410.1700, Subp. 7, to detennine whether the project has “potential for significant
environmental effects.” Minn. Stat §‘6D.04, Subd. 2a(c); Minn. R. 4410.1700, Supb. 7.
If, after.reviewing the EAW, the RGU decides that the project does have the potential for
significant environmental effects, the RGU is required to issue a “positive declaration”
indicating that an Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) must be completed. Miun. R.
4410.1700, Subp. 1 & 3. An EIS is an exhaustive environmental review that the party
proposing the project must conduct at its own expense. See Minn. R. 4410.2000, Subp. 1;
Mian. R. 4410 .2300; Minn. Stat. § 116D.045.

The Itasca County Board of Commissioners (“County Board”) determined that an
EAW was not required for the project. The only vote for an EAW was Commissioner
Catherine McLynn, who indicated that she was voting for the EAW because the
petitioners were constituents and taxpayers in her district. The petitioners challenged the
decision in District Court. Based upon the record, both the District Court and the
Minnesota Court of Appeals concluded that the County Board acted arbitrarily and
capriciously in not ordering an EAW. The matter was remanded to the County Board
with direction to order an EAW.

In January of 2009, the County Board hired Widseth Smith Nolting & Associates,
Inc., (“WSN”) to complete the EAW. Brian Ross of WSN worked on completing the
EAW. On October 13, 2009, completed data portions of the EAW prepared by LWBC
were forwarded to WSN. On November 10, 2009, WSN notified LWBC that their data
submittal was complete. The EAW was approved for distribution following a contentious
County Board meeting on December 7, 2009 The EAW was published in the EQB
Monitor on December 28, 2009. The deadline for public comment was January 27, 2010.
On January 14, 2010, Mr. Ross facilitated a public meeting on the LAW petition. The
County Board received roughly 40 comments on the LAW, some in support of the LAW,
some against. The EAW and the comments comprised the record upon which the County
Board was to make its decision. This court based its decision upon the roughly 2300
pages that comprise the entire Record of Decision (“ROD”). The evidence in the record
that could arguably support either a finding that an EIS was necessary or that an EIS was
not necessary, depending upon what evidence the individual County Board members
chose to rely upon to reach their decision.

On February 23, 2010, the County Board voted 3-1 in support of a resolution,
supported by findings of fact, which made a positive declaration for the need for an EIS.
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Commissioner McLynn, in whose district the majority of Deer Lake is located,
was closely involved throughout the entire EAW process and it is her involvement that is
at the center of the present dispute. She voted in favor of an EIS. Plaintiff LWBC alleges
that Itasca County Board’s positive declaration for the need for an EIS was arbitrary and
capricious, not supported by the evidence and full of irregularities because Commissioner
McLynn did not approach the decision with a neutral and detached mind, failed to act in
good faith, was not capable of fairly judging the controversy on its own circumstances,
and/or took a position in opposition to the LWBC project and exhibited a closed mind
when voting for an EIS.
Standard of Review

The parties agree that decision of a county board in determining whether to
require an EAW is quasi-judicial in nature. In other words, the board members must act
as judges and not as representatives or advocates. It is certainly understandable that it
may sometimes be difficult for the members of a political body, like a county board, to
put aside political considerations and act in a quasi-judicial capacity that requires that
board members determine facts presented by opposing sides and make a decision based
upon findings of fact and application of the apprcpriate legal criteria and standard, rather
than simply doing what is in their own self interest, or that which serves the interests or
desires of the member’s constituents.

When acting in a quasi-judicial capacity, county boards are subject to more
extensive judicial oversight then when making zoning decisions. Honn v. City of Coon
Rapids, 313 N.W.2d 409, 4 16-17 (Minn.1981). Reviewing courts must defer to county
board decision unless the decision reflects an error of law, is arbitrary and capricious, or
is unsupported by substantial evidence. Citizens Advocating Responsible Development v.
Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners, 713 N.W2d 817, 833 (Minn.
2006)(”CARD”). An RGTYs determination regarding an EIS is arbitrary and capricious if
the decision represents “its will, rather than its judgment.” Pope County Mothers v. Minn.
Pollution ControlAgency, 594 N.W.2d 233, 236 (Minn.App. 1999). Alternatively stated,
an RGU’s decision is arbitrary and capricious if it (1) is based on factors that the
legislature did not intend for the RGU to consider; (2) entirely fails to address an
important aspect of the problem; (3) offers an explanation that is counter to the evidence;
or (4) is so implausible that it could not be explained as a difference in view or the result
of the RGU’s decision-making expertise. CARD at 833.

In CARD, the Minnesota Supreme Court stated that the scope of review in
environmental review cases is as set forth in the Minnesota Administrative Procedure Act
(“MAPA”) § 14.69. Id. at 832. That statute permits a reviewing court to affirm, remand,
reverse, or modify the agency’s decision, But in Iron Rangers for Responsible Ridge
Action v. Iron Range Resources, 531 N.W.2d 874, 880 (Minn.App. 1995), the Court cited
Swanson v. City ofBloomington, 421 N.W.2d 307, 313 (Minn.1988), as directing
application of the arbitrary and capricious standard when reviewing county board
decisions that ate based on the record. Swanson goes on to state that if the proceedings
have not been fair, the parties are entitled, under Honn v. City of Coon Rapids, 313
N.W.2d 409 (Minn.1981), to augment the record with evidence introduced to the district
court.
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Commissioner McLynn’s Actions Were Improper and an Evidentiary Hearing is
Necessary to Determine Whether the Decision of the Itasca County Board to
Require an EIS was Arbitrary and Capricious

The record as a whole establishes that Commissioner McLynn consistently
favored those who were seeking a positive declaration for an EIS. Although there are
some statements in the record that would enable one to make an argument that
Commissioner McLynn did have an open mind on this issue, her actions do not support
such a conclusion that she approached the EAW process, including the decision for an
EIS, with a neutral and detached mind as is required of County Board members when
acting in a quasi-judicial capacity.

Evidence outside the record, including Commissioner McLynn’ s efforts to revoke
the tax exempt status of LWBC and her statement at the November 16, 2009 hearing on
whether to order an EAW, is relevant to show McLymi’s alignment with opponents of the
LWBC project. Commissioner McLynn’ s ultimately successful attempts to change the
tax exempt status of the LWBC property, like McLynn’s past involvement with members
of the Deer Lake Association (“DLA”) in matters relating to LWBC, are circumstantial
evidence that bolsters the conclusion that McLynn did not approach the EAW process
with an open mind. Commissioner McLynn’s reason for voting to require an EAW- that
the petitioner was a constituent- is not part of the present record of decision, but it is
relevant to the issue of her advocacy on behalf of LWBC opponents as well as McLynn’s
disregard of her obligation to act in a quasi-judicial capacity on this issue by making
decisions based upon the facts rather than on political considerations.

Even more significant than Commissioner McLynn’s statement that she was
voting for an EAW because the petitioner was a constituent, was McLynn’ s insistence
that she be able to review the EAW with her constituents to help her determine if the
EAW was complete and ready for public comment. (ROD # 2326, 2328). Commissioner
McLynn’ s insistence on having persons opposed to the LWBC project help her determine
whether to deem the EAW complete was, as she was informed by other commissioners
and Brian Ross of WSN, inappropriate. That McLynn improperly relied upon LWBC
opponents in determining whether the EAW was complete raises the question of whether
McLynn relied on LWBC opponents in voting to require an EIS.

From the beginning of the EAW process, McLynn consistently sought to remove
from the EAW statements and conclusions that were favorable to LWBC and she sought
to include statements and information that were unfavorable to LWBC. She
accomplished this through numerous e-mails with Brian Ross, whom the County had
hired to prepare the EAW, and during County Board meetings. In support of her efforts,
McLynn made incorrect statements, including: “Statements drawing conclusions are very
specifically not to be included in the EAW.” (ROD # 998); “conclusory statements are
NOT appropriate in an EAW.” (ROD # 996); and she complained that the “EAW is full
of references to promises, indications, expectations and proposed conditions NONE of
which are in force as mitigation measures YET.” (ROD 996) The statements were
incorrect because the EAW specifically asks for information on “proposed mitigation
measures” (ROD 324) and for discussion of measures to minimize or avoid impacts
(ROD 330).

Brian Ross of WSN expressed concern to the County Board that McLynn’s
proposed changes sought to take away some of the conclusions and professional opinions
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that were specifically asked for in the EAW and which are normally part of an EAW.
(ROD 249, 258). McLynn and Ross went back and forth over proposed changes to the
EAW. (ROD #250-51) McLynn sought to include a conclusion that there “may be prior
environmental hazards” from prior use. Ross countered that there was no evidence of
any hazards as a result of prior use.’ McLynn also sought to remove language from the
EAW stating that LWBC had agreed to protect a larger area of shoreline. (ROD # 257).
McLynn sought to remove this language, arguing in essence that LWBC’s promises mean
nothing. The Board disagreed with McLynn, eventually agreeing to include language
that LWBC has “made representations” about protecting shoreline.

Conimissioner McLynn succeeded in removing appropriate conclusions and
discussions from the EAW despite the numerous specific requests in the EAW for the
preparer to draw conclusions, discuss effects, and discuss potential or proposed
mitigation measures. Notably, the conclusory statements and discussion that McLynn
had removed from the EAW consisted of statements and discussion that were favorable
to LWBC in that they tended to either be neutral or suggest that there would not be
significant environmental effects. Changes that McLynn succeeded in having made to
the EAW include the following:

• The EAW specifically asks for a description of how plants and other ecological
resources would be affected by the project (ROD # 324), but McLynn had a
statement regarding their effect removed (ROD #994);

• The EAW specifically asks for a comparison of runoff quality before and after the
project (ROD #325), but McLynn sought and received removal of a statement
about the quality of runoff water before and after the project (ROD # 992);

• The EAW specifically asks for an estimate of the impact on traffic congestion
(ROD #328), but McLynn sought and received removal of statements on traffic
congestion (ROD # 995);

• The EAW specifically asks about the impact of the project on nearby historical
resources (330), But McLynn sought and received removal of a statement
indicating that the Voight-Baker house, a historical site locatBd nearby, would not
be affected by this project or related activities (ROD #995);

• The EAW specifically asks about the impact of the project on scenic views and
vistas and other unique resources (ROD #330), but McLynn sought and received
removal of a statement indicating that two scenic and natural areas, each located
about one mile away from the project, would not be impacted by the project
(ROD #995);

1 Evidence in the record regarding the prior use of the property shows that a small number of mink were
kept there for a number of years. The claims made by LWBC opponents exaggerate the size and duration
of the mink farming and their supporting “evidence” of potential harm is not on point in that they attempt to
equate the potential harm from a long-term, large scale commercial mink operation with the small,
relatively short-term, farm that had some mink over 50 years earlier.
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• The EAW specifically asks about cumulative potential effects and asks for a
summary of available information relevant to determining whether there is a
potential for significant environmental effects due to these cumulative effects
(ROD # 331), but McLynn sought and received removal of a statement that relied
upon information received from the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
which concluded that the project should not impact certain resources (ROD #
995);

• In its summary section, the EAW specifically asks for a discussion of alternatives
or mitigation measures that have been or may be considered for the issues raised,
“including those that have been or may be ordered as permit conditions.” (ROD #
332), but McLynn sought and received removal of a statement indicating that
proposed permit conditions limited the number of boats to be used by LWBC and
prohibited the use of jet boats and jet skis (ROD 995);

While there is support in the record for some of McLynn’s changes, particularly after
McLynn was successful in having documents from those opposed to LWBC added as
appendices, there is no legitimate basis for other changes affected by McLynn. In
contrast, there was factual support in the record for the statements that McLynn had
removed. In addition, all.of the changes McLynn sought and had made to the EAW,
other than typographical changes (affect v. effect, for example) changed statements that
were more favorable to LWBC’s position into statements that were either facially neutral
or more favorable to those opposed to LWBC’s position.2 Al]. of the changes to the EAW
affected by McLynn are significant because they could have affected the public
comments, and ultimately, the consideration and votes of other commissioners. The
removal of discussion and conclusions that are supposed to be a part of the EAW may
have resulted in an arguably inaccurate presentation of the LWBC project and permitted
greater, and therefore less accurate, speculation about the potential environmental effects
that such a project might have.

The extent of Commissioner McLynn’ s partiality is shown byunsuccessful
attempts to change the EAW in favor of those opposed to L’W]3C. McLynn
unsuccessfully sought to change the EAW to incorrectly note that future stages of
development were planned or likely to happen even though LWBC had abandoned plans
for future development and she unsuccessfully sought to have the EAW state that an
EAW was mandatory. She also sought unsuccessfully to change Finding of Fact # 6 of
Resolution # 2-10-06, the positive declaration for an EIS. McLynn sought to include
language prohibiting any PUD or CUP permits from being “considered” until the
completion of the EAW/EIS process. As Assistant County Attorney Michael Haig
explained in a memorandum to the County Board recommending that the Board not adopt
McLynn’s proposed change, the change proposed by McLynn was “troubling” and

2 This court uses the term “facially neutral” because while the absence of certain statements could be read
to be neutral, the effect of issuing an EAW with missing information served to invite comments pointing
out the inadequacy of the EAW. The changes unreasonably and unfairly increased uncertainty about the
County’s ability to add conditions and restrictions on LWBC.
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“inaccurate” because the fmding could be interpreted as an incorrect statement of the law.
(ROD# 2171-72).

Commissioner McLynn’ s partiality can be inferred from the way in which she
reacted to certain events. On January 14, 2010, Brian Ross facilitated a public meeting
regarding the EAW pursuant to Minn.R. 4410.1600, The next morning, Commissioner
McLynn, who had attended the meeting, walked into Itasca County employee Nadine
Hopkins’ office “very upset” with the previous night’s meeting. (ROD # 986). She
ordered that a transcript of the meeting not be prepared because comments on EAW were
to be in writing. (Id). She also questioned why county employees had been present at
meeting. (Id.) McLynn may have been upset because the meeting was dominated by
persons opposed to the need for an EIS and that Dave Hoimbeck, a retired DNR
employee, made specific arguments supported by evidence that undermined claims of the
potential for significant environmental effects and he pointed out that some of the
information provided to the district court before it made its April 27, 2007 decision on the
need for an EAW had been misleading.

On another occasion Commissioner McLynn became upset upon learning that Mr.
Ross had communicated with counsel for LWBC regarding suggestions and changes to
the drft EAW. (ROD #996-97). It is interesting to note that McLynn was seeking to
incorporate information provided by those opposed to LWBC into the EAW as
appendices and she wanted to let her constituents, who are opposed to LWBC, offer input
and help her decide whether the EAW was complete, but she became upset and resorted
to use of all caps in her emails when she learned that Mr. Ross has’ been speaking with
the attorney for LWBC about the EAW. This disparate treatment of the two opposing
sides and Commissioner McLynn’s perception of Mr. Ross’ attempted objectivity as bias
are a concern.

Commissioner McLynn arguably took inconsistent positions with respect to
LWBC’s development plans. She argued that LWBC’s prior proposal for a larger
project, which was abandoned, is relevant to the EAW, (ROD#700-701), but that
LWBC’ s current promises to engage in or refrain from certain actions, including further
development, are irrelevant. (ROD #257). Although Commissioner MoLyrm’s position
on what is and is not relevant evidence appears inconsistent, what remains consistent is
her support of those who oppose the LWBC project.

An additional reason for questioning Commissioner McLynn’ s lack of an open
mind is evidence that, despite her close involvement with the EAW process, she was not
familiar with the information relied upon in the draft EAW. At the County Board
meeting on December 7, 2009, almost a month after the County Board members received
a draft EAW that included as an appendix a report from limnologist Carolyn Dindorf,
Commissioner McLynn, who had suggested numerous changes to the draft, some of
which are discussed above, stated that she was not aware of Ms. Dindorf’s report. This
is significant because Ms. Dindorfs report, unlike much of the criticism of the EAW and
the LWBC project, uses facts and data specific to Deer Lake and supports the position
that an EIS is not necessary. From the December 7, 2009 transcript and the record as a
whole, one can infer that Commissioner McLynn is knowledgeable about information
that would support the need for an EIS, but that she had not bothered to familiarize
herself with the entire draft EAW even though it was she who was suggesting significant
changes.
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The evidence in the record clearly establishes that Commissioner McLynn did not
take a hard look at the issues, relied upon factors she was not permitted or intended to
consider, aligned herself with LWBC opponents, and took a position in opposition to
LWBC before the EAW process was complete. What is unclear is what, if any, effect
Cornnrissioner McLyrin’s improper actions and partiality had upon the fairness and
regularity of the process and/or upon the votes of the other county board members.

That two other board members also voted for an EIS could, depending upon facts
adduced at an evidentiary hearing, support a finding that the decision was reasonable.
Commissioner Burthwick proposed significant substantive findings of fact in support of
her vote and her findings are supported by substantial evidence in the record and
Commissioner Dowling cited the DNR’s comment letter as support for her positive vote.
Given the other Board Members’ facially objective and independent reasons for voting
for an EIS, it would be entirely speculative for this Court, on this record, to conclude that
McLynn’s involvement so tainted the process that the decisions of the other Board
Members were rendered arbitrary and capricious. On the other hand, had Commissioner
McLynn not acted improperly, the EAW would likely have been different and the
comments to the EAW, including the DNR letter relied upon by Commissioner Dowling,
may have been different. With a different EAW and different comments, the votes of the
other County Board members may have been different as well.

For all of the foregoing reasons, this matter shall be scheduled for an evidentiary
hearing to determine whether Commissioner McLynn’s partiality and improper actions
rendered the County Board’s positive declaration for an EIS arbitrary and capricious.

The Court did not grant LWBC’s request for a negative declaration under its
EAW because even without Commissioner McLynn’s improper actions, there appear to
be sufficient facts and concerns to justify an EIS. Likewise, the record would seem to
support a negative declaration. Because the record before the Court could support either
a positive or a negative declaration for an EIS, it is impossible to speculate as to what the
result would have been absent Commission McLynn’ s partiality and improper conduct.
EQUAL PROTECTION

The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires that the
government “treat all similarly situated people alike” Barstad v. Murray County, 420
F.3d 880, 884 (8th Cir. 2005). The Minnesota Constitution contains a similar equal
protection clause requiring equal treatment of those similarly situated. State v. Fraizer,
649 N.W.2d 828, 837 (Minn. 2002). The burden is on the party claiming an equal
protection claim to submit evidence necessary to establish the claim. See Kottschade v.
City ofRochester, 537 N.W.2d, 301, 307 (Minn.App. 1995)(determining that a realtor’s
equal-protection claim failed when realtor “failed to show any similarly situated property
owners whom the city treated differently from [relator]”), review denied (Minn. Nov. 15,
1995).

The threshold inquiry is whether the party claiming a denial of equal protection
was “similarly situated” to others who were treated differently. Barstad 420 F.3d at 884.
The applicant must then demonstrate that there was no rational basis for differential
treatment. Id. Being similarly situated to those allegedly receiving disparate treatment is
“an essential element” of any equal-protection claim. In re Welfare of M.L.M., 781
N.W.2d 381, 390 (Minn.App. 2010). A person is not similarly situated to another person
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unless they are alike in all relevant respects. St. Cloud Police .ReliefAss ‘n v. City ofSt.
Cloud, 555 N.W.2d 318, 320 (Minn.App. 1996), review denied (Minn. Jan. 7, 1997).

LWBC has failed to meet its burden on the threshold requirement that it identify
any similarly situated camps or commercial developments. LWBC’s claim that Camp
Hiawatha and other institutional projects are similarly situated but treated differently fails
to explain how they were similarly situated. There is no evidence in the record that
Camp Hiawatha, or any other similar entity, has sought approval of a similar
development. Even if there were such a circumstance, LWBC would have to establish
that its project and the other proposed project were so similar in almost all aspects to
invoke equal protection concerns. Given the evidence in the record alleging the unique
characteristics of the property involved and the support in the record for concluding that
this project will have significant environmental effects, which supports the decision for
an EIS, it seems unlikely that LWBC would be able to point to any similarly situated
camp or commercial development. Each parcel of property is different and the
construction and operation of a camp or commercial development on one parcel may
have no noticeable environmental effects while the construction on another parcel might
significantly affect the environment. Because the record in this case could support a
finding of the potential for significant environmental effects and because LWBC has
failed to identify others who are similarly situated, LWB C’s equal protection claim must
be dismissed.
INTERVENTION

Minnesota Courts are to encourage all legitimate interventions. Costley v.
Caromin House Inc., 313 N.W.2d 21, 28 (Minn. 1981). The only burden that persons
seeking intervention as of right must meet is the “minimal” showing that the existing
parties might not adequately represent their interests. Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co., v.
Schumacher, 392 N.W.2d 197, 207 (Minn.1986). The interest of neighboring landowners
in pieventing a decline in their property values has been deemed sufficient to permit
intervention in an action regarding a turkey farm’s application for a conditional use
permit. Jerome Fairbo Farms v. County ofDodge, 464 N.W.2d 568 (Miun.App. 1990).
If a court determines that full intervention is not appropriate, the court may permit limited
intervention if doing so will not prejudice the parties. SST, Inc., v. City ofMinneapolis,
288 N.W.2d 225, 230 (Minn. 1979).

Because County Board as the RGTJ, is required to act in a quasi-judicial manner,
and, because the evidentiary hearing before the district court will be limited to whether
Commissioner McLynn’ s partiality and actions rendered the process unfair and irregular
and whether any other members of the board were influenced by Commissioner
McLynn’ s partiality and actions or by other improper considerations, the intervenors’
interests will be adequately represented by the county and the Notice of Intervention is,
therefore, denied.

JAM.
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STATE OF MINNESOTA IN DISTRICT COURT

COUNTY OF ITASCA NINTH YUDICIAL DISTRICT

Living Word Bible Camp, File #: 31-CV-1O-885

Plaintiff,

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW,vs. ORDER and
MEMORANDUM

County of Itasca,

Defendant.

The above-entitled matter came on for hearing before the undersigned Judge of Districtcourt, on September 12, 2011 pursuant to the motions for amended findings of both plaintiffLiving Word Bible Camp and defendant County of Itasca. The court also considered a motionfor reconsideration filed by the proposed intervenors.
Plaintiff, Living Word Bible Camp, was represented by Craig C. Howse, Attorney atLaw. Defendant, County of Itasca, was represented by Michael J. Ford, Attorney at Law. Theproposed intervenors were represented by James P. Peters, Attorney at Law.
Based on the arguments, memoranda, and the file and proceedings herein, this courtdraws the following:

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The evidence in the record supports a finding that Commissioner McLynn actedarbitrarily and capriciously in voting for a positive declaration for an EIS whether or notevidence outside the record is considered. Evidence outside the record was not materialto this court’s determination that McLynn acted arbitrarily and capriciously. BecauseCommissioner McLyrm acted arbitrary and capriciously, her vote for a positivedeclaration for an EIS should not count. Without Commissioner McLynn’s vote, therecan be no positive declaration for an EIS.

2. This court erred in its prior Order of July 25, 2011 when it upheld the positive declarationof the County Board based upon the votes of only two County Board members. Pursuantto Miun. Stat: § 375.07, the County Board can not pass any resolution unless a majorityof County Board members vote in favor of the resolution. The disqualification ofCommissioner McLynn means that the measure did not pass.

3. The record could support either a positive or negative declaration for an EIS.

4. Because Commissioner McLynn’s actions and involvement may have affected the wholeEAW process and the extent of her improper influence cannot be determined, it isnecessary that the LAW process be completed anew.



5. The disposition of this action does not impair or impede the interests of the proposed
intervenors.

Based upon the foregoing Conclusions of Law, this court makes the following:

ORDER

1. The defendant’s motion for amended findings, which asks that this court affirm the
decision of the Itasca County Board, is denied.

2. The plaintiffs motion for amended findings is denied in part and granted in part. The
portion of the motion asking that this court make a negative determination for an EIS
based upon the record is denied. The portions of the plaintiffs motion asking that this
matter be remanded to Itasca County or the MPCA to repeat the EAW process and that
this court exclude Commissioner McLynn from participating in that process, are granted.

3. The prior Order is amended to remand the matter to Itasca County in order to conduct a
new EAW process. This court strongly recommends that Itasca County and LWBC refer
the EAW to the MPCA or other appropriate entity, if possible.

4. Commissioner McLyrm is enjoined from any decisions in the subsequent EAW process
involving Living Word Bible Camp.

5. The proposed intervenors’ motion asicing that the court permit their intervention is
denied.

6. The pretrial hearing/settlement conference scheduled for January 23, 2012, and the
evidentiary hearing scheduled for February 13, 2012, are cancelled.

7. The motion of David 0. Hoimbeck, filed October 7, 2011, in which Mr. Hoimbeck seeks
to intervene as a plaintiff, is denied as untimely.

The attached Memorandum is made a part hereof.

ITIS SO ORDERED:

Dated this 15th day of December 2011.
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BY THE COURT:

A. Maturi
Judge of District Court
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Motions for Amended Findings
The plaintiff’s motion argues that the court should have found that Commissioner

McLynn’s actions rendered the EAW process unfair and arbitrary and capricious and that the
plaintiff is, therefore, entitled to a negative EIS determination or, alternatively, to have the matter
remanded to the county board or IVIPCA for a new EAW. The plaintiff is also asking that
Commissioner McLynn be precluded from participating in the future EAW process. The
Defendant’s motion simply asks that this court affirm the County Board’s positive declaration
for anEIS.

After considering the parties’ motions, reviewing parts of the record, and reconsidering
the July 25, 2011 , Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, Order and Memoranchim, this court
stands by the prior determination that Commissioner McLynn’s vote for a positive declaration
for an ETS was arbitrary and capricious and should not be considered, but this court also
acknowledges that it would be inappropriate to let the positive declaration stand in light of the
fact that without McLynn’ s vote there were not enough votes to pass the resolution for a positive
declaration for an EIS.

For the purposes of this order, the court did not consider Commissioner McLynn’ s role in
the tax exemption procedure and this court neVer considered the Westwood report. The only
action this Court has considered that is arguably outside of the record is Commissioner
McLynn’s vote on whether to require an EAW and the reasons she expressed for that vote.
Although technically not part of this record of decision, that vote and the reasons that she gave
for her vote were part of the process that led to the vote on the EIS and, therefore, may be
considered by the Court.

The Court notes that it does not take lightly the conclusion that Commission McLynn did
not perform her duties in this matter in a proper quasi-judicial manner. The Court does not
question either her sincerity or her concern for the environment. Th problem is that she
conflated her usual duty to represent her constituents and their interests with her duty to be a
“judge” of the facts as presented in the EAW. There are no better illustrations of this than her
vote on the EAW wherein she voted for the EAW because the petitioner was her constituent and
her later statement that she had to consult with her constituents to help her determine if the EAW
was complete and ready for public comment. These actions, particularly when considered in
light of her other actions and comments that are a part of the record, establish her role as an
advocate throughout the EAW proceedings. In her capacity as a quasi-judicial official, these
actions were no more appropriate than if this Court consulted public opinion on an issue before
making its decision in a case. The Court appreciates the difficulty that county commissioners
have in their dual roles and that there may be times when it is hard to know which role is the
correct one. This is particularly true where the matter under consideration is in the
commissioner’s district and constituents become involved and express their concerns and
positions. As for Commissioner McLynn’s future role in this EAW process, unfortunately there
is no way to put the cat back into the bag. Therefore, the Court is compelled to exclude her from
taking part in that process on remand.

This Court is remanding the matter because Minnesota law requires that no business may
be done by a county board “unless voted for by a majority of the whole board.”
Mirin.Stat.375.07. Commissioner Mctynn’s disqualification, which is supported by the record
as a whole (even if the additional evidence from outside the record is not considered), means that
a majority of the whole Itasca County Board did not vote for a positive declaration for an EIS.
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The decision of whether an BIS should be required still needs to be made. The issue is
whether the project has the potential for significant environmental effects, not whether any party
has the right to a certain outcome. See Minn.R. 44 10.1000, subp. 1 (stating the purpose of an
EAW). LWBC does not have a right to have to a negative declaration just because the County
Board’s decision-making process was flawed. Nor is an EIS automatically required simply
because evidence in the record could support such a decision. The evidence could also support a
determination that an EIS is not necessary. The primary consideration is the environmental law
and that law must be complied with. See No Power Line, Inc., v. Minnesota Environmental
Quality Council, 262 N.W.2d 312, 327 (Minn.1977)(stating, in the context of preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement, that agencies conducting environmental review must make
impartial decisions based upon environmental considerations).

Because the record could potentially support either a positive or negative declaration for
an ETS, it is appropriate to remand this matter so that the EAW process can be repeated. See
Citizens Advocating Responsible Development v. Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners,
713 N.W2d 817, 832 (Minn. 2006)(scope of review is as set forth in Minn.Stat. § 14.69, which
states that a reviewing court may affirm, remand, reverse, or modify the decision). This courtstrongly recommends that LWBC and Itasca County agree to have the MPCA, EQB, or otherentity handle the EAW process on remand if possible. Having another governmental unit
oversee the EAW process may eliminate some of the political pressure associated with thisparticular EAW and may permit the process to focus exclusively on the environmental concerns.Given the exclusion of Commission McLynn, it would be more fair and equitable to have anoutside entity act as the RGU as opposed to a county board without one of its members. If theparties cannot agree, or if it is not possible that another governmental unit assume responsibilityfor the EAW, then Itasca County shall be the RGU.
Intei-v ention

The proposed intervenors represented by James P. Peters, Attorney at Law, are seeking tointervene in this action as of right. They are asking that this court affirm the County Board’spositive declaration for an EIS. The rule regarding intervention of right reads as follows:

Upon timely application anyone shall be permitted to intervene in an action when theapplicant claims an interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subject ofthe action and the applicant is so situated that the disposition of the action may as apractical matter impair or impede the applicant’s ability to protect that interest, unless theapplicants interest is adequately represented by existing parties.

Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01. The rule can be broken down into four elements, each of which the partyseeking to intervene must meet:

(1) a timely application for intervention;
(2) an interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subject of the action;(3) circumstances demonstrating that the disposition of the action may as a practicalmatter impair or impede the party’s ability to protect that interest; and
(4) a showing that the party is not adequately represented by the existing parties.”

Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. v. Schumacher, 392 N.W.2d 197, 207 (Minn. 1986). The ruleon intervention of right is to be liberally construed to allow intervention. Luthen v. Luthen, 596
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N.W.2d 278 (Minn.App. 1999). The interest of neighboring landowners in preventing a decline
in their property values has been deemed sufficient to permit interverxtioii in an action regarding
a turkey farm’s application for a conditional use permit. Jerome Fairbo Farms v. County of
Dodge, 464 N.W.2d 568 (Minn.App. 1990).

This court originally denied the request to intervene based upon a finding that the
proposed intervenors’ interest was adequately represented by Itasca County. Because the
proposed intervenors had, in essence, prevailed, there was no need to permit an intervention.

Following the parties’ motions for amended findings, this court has determined that the
positive declaration for an EIS cannot stand and that the matter must be remanded for the
completion of a new EAW. This is a significant change, but it does iiot mean that the proposed
intervenors are entitled to become parties to this action.

Itasca County may or may not appeal this Order to remand. If Itasca County appeals this
decision and prevails, it will have adequately represented the proposed intervenors’ interests. If
Itasca County appeals and does not prevail, or chooses not to appeal, then the disposition of this
action by remand has not impaired or impeded the proposed intervenors’ ability to protect their
interest because the matter would be remanded for a new EAW. As part of a new EAW process,
the proposed intervenors will be able to participate in the process by commenting and that
process may result in a favorable outcome for the proposed intervenors in that there may be a
positive declaration for an EIS. If a new EAW process results in a negative declaration, the
proposed intervenors may challenge that determination by intervening in any challenge or by
commencing their own action. See Minn.Stat. § 116B.03 (stating that any person may bring a
civil action for the protection of air, water, land or other resources). Finally, even if this matter is
not appealed there can be no action by LWBC that would adversely affect the proposed
intervenors’ interests until the EAW process has been completed and any appeals resolved, thus
there is no risk of the intervenors’ interests being harmed by a denial of intervention at the
present time.

The motion for intervention of David (3. Hoimbeck is denied as untimely. The existing
parties’ motions for amended fmdings and the proposed intervenors’ request for intervention
were all heard on September 19, 2011, but Mr. Holinbeck’s motion was not filed until October 7,
2011.

V

J.A.M.
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ITASCA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION

FEBRUARY 7,2012

Pursuant to adjournment, the Itasca County Board of Commissioners met on Tuesday, February 7,
20 12, in the itasca County Boardroom with the following members present: Chair Catherine McLynn
(District #2), and Commissioners Davin Tinquist (District #1), Leo Trunt (District #3) and Mark
Mandich (District #5). Commissioner Rusty Eicborn (District #4) was absent.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair McLynn called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m.

* APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Commissioner Tinquist moved to add the items Re: 2012 Association of Minnesota Counties (AMC)
4-H Community Leadership Award Application and Golden Electronic Training and Support, LLC
Contract and to approve the agenda, as amended. Commissioner Trunt seconded the motion. Motion
carried: Ayes — Districts #1, #2, #3. #5; Nays —None; Absent — District #4.

INFORMATIONAL/UPDATE
Crissy Krebs presented the October and November 2011 Trial Balance. This item was informational
only.

* MINUTES
Commissioner Mandich moved to accept the minutes of the January 17, 2012 Work Session.
Commissioner Trunt seconded the motion. Motion carried: Ayes — Districts #1, #2, #3, #5; Nays —

None; Absent — District #4.

CONSENT AGENDA
The following items were recommended for the February 14, 2012 Consent Agenda:

a) Policy Updates
b) Abolish Administrative Services Supervisor Position
c) Appointment — Extension Committee
d) Changes to Storage Area Network (SAN) Project Request for Proposal (RFP)
e) Applications for Cancellation of Forfeiture
f) Parking Lot Plan Amendment
g) Final Payment — CSAH 26 Bridge Replacement
h) Final Payment — CSAH 35 Bridge Replacement
i) County Support of Grant Application — Routes of Regional Significance
j) Schedule Meeting — Five-Year Plan for Highway Construction
k) Kunze Land Exchange
I) Land Replacement Purchase — 39.5 acres (future Consent Agenda item)
in) Request to fill Itasca Resource Center (IRC) Custodian — Head Vacancy
n) Request to fill Fraud Prevention Investigator Vacancy
o) Food Service Management Agreement — Amendment Number Two
p) Request for Out of State Travel
q) Grant Application — Bureau of Justice Grant
r) Grant Application — Community Crime Prevention Grant



(Continuation of February 7, 2012, County Board Work Session Minutes)

SACKETT CARTWAY
Bob Scheierl presented information relative to the Sackett Cartway Continued Public Hearing,
confirming that an agreement between the parties has been reached. The Continued Public Hearing
will be held on Tuesday, February 14, 2012 at 3:10 p.m. This item was informational only.

* 2012 AMC 4-H COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP AWARD APPLICATION
Robbie Radaich requested the approval of a letter of support for the 2012 Association of Minnesota
Counties (AMC) 4-H Community Leadership Award and authorization of the signature of Chair
McLynn as the Itasca County Extension Committee board representative.

Commissioner Mandich moved to approve an application and letter of support for the 2012 AMC 4-H
Community Leadership Award and authorized the signature of Chair McLynn as the Itasca County
Extension Committee board representative. Commissioner Tinquist seconded the motion. Motion
carried: Ayes — Districts #1, #2, #3, #5; Nays —None: Absent — District #4.

GOLDEN ELECTRONIC TRAINING AND SUPPORT, LLC CONTRACT
Trish Klein requested the approval of a Support Services Agreement between Itasca County and
Golden Electronic Training and Support, LLC for IFS software training add-on service in the amount
of $30.00 per month and authorization of a reduction in insurance requirements. This item was
recommended for consent agenda.

ASSESSOR DATA ON PUBLIC WEBSITE
Joe Udermann requested the approval of additional assessor data being added to the public website
including number of bedrooms, extra bath fixtures, year built, first floor square footage, gross square
footage, basement finish, garage type, garage size, lot size, front feet of lake shore and last sale date.
This information is already public and available internally. Placement on the public website will
reduce counter and phone traffic and increase public access to public data. This item was
recommended for consent agenda.

SCHEDULE PUBLIC HEARING RE: COUNTY-WIDE ZONING MAP AMENDMENTS
Don Dewey requested the scheduling of a Public Hearing Re: County-Wide Zoning Map
Amendments pursuant to provisions of Minnesota State Statutes and the Itasca County Zoning
Ordinance to discuss and adopt proposed zoning map amendments. This item was recommended for
consent agenda.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (EA) - SHOAL LAKE
Don Dewey requested acceptance of the Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Shoal Lake 115kV
Substation and Transmission Line and authorization for the Environmental Services Department to
issue the zoning permit for the installation of the substation as set forth in the EA. which would also
allow the installation of the transmission line which is an essential service and a permitted use in the
itasca County Ordinance. This item was recommended for consent agenda.

LEGISLATIVE PLATFORM - TRANSPORTATION ISSUES
Dave Christy requested direction regarding the transportation related items on the legislative
platforms adopted by the Association of Minnesota Counties (AMC) and Minnesota County
Engineers Association (MCEA). Dave Christy was asked to narrow the scope to the top 5-10
legislative priorities. This item was recommended for regular agenda, as amended.

GRANT APPLICATION AND ACCEPTANCE POLICY UPDATE
The Grant Application and Acceptance Policy Update issue was continued to the March 13, 2012
Work Session.
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(Continuation of February 7, 2012, County Board Work Session Minutes)

DISCUSSION ITEMS - MAGNETATION
Commissioner Trunt addressed the Board relative to Magnetation and the siting of a Magnetation
pellet plant. Commissioners Trunt and Mandich agreed to work with Administrator Klein to work
with Magnetation to clarify the road blocks and see how the County can be of assistance.
Administrator Klein will contact newly appointed PresideniiCEO of the Itasca Economic
Development Corporation (IEDC), Joe Broking, to schedule a meeting.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Commissioner Tinquist — Mississippi Headwaters Board and Association of Minnesota Counties

(AMC) Leadership Development Academy

Commissioner Trunt — Solid Waste, Western Mesabi Mine Planning Board (WMMPB), Itasca Water
Legacy Partnership (JWLP), Health & Human Services Redesign and Range Association of
Schools and Municipalities (RAMS)

Commissioner Mandich — Arrowhead Economic Opportunity Agency (AEOA) Board of Directors
and HOME Consortium

Commissioner McLynn — Transportation Enhancements, Law’ Library, City/County Cooperative
Committee, Itasca Water Legacy Partnership (IWLP), Arrowhead Regional Development
Commission (ARDC) and Precinct Caucuses

RECESS
Chair McLynn recessed the meeting at 3:00 p.m.

RECONVENE
The County Board Work Session was reconvened at 3:36 p.m.

* CLOSED SESSION - LIVING WORD BIBLE CAMP

Board members present: Chair Catherine McLynn (District #2), and Commissioners Davin Tinquist
(District #1), Leo Trunt (District #3) and Mark Mandich (District #5). Commissioner Eichorn
(District #4) was absent.

Others present: MCIT Appointed Attorney Michael Ford (via teleconference), County Attorney
Jack Muhar, Assistant County Attorney Michael Haig, Environmental Services Administrator
Don Dewey, Assistant Planning/Zoning/Sanitation Administrator Dan Swenson, County
Auditor/Treasurer Jeff Walker and County Administrator Trish Klein

Commissioner Mandich moved to go into Closed Session. Commissioner Tinquist seconded the
motion. Motion carried: Ayes — Districts #1, #2, #3, #5; Nays — None; Absent — District #4.

The purpose of the Closed Session was to consult with attorney in reference to pending litigation
Re: Living Word Bible Camp (LWBC) v Itasca County: Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
Declaratory Judgment, pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 13D.05, Subd. 3(b), and 13D.05, Subd, 1(d)
[based upon Attorney Client Privilege, Minn, Stat. § 595.02, Subd. 1(b)].

Commissioner Mandich moved to go back into Open Session. Commissioner Trunt seconded
the motion. Motion carried: Ayes—Districts #1, #2, #3, #5; Nays—None; Absent—District #4.
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Commissioner Tinquist moved to appeal Judge Jon A. Maturi’s order Re: Living Word Bible Camp
(LWBC)’ Itasca County: Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Commissioner McLynn seconded
the motion. Motion failed: Ayes — Districts #1, #2; Nays — Districts #3, #5; Absent District #4.

Commissioner Mandich moved to remand the completion of a new Environmental Assessment
Worksheet (EAW) for Living Word Bible Camp (LWBC) to the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency (MPCA), as recommended by Judge Maturi. Commissioner Trunt seconded the motion.
Motion carried: Ayes — Districts #1, #3, #5; Nays — District #2; Absent — District #4.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned by Chair McLynn at 3:42 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Amanda Schultz
Deputy Clerk of the County Board
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RESOLUTION
OF THE

COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
ITASCA COUNTY, MINNESOTA

Adopted February 23, 2010

Commissioner Burthwick moved the adoption of the following resolution:

Resolution No. 02-10-06 (Page 1 of 12)

RE: ESTABLISHING FINDINGS OF FACT AND ISSUING A POSITIVE DECLARATION
FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON THE DEVELOPMENT

KNOWN AS THE LIVING WORD BIBLE CAMP

STATE OF MINNESOTA
ITASCA COUNTY

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSION

WHEREAS, Itasca County, as a political subdivision, organized and existing
under the laws of the state of Minnesota; and;

WHEREAS, The Itasca County Board of Commissioners (County Board) has
adopted zoning and subdivision regulations, Ordinance for the Management
of Shoreland Areas, Subdivision Platting Ordinance for Itasca County, the
Comprehensive Land Use Plan for Itasca County, including subsequent
amendments, to promote the orderly, economic and safe development and
utilization of land within the county7 and;

WHEREAS, Living Word Bible Camp (LWBC), made a proposal to construct a
bible camp/retreat center for children and adults. The development will be
located on property along the east shore of Deer Lake. Proposed
facilities include a lodge with chapel, office, five cabins (dormitories)
activity building, storage buildings, recreational facilities, bailfield,
campfire area, and a trail system, and;

WHEREAS, The County Board has followed the process outlined in Minnesota
rules and detailed in the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (EQB)
document titled EAW Guidelines — Preparing Environmental Assessment
Worksheets to complete an Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) for the
proposed development by LWBC, and;

FINDINGS OF FACT

WHEREAS, the Itasca County Board of Commissioners has reviewed the EAW and
all public comments, and have made the following findings of fact:

1. On April 12, 2006, Ron and Judy Hunt applied for a planned unit
development and conditional use permit (PUD/CUP) for the youth
bible camp/retreat and learning center on behalf of the Living
Word Bible Camp.
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2. On May 5, 2006, a Citizen’s Petition from the EQB to complete an

EAW for the project was received by the County Environmental

Services Department (ESD)

3. The County Board considered the petition on May 23, 2006 and

determined an EAW was not required for the project.

4. On August 30, 2006, the Itasca County Planning Commission and

Board of Adjustment approved the (PUD/CUP) with many conditions

regarding allowed uses in the CUP.

5. Representatives for the petitioner challenged the County Board’s

EAW petition decision in District Court which determined the

County Board erred and should have required that an EAW be

completed.
6. The District Court’s determination was appealed to the Minnesota

Court of Appeals, who agreed with the District Court. The July

31, 2008 Judgment indicated the County Board should complete an

EAW and that any decisions on the PUD/CUP be vacated.

7. The County Board hired Widseth Smith Nolting & Associates, Inc.

(WSN) in January 2009 to complete the EAW.

8. On February 25, 2009, ESD delivered WSN copies of data, testimony

and comments received in connection with the prior EAW Petition

and court records concerning the proposed project.

9. LWBC provided a packet of information including a draft EAW to the

ESD on October 13, 2009. A copy of the packet was forwarded to

WSN on the same day.
10. On November 3, 2009, LWBC submitted their wetland delineation

report prepared by their consultant, SEH, to WSN.

11. WSN, on November 10, 2009, notified the proposer that their data

submittal was complete.
12. The County Board (3:1) approved the EAW for distribution on

December 7, 2009.
13. On December 17, 2009, the EAW, completed by WSN and approved by

the County Board, was submitted to the Minnesota Environmental

Quality Board (EQB) for publication in The EQB Monitor of December

28, 2009.
14. Copies of the EAW were distributed and made available to

interested persons for comment.
15. A public meeting was held on January 14, 2010 to answer questions

and allow comments.
16. Written public and agency comments were received until January 28,

2010.
17. Fifty-one separate comments and/or data submittals were received

during the comment period. Those written comments were provided

to each County Commissioner contemporaneous with their receipt in

the ESD, and thus were provided to those Commissioners on or

shortly after January 27, 2010, the date that the 30 day comment

period expired.
18. The comments included a 12-page comment letter from the Minnesota

DNR concluding “There is a need to further describe various

environmental effects from the project and identify specific
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mitigation measures that could be included as requirements of
project permitting to minimize negative environmental effects”.
The concerns raised included:

• Generally - 1) Lack of a site map to scale showing
Conservation Easement area, open space, wetlands, location of
the ordinary high water level, proposed septic system including
replacement site, buildings, all existing ground water wells,
roads and parking areas, ball field, trails, and any other
structures or proposed development, including dimensions and
setbacks as well as shoreline feet in the project area; 2)
Failure to indicate the number of people who could be on the
grounds at any time; 3) Need to assure that there will be no
future stages of this development; 4) Need to require that
245 acres will remain undeveloped as a condition of the
County’s Conditional use Permit (CUP), possibly through a
conservation easement; 5) Failure to specify potential land
use conflicts and specific recommendations for mitigation; 6)
Lack of a recommendation of specific conditions to mitigate
conflicts over surface water use as a guide for final
conditions in the CUP; 7) Need to incorporate avoidance and
mitigation for soil limitations in trail planning; 8)
Requirement to evaluate past, present, and reasonable
foreseeable actions (for which a basis of expectation has been
laid) that could have cumulative effects; 9) Need to
incorporate proposed mitigation of losses to public resources
(such as muskie population) in the total project cost.

Regarding water quality - 1) Minimal increases in
phosphorus concentrations can be detrimental to Deer lake;
need to maintain much higher water quality standards than the
30 ug/l cited in Appendix F; Need to know the anticipated
phosphorus loading from runoff and identify additional
mitigation or remediation, and to highlight surface water
runoff effects to the adjacent bay; 2) Lack of an actual ISTS
Design with sufficient detail to determine its ability to
adequately protect surface and groundwater from phosphorus and
nitrates in the wastewater; lack of a phosphorus assessment of
the proposed septic system and the need for more information to
determine the potential for significant adverse environmental
effects; 3) Lack of the required preliminary groundwater
evaluation; 4) Lack of a management plan and a state-required
replacement area for the wastewater system; 5) Need for
phosphorus and nitrate assessment of the wetland and rain
gardens; 6) Need to include monitoring in the management of
the wastewater system and an operational plan to properly treat
wastewater, as well as a cleanup plan for the existing site;
7) Need for soil testing for fertility, pesticides and
medicine related to fox and mink waste; 8) Need for nitrate
testing of existing ground water wells; 9) Need for
additional low-impact development practices that reduce storm
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water volumes; 10) inability of the MINLEAP model to predict

water quality impacts from a single PUD.
• Regarding fish, wildlife and plants - 1) Need for an

assessment of the impacts of proposed boat use on fish,

wildlife and aquatic plants; 2) Importance of the bay area to

the muskie population in Deer Lake; lack of actual mechanisms

for minimizing and avoiding disturbance of the habitat of other

muskie population; 3) Lack of clear measures to mitigate the

wildlife disturbance caused by more people and boats; need to

address the impact of tours of wildlife Management Area (WMA)

islands on nesting and brood rearing wildlife; lack of

specific restrictions suitable for minimizing impacts to the

WMA islands; 4) Importance of the uncommonly diverse
community of aquatic plants in the shallow bay surrounding Ash

Island, which could be negatively affected by extensive boat

traffic and sediment disturbance.
19. A letter from the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency contained the

following comments on the EAW:
Item 6 — Fails to fully describe features of the

construction process that will cause physical manipulation of

the environment, particularly significant movement of soils

required by two of the buildings. Stockpiles should not be

placed in areas designated for infiltration later on. It is

noted that there is no estimate for the amount of soil to be

removed or the site locations. There is also concern about

proximity of soil stockpiles to the wetlands or the lake.
• Item 12 - is unclear regarding wetland impacts.
• Item 16 — Is confusing, regarding when to use erosion

control blankets and rapid stabilization. There is also

concern about protecting infiltration areas from sedimentation
that might cause them to fail in the long term.
• Item 20 - Demolition of existing structures must comply

with state and federal regulations regarding hazardous
materials, and structure materials should be recycled to the

extent possible.
• General - Claimed elements of the design are not reflected

in the EAtA7, particularly:
a. Protecting infiltration areas during the construction

process;
b. Designating the parking area to keep runoff out of the

wetland area to the east;
c. Creating a snow removal area away from the wetland; and

d. Incorporating rain collectors at the west facing
downspouts of the lodge building, and using the water

for irrigation and perhaps flushing toilets.
20. Extensive comments in support of further study and an EIS were

received from professionals in scientific fields with relevant
credentials and experience:
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A. John R. Jones, Ph.D and John A. Downing Ph.D. University
Professors of Limnology, giving a scientific interpretation of
the report by the Proposer’s consulting limnologist and opining
that the level of risk to Deer lake is substantial enough to
warrant a complete EIS.
B. Richard P. Axier, Ph.D., a professional limnologiSt with
the University of Minnesota-Duluth, opining that the EAW lacks
sufficient technical detail and assurances to address the many
complex potential impacts posed by a large commercial lakeshore
development of this kind.
C. Cinthia Hagley, M.S., Aquatic Ecology/LirflflOlogY, Extension
Professor, Minnesota Sea Grant, opining that: The Proposer’s
limnological report raises more questions than it answers,
particularly regarding impervious surface impacts; a better
limnological report is needed; and an EIS is clearly warranted
in this case.
D. Mary M. Blickenderfer, Ph.D., Forest Science botanist and
plant ecologist, opining that the EAW is incomplete and failed
to adequately identity fish and wildlife resources and habitats
on or near the site, particularly the aquatic plant community
in Kocemba Bay, which contains alga beds extremely sensitive to
disturbance, even by a paddle stroke.
E. Paul Stolen, 1990-2009 Regional Environmental Assessment
Ecologist, Minnesota DNR, opining that: the EAW is confusing,
has poor technical quality and fails to respond to previous
technical input; and the large size of this tract adjacent to a
very sensitive lake area justifies an EIS. This 11-page report
focuses on: lack of EAW content; non-compliance with EQB
rules, including improper reliance on the developer’s data and
assessment of effects; lack of solid information regarding what
is planned for the 253 acres; deference to the Proposer
regarding mitigation of potential impacts; decision process
for an EIS; and reasons why an EIS should be done.
F. Mary L. Spratt, Ph.D., professor of Biology, opining that
an EIS is necessary to document the existing plant and animal
wildlife and determine the impact of the proposed development.
G. Alan W. Cibuzar, CEO, A.W. Research Laboratories and Image
Engineering, Inc. noting that the EAW does not: measure
setbacks from the Ordinary High Water Mark and the Conservation
Easement; address the use of jet boats, jet skis, snowmobiles,
four wheelers, golf carts or wheelchairs; accurately estimate
the traffic count; or accurately estimate the effluent
volumes. He recommends that an EIS could address these and
other deficiencies in the EAW and that a representative
“Environmental Responsibility Committee” be established to
oversee that any approved plan is properly executed.
H. Dennis W. Anderson, Retired MNDNR Regional Fisheries
Manager, opining that the EAW fails to adequately address: the
potential risk of human disturbance to shallow areas from
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having a large number of youth canoeing and kayaking and the

risk tO the native, 5lf_suStaingi high quality muskie

population fl Deer Lake.
i. Randall J. Miles, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Soil

Science, regarding the proposed wastewater system, stating

that: the sandy soil is the “weak link in the chain” and it is

necessary to determine the loading rate to evaluate it; and the

estimate of 45 gal/day per capita is probablY too low.

21. After receiving public and agency comments, the County Board

reviewed the comments to decide whether the need for an

Enviroental Impact Statement (EIS) existed. The review resulted

in a “positive declaration” 0ncerfliflg the need to complete an

EIS.

FINDINGS WITH RESPECT TO THE CRITERIA

FOR DETERMINING THE POTENTIAL FOR
SIGNIFIC’r ENVIRONTAL EFFECTS

A. Type, extent and reversibilitY of environmental effects

1) past Land Use
Several comments brought up the past use of the property as a

mink and fox farm and were concerned about the enVir0t
effects of the manure from this use. The EAW documents that the

farm was present over so years ago and provides a 1947 aerial
photograph showing 12 to 14 pen areas mainly on the east side of

the proposed development area. Informatiom received during the

comment period indicates the farm had a maximum of 30 fox or

mink and 11 cattle at any one time and in later years of

operation had no mink or fox, but 4 horses and 5 head of cattle.
During the comment period1 the proposer submitted analytical

results that showed no nitrates in the onsite well and very

limited amounts of organic matter in the soil.

2) Fish arid Wildlife Resources
The existence of a substantial wildlife management area and

approximatelY 180 acres of shallow lake areas near the

development are unique to this project. SpecificaflYi the

shallow lake areas are kno to be spaiflg areas for a native

population of muskies and5ing/feeding areas for waterfowl

and other birds. There is a potential for the development and

the lake use by campers attending LWBC to have effects on the

fish and wildlife use of this area. The extent of these effects

needs further study because the effects are not reversible if

continued use occurs. There are many other similar camps in

Minnesota jncluding church camps and outdoor learning centers

such as Deep portage Learning Center in Cass County and Long

Lake Conservation Center in Aitkifl County. Additional study can

include 0serviflg how these camps affect fish and wildlifC

resources and evaluating potential mitigatiOn measures that

could be implemented to limit these effects. The additional
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study can include how the residential area immediately north of
Kocemba Bay affects the shallow water areas and how the effects
could be cumulative with the LJWBC proposed development. The
study can try to answer the question on how many visits by
student tour groups would have an impact on use by fish and
wildlife and what damage would occur to vegetation and fish and
wildlife habitat by canoes and kayaks. Further study can also
include working with the DNR to identify measures that the
agency would agree would limit effects of the development.

3) Boat Traffic
Concerns have been expressed by some commenters that boat
traffic will affect the shallow water areas north of the
development. This issue can be addressed in further study by
looking at the potential effects of student tour groups on the
fish and wildlife resources. The study, however, can also
examine what specific conditions should be included to mitigate
surface water use conflicts with other boaters.

4) Surface Water Runoff
Many of the comments received were concerned about surface water
runoff to the lake and the affect on water quality of the lake.
Some of the comments suggest the stormwater plan was not a
detailed engineering design and further design work needed to be
completed to address surface water runoff. The Hydrological
Summary included in the EAW as Appendix E was prepared by an
engineer using standard hydrological engineering methods and
software (HydroCAD®) and provides detailed layouts of
infiltration areas and wet detention ponds. The Summary is an
engineering report that contains detailed delineation of
drainage (subcatchlnent) areas within the development and
calculations on the volume and depth of runoff for 2-year, 10-
year, and 100-year runoff events, it provides a discussion on
the affects of the proposed development on each of the areas.
The report documents a post development reduction in the amount
of direct runoff to the lake and equal amounts of runoff to the
wetland east of the development. The project design includes
leaving vegetated buffers along the lakeshore and treating
runoff in basins and ponds. As is standard engineering practice,
some of these treatment features are designed to overflow to the
wetlands, where the runoff will be further treated. Limnologist,
Carolyn Dindorf, has agreed the lake is sensitive to nutrient
inputs, but indicates “the phosphorus input to the lake from
site runoff is expected to (be) minimal to none”. The Itasca
County Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) in their EAW
review comment letter indicated the development has sound land
use management practices that would reduce nutrient loads to
Deer Lake. Even so, further study can look at alternatives that
locate the development area farther from the lake, where no
direct runoff to the lake can occur.
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5) Water Quality WastewaterS
Several of the comments received were concerned about the
capability of the soils to handle wastewater disposal on the
site. The EAW pointed out that a groundwater mounding
assessment needs to be completed to assess the design of the
system and that MPCA be contacted to determine if a phosphorus
assessment needs to be completed. These items can be completed
as part of a study and alternative site developments can be
explored and compared to the proposed development. Alternative
locations for the subsurface sewage treatment system can also be
assessed during further study.

6) Visual Impacts
There is a potential for some long term visual impacts due to
the lodge and activity building being 30 feet and over in height
in a natural setting. Further study can look at options that
might reduce this impact.

7) Traffic
Some of the comrnenters were concerned about the potential
traffic on Baker Road. Further study can assess the effects the
different alternatives may have on traffic on Baker Road.
Additionally, further study can also provide more information on
traffic volumes and patterns by looking at other similar camps
and outdoor learning centers.

B. Cumulative potential effects of related or anticipated future
projects
Cumulative potential effects are significant and will need to be
identified by further study. The fact that additional buildings
are permitted without review and previous plans submitted
indicate reasonable expectation of future development on the
site. The number and regularity of permits and variances and
subdivisions applied for through the Environmental Services
Department should be reviewed as an indication of historical and
future development on Deer Lake.

C. The extent to which the environmental effects are subject to
mitigation by ongoing public regulatory authority
The CUP process can mitigate some of the environmental effects
the project could have by putting conditions in the CUP that
limit use or development area. Further study can assess the
effectiveness of different conditions of the CUP. Additional
study can also assess how other permits, such as the NPDES
Construction Stormwater Permit, can be used to provide
mitigation to specific environmental effects and assess what
alternative may be the easiest to permit.
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D. The extent to which environmental effects can be anticipated and
controlled as a result of other environmental studies undertaken
by public agencies or the project proposer, or of EIS’s
previously prepared on similar projects.
The Itasca County SWCD has recently received a grant to look at
nutrient loading in Deer Lake. This study may be of use during
any further studies for LWBC. An EIS completed for the Blue
Heron Bay development on Dead Lake in Ottertail County has a
study on boat use and mitigation options for a proposed
development near a shallow natural environment portion of Dead
Lake that could be used to augment the information and
conditions in any CUP for LWBC.

E. During the meeting, Commissioner McLynn provided her written
analysis of the factual information developed in the process,
together with her conclusions on the environmental impacts
arising from the project, to the remaining commissioners. She
asked that the Commissioners join with her analysis by including
her findings and conclusions as part of the Board’s findings and
conclusions. The Board upon a vote of 3:1 agreed to that
request. Commissioner McLynn’s analysis and conclusions are set
forth in Exhibit A and are incorporated by reference into these
findings and conclusions.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Commissioners of Itasca
County, Minnesota, as follows:

1. The County Board has jurisdiction in determining the need for an
EIS on this project.

2. Areas where the potential for significant environmental effects
exists have been identified through the EAW process.

3. Based on the criteria established in Minn. R. 4410.1700, the LWBC
project has the potential for significant environmental effects.

4. Additional study of certain environmental issues in these Findings
of Fact should be considered as part of an EIS.

Commissioner McLynn seconded the motion for the adoption of the resolution
and it was declared adopted upon the following vote:

Yeas _3_ Nays _l District #1 Y District #2 _Y_

Other _1_ District #3 _Y_ District #4 _ABSENT_

District #5 N
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STATE OF MINNESO’A
Office of County Coordinator
as. County of Itasca

I, IRENE C. KOSKI, Coordinator of County of Itasca, do hereby certify that I have compared the foregoing
with the original resolution filed in my office on the 23rd day of February A.D. 2010, and that the same is a
true and correct copy of the whole thereof.

WITNESS MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE at Grand Rapids, Minnesota, this 23rd day of February, A.D. 2010.

\CL/
Coordinator ‘

By

_____— ____________________________Deputy

EXHIBIT A

fo: Board of Commissioners
Re: I.WBC EIS and Findings of Fact
Date: February 22. 201(,)
From: Catherine Mc[nn. Commissioner [)istrict 2 c I72
After reviewing public comments on EAW for living Word Bible (‘orporation’s proposed commercial planned
unit development on Deer lake, I have ibund cidencc of the potential for significant negatie and irreversible
environmental eflcts which may or may not be eIieciieIy mitigated. Ordering an FIS is warranted ftr the
kdlowing reasons as identilied and more filly detailed in he F.AW andkr public cormuent letters.

Item 6 Project description is not complete. (DNR, \1P(’:. Stolen, Newton. John Frickson, Maxeiner, Duxhurv.
Widen. Axier. Hagley. Acl.ynn, (‘ibuzar, Fe Win. Hunt, Nerneth. Ratilafiand Roeenriefl
a. Maps are not to scale and/or lack detail or are conflicting in detail.
h. Number of acres is uncertain due to conflicting infirmarion,
c. Ordinary High Water Mark is nor identified and needs to he delineated fr entire acreage.
d. Construction operations are not detailed.
e. Wetlands need to be delineatcd for entire acreage.
1. Frail and thotpath design and consirnetion needs to he detailed. Ntiii:hr of ball fields is iIot clear.

Item S Need fbr a resort liccnse conhirms the level of epcctcd commercial operation. FAW. MeL nn

Item land uses, current and recent past. indicate that the proposed project las a potential lr igniiicant
environmental ett&ts. tEAW. DNR. Ne%ton, \laxeiner. Du’.hurv, Aiise. ( ihi7.ir, I )lA Pres. Routi. \emeth)

a. Past land LI.Se included animal thrrning po’sihly contributing In high phosphorus and nitrate Ie cis.
-\ddiriunal soil tcstint in he construction area aad v,cll water Ic tirlU arc reeded to determine if there
is the potential contamination d drinking water md hc water .ualitv of’ I )cer I ake.

b. Seasonal cabin use h) Muxeiners li,n tuil uctk ities and use of’ lakebore. Project is a major change.
c. C onser.ation easement with \lirmesnta land I rast est. 2’)O I prohibits commercial use
d Acquisition and c”Iahlishinent of AMA.. Kocemba Bay are e idence of’ iisi rical pri tection of

serSiti’e ha’ and islands.
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Item I I Impacts on tish, ildlife and ecol ically sensiti e resources. shoreland and habitat are one of the most
consistenth identilied issues that needs to he more corripletelv analyzed and assured mitigation meatrcs
detailed. E\W, DNR. \linncsota Lund Trust. Stolen, Newton, John Erickson, \Iuxciner. Du.hur. Peters.
\leland, Sprart, :xIer, [3Iickenderftr. Dziuk. llagJey, [liompson. Uszood, Kaaiiauth. Sundin. Widen. l)eirick
Realty. (‘ihuzar, D. Anderson. .Foncs, (COLA. DLA-Routt, Nemeth, Hornhcck

Item 12 Impact on water resources especially the interior cilands that are part of the how to the lake needs to
he t’u1l studied and assured mitigation measures taken, \4any of the same as . and 411)

Item 13 Water use ol the proposed project is proposed to he significant increase over past use i.e. private single
family to public use. Groundwdcr caIuations. aquifer levels need to be determined. ‘ariancc tr the well and
hvdrolog license must be applied tbr or plans for alternatives need to be determined. FAW, MPCA. DNR.
\icLynn, Sprait. Newton, (‘ihuzar. LeWin

Item 14 1 and use district incompatibility needs to he resohed. (Stolen. Newton, John Frickson. MeLynn

Item 15 Water surface use is a major change from past uses vith significantly impacts as noted in i 1 aboe.

Item 16 Erosion and sedimentation ale likely to he significant and will contribute to 411 and #12. Detailed and
correctly constructed basins and other safeguards during and after construction need to he dcterniiricd. (MPCA.
DNR, Stolen. Maxeiner. Duxhurv, Peters. Spratt. Voedisch

Item 17 Water quality of Deer Lake and adjacent wetlands tIl he significantly alfecied by surface runotiand
assured mitigation measures need to be identified. A SWPPP needs to be designed hy prolssiorial engineer
using appropriate and accurate hydrology reports. Soil tests indicate high phosphorus eds. (E:\W. D\R.
Stolen, Ncston, John Erickson, F)ziuk. A\ler. I lagley. Duxbur. Peters, Sprati. F)iridorf. I lunt-Agvise. Cihuzar.
LeWin, Jones, osgood, L)ovvning. Voedisch)

Item IS aler quality of [)eer Iake and adjacent etIands will he significantly affected hyasksater. Fhe
size and location of the septic system ftr such a large project, tree and ‘.eiLetaiun removal for construction.
numbers of indiidual users, management and maintenance plans need to he identified and assured mitigation
measures determined. tEAW, DNR. MPCA. Stolen, Newton, John Friekson, Spralt. Peters. \laeiner. l)uhtir.
Peters, Widen, Dindori, Newton. Miles, Uihuzar. LeWin. Jones. Doning

Item 19 Soil conditions ncd to be clearly identified as they affect rates (>1 nutrient absorption and surtice
runutTthtft ill significantly impact 411. 17 and IS above.

Item 21) Hazardous astes disposal during demolition and storage tanks were identified as issues that needed
ilirlher stttdy [he above ground storage of OO gallons of gasoline has the potential for pollution or epfosron.
t\II’(’. John Erickson. McI ynn. Widen)

Item 21 I ratlic on Haker Road. parking roads thin the project need to he learIv identified md i’nper\ 10115
seirce determined. tEAW, Newton. V unuheri.!. laciner. F)ushur’. Widen, C:buzar. Lc\ in, Voedisehi

Item 24 Noise levels need to he audicd and assured mitigation measures identified. Newton. Yuuiigbcfl1.
Sprart. F)u.\bur

Item 25 I ;nicjuc resources are nearby and ithin the direct impact area. I he’. will he signilicanth alfeeted by
camp activities and proposed tours into the sdn.siti\ c are:is. Stolen. Newton. John Erickson

Item 26 Visual ililpacts til require assured ir1itigI1ioIi measures. i-:.w



Resolution 02-10-06 (Continued)
Page 12 of 12

Itvm 27 (ompatihility with plans and land u.c regulation is clearly a big issue that needs to he resuk ed.
Tnconsnsteney %ith the Comprehensive land I sc Plan and restrictions in the W98 ordinance need to be
addressed. (Stolen, Nevtun, John l-rickson, \fc[vrm, 1)7111k, Widen, Detrick Realty, Allen, Voedish)

Item 28 The proposed project is requiring and ill continue to require increased demand on public sen ices
including hut not limited to Itasca County Fnironmcntal Ser ices. Highay. •\ttorncy and Shenildepanirnents
to implement zoning and permitting, road work, dust controL res(.)lve legal issues, tire and emergency response
and law enibreement, respecti’ely. Additional increased services arc being demanded of MP(’A, MDII. [)NR
and SW(’[). iiAW. DNR. SWCD, MPCA, MDII. Medure, ewton. McLymi, Widen, Spratt

Item 29 Cumulative potential effects are significant and will need to be identilied by Ilirther study. 1 he fact that
additional buildings are permitted without review and previous plans submitted indicate reasonable expectation
of future development on the site. [he ntimber and regularity of permits and variances and subdivisions applied
br through the Environmental Services Department hould be rev;ewcd as an indication of’ historical and tuture
deelopmcnt on Deer Lake. tEAW, DNR. SWCD, Stolen, Ne%Ion, Nemeth, John F:rickson. Widen. Sprati,
Peters)



From: James Peters
To: Patton, Bob (MDA); Craig Howse
Cc: Frederickson, Dave (MDA); mford@quinlivan.com; Winters, Kathleen
Subject: Re: RGU Request: Living Word Bible Camp
Date: Monday, May 07, 2012 8:45:12 AM
Attachments: Brief Cover Deer Lake.doc

Brief Table of Contents Deer Lake.doc
Brief Deer Lake.doc

Dear Mr. Patton:
Good Monday morning.
- As you know from my February 2012 letter, I represent neighboring landowners with regard
to the Itasca County RGU Request regarding the EAW on the LWBC project.
- I write to submit filings in advance of the next EQB meeting on this issue.
- I also write to respectfully request that, if the EQB decides to grant the County's RGU
request at the urging of LWBC, that the EQB designate the Minnesota DNR as the RGU for
the new EAW proposed by LWBC.
- I make the filings at this time in the event that the EQB will meet on May 16th to discuss
the RGU request.
- Minn.R. 4410.0500 requires that the RGU be the agency with the greatest expertise
concerning a project.
- Other than Itasca County, MN DNR has the greatest expertise regarding the LWBC project
for the reasons I have previously provided to the EQB with regard to this matter, including
expertise with shoreland zoning, the state shoreland rules, the pilot project on new shoreland
rules, and specific actions on Deer Lake.
- Moreover, the EQB should make findings that this second EAW is at the request and sole
risk of LWBC and without prejudice to an EIS if ordered by the Minnesota Court of
Appeals. 
- EQB should make findings and conclusions regarding the potential duplication of the
environmental review process due to the LWBC urging. 
- Because LWBC wishes to move forward with the potentially duplicative
environmental review, the EQB should find and conclude that the duplication is at the sole
risk and expense of LWBC and is without prejudice to the possible EIS that the Court of
Appeals may order.
- It is maintained in the Court of Appeals that LWBC under Minnesota law should complete
an EIS on the project based upon the prior EAW and the administrative record that was
before Itasca County at the time of decision.
- The EAW and the record before Itasca County support the EIS order and it is respectfully
maintained that the District Court erred as a matter of law in reversing that order and
suggesting reassignment of the RGU to MPCA.
- Attached please find for your review and files a copy of the Brief in the Minnesota Court of
Appeals that has been submitted asking the COA to reverse the District Court and reinstate
the County's order for an EIS. 
- The double tracking of environmental review, which the new EAW process represents, is
proposed at this time by LWBC and does not prejudice the potential rights to the EIS which
the COA proceedings represent.
- It also appears premature for the EQB to reassign the RGU at this time without a newly
completed data portion of an EAW.
- Minn.R. 4410.0500 contemplates that LWBC should have submitted the completed data
portions of the EAW prior to the assignment of a different RGU for the EAW. 
- Please let me know the date and time when the EQB will hear the RGU request in this

mailto:jim@peterslawfirm.us
mailto:bob.patton@state.mn.us
mailto:chowse@howselaw.com
mailto:dave.frederickson@state.mn.us
mailto:mford@quinlivan.com
mailto:kathleen.winters@ag.state.mn.us
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES


I.
STANDARD OF REVIEW.


The Court of Appeals reviews the proceedings before Respondent County, not the findings of the District Court, to determine whether Respondent County’s decision was made based upon substantial evidence or upon an error of law or was arbitrary, capricious.


Citizens Advocating Responsible Development v. Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners, 713 N.W.2d 817, 833 (Minn. 2006).


II.
Appellants are neighboring landowners with statutory standing in environmental review actions brought under Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10. As neighbors to the proposed Project in this District of the County, Appellants have differing interests from the County demonstrated by the decision of the County not to appeal herein. The District Court erred in denying the intervention.


The District Court denied the intervention.


Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01.


Carl Bolander & Sons Co. v. City of Minneapolis, 502 N.W.2d 203 (Minn. 1993).

III.
The administrative record before the County on the EAW included detailed and supported comments and reports from pertinent state officials, highly respected scientists, and citizens that overwhelmingly supported an EIS. No proper motion was made and granted in the District Court to supplement the administrative record. Substantial evidence in the administrative record demonstrates that the proposed project has the potential for significant environmental effect so that the County properly required an EIS.


The District Court vacated the EIS decision stating that the record could support either a positive or a negative declaration.


Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 2a.


Minn.R. 4410.1700, subp. 7.



CARD, 713 N.W.2d at 833.



White v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 (Minn.App. 1997).

IV.
The County took a hard look at the problems involved, genuinely engaged in reasoned decision-making, issued a decision that reflected compliance with applicable law, and made appropriate findings requiring an EIS on the proposed Project.


The District Court held that Commissioner McLynn acted arbitrarily and capriciously, voided her vote, and vacated the decision of the County.


Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 2a.



Minn.R. 4410.1700, subp. 7.



CARD, 713 N.W.2d at 833.



White v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 (Minn.App. 1997).

In re North Metro Harness, Inc., 711 N.W.2d 129, 138-139 (Minn.App. 2006).

V.
A majority of citizens elected Commissioner McLynn to represent District 2 of Itasca County. Commissioner McLynn’s actions in the EAW process were lawful and consistent with the Minnesota EQB rules and guidelines for environmental review set forth in Minn.R.Ch. 4410. The District Court improperly took away the vote for an EIS of Commissioner McLynn, improperly banned Commissioner McLynn from further proceedings on the remand for another EAW, and failed to respect the separation of powers.


The District Court took away McLynn’s vote and banned Commissioner McLynn from all further proceedings.


State ex rel. Friends of Riverfront v. City of Minneapolis, 751 N. W. 2d 586 (Minn. 2008). 



In re Rahr Malting Co., 632 N.W.2d 572, 576 (Minn. 2001).



O’Neill v. Kallsen, 222 Minn. 379, 381-82, 24 N.W.2d 715, 716 (1946).

VI.
Minn.R. 4410.0500 establishes the procedures by which the responsible governmental unit is selected for an EAW/EIS. The District Court improperly granted the motion of LWBC to the extent that the order remanded the EAW to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to repeat the EAW process.


Minn.R. 4410.0500.


VII.
Respondents LWBC and the County both timely filed Motions for Amended Findings in the District Court. Appellants timely commenced this appeal from the Order on the Tolling Motions.


Minn.R.Civ.App.P. 104.01, subd. 2. 

Madson v. Minnesota Min. & Mfg. Co., 612 N.W.2d 168 (Minn. 2000).

i




STATEMENT OF THE CASE



This appeal is from the order dated December 15, 2011 issued by Judge Jon A. Maturi of the Itasca County District Court and involves the environmental review process applied to a controversial commercial planned unit development project proposed on Deer Lake in Itasca County (“Project”). The December 15, 2011 order determined the underlying action, denied again Appellant’s intervention as of right and granted in part and denied in part the cross motions for amended findings brought by both Respondents Itasca County and Living Word Bible Camp (“LWBC”). The December 15, 2011 order also cancelled an evidentiary hearing, vacated a trial schedule, and reversed as a matter of law the decision of the County Board to require an environmental impact statement (“EIS”) on the proposed Project. The decision amended the July 25, 2011 order of the District Court, which had denied Appellants’ intervention on different grounds and ordered an evidentiary hearing into proceedings before the County Board on the quasi-judicial process by which the County ordered the EIS.


Appellants maintain that this Court of Appeals should reverse the decision of the District Court, hold that the intervention was proper under Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01, vacate the District Court order, and reinstate the February 23, 2010 decision of the County Board requiring the EIS on the Project. This is a relatively straightforward appeal of an agency decision to require an EIS on a proposed land use Project. Appellants, who are neighboring landowners to the proposed Project, intervened as of right in a limited intervention eight months prior to adjudication of rights in this environmental law appeal. Neighboring landowners commonly participate in these. Appellants introduced no new issues in the action that would unfairly prejudice any party. The County Board is in a different position that any particular neighbors, neighborhood, or area of the County. As a matter of law, the intervention as of right is appropriate and proper.


The analysis of the District Court in this case in reversing the order for an EIS ignored the substantial deference and presumption of correctness afforded to decisions of administrative agencies, especially in a case such as this with overwhelming substantial evidence in support of the decision. LWBC introduced a number of procedural errors in the District Court review process on motion for summary judgment, including improperly submitting evidence outside the administrative record of decision with affidavits and a expert report prepared over 1 year after the February 2010 decision. LWBC brought no motion to supplement the administrative record and the District Court did not properly analyze the evidence outside the administrative record. The District Court ordered that the involvement of one Commissioner, McLynn, in the preparation of the EAW and the vote for an EIS was arbitrary and capricious, vacated her vote, and sua sponte barred that Commissioner from further proceedings. The District Court analysis ignored the applicable administrative rules and guidelines that required McLynn’s active participation, identified no legal authority exceeded by McLynn, improperly applied a judicial standard of conduct on the County, and second-guessed technical environmental issues from the bench.  District Courts infrequently see environmental review actions. The County followed the appropriate process and procedure under the Minnesota Statutes and Rules applicable to environmental review without exceeding legal authority and the decision was sound. 

For the reasons set forth herein, Appellants respectfully request that this Court of Appeals reverse the orders of the District Court, vacate the lower court orders, and reinstate the February 23, 2010 order of the County requiring an EIS. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS



The factual background on this appeal of an administrative decision brought pursuant to Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10, is set forth in the administrative record of decision of Respondent County as of the date of decision, February 23, 2010.  Respondent County filed the ROD and an Amended Index to ROD, dated April 15, 2011 (“ROD”). There was neither a motion to supplement the record nor any order granting a motion to supplement. The following is a summary of the facts pertinent to this appeal with references to the ROD and/or Appellants’ Appendix.

A.
The Parties.  Appellants.  Appellants are neighboring property owners to the proposed Project, are concerned about the potential significant environmental impacts of the Project to water quality, fisheries, and wildlife, among other things, and participated in the EAW process on the proposed Project.


Respondent County.  Respondent County operates through a publicly elected board that exercises the powers of the County of Itasca pursuant to Minn.Stat. Sec. 373.02, including shoreland zoning. The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”) assigned the County as the responsible governmental unit (“RGU”) for conducting the environmental review process on the proposed Project pursuant to Minn.Stat. Ch. 116D and Minn.Rules 4410.0100, et.seq.  The County completed the environmental assessment worksheet (“EAW”) process on the proposed Project and on February 23, 2010, approved the issuance of a positive declaration on the need for an EIS, from which decision this appeal arises.


Respondent LWBC.  LWBC is a domestic nonprofit corporation existing under the laws of the State of Minnesota with a registered office and agent located in the City of Ramsey, Minnesota. There is limited public information on LWBC.

B.
The proposed Commercial PUD Project.  LWBC proposes to construct a commercial planned use development on about 253 acres on the east shore of Deer Lake, Itasca County. A1-12. The proposed Project holds itself out as a bible camp/retreat/ center, with a lodge, meeting space, commercial kitchen, dining room, five dormitories, activity building, business office and other structures. Id. The area is zoned as seasonal residential, rural residential and farm residential. A conservation easement with the Minnesota Land Trust prohibits construction on about 84 acres and 2,000 feet of shoreline. The County would be responsible for, among other things, a conditional use permit, PUD, and a sewage treatment system permit. Id.

C.
EAW.  LWBC submitted to the County a draft EAW on the Project in about November 2009. ROD 0010-0177. Revisions took place and multiple drafts of the EAW are contained in the ROD reflecting the give and take. The County Board held a special meeting on December 7, 2009 regarding the EAW and the EIS decision, a transcript of which hearing is ROD 0249-0266. The agenda for this special meeting is at ROD 1165. The EAW is dated December 2009, is certified for accuracy by the County, and is located in the record as ROD 1303-1500. The County then published notice of the availability of the EAW for taking public comment.


Numerous organizations and individuals provided written comments to the County on the EAW and the need for an EIS.  The record contains a listing of the written comments. ROD 1687. The following is a summary of some of these.



MN DNR submitted extensive comments to the County regarding the EAW and on the need for an EIS. ROD 1690-1701; A62-73.  These comments are detailed, professional, speak for themselves and were referenced at length in the County Resolution that later ordered the EIS on the Project. A1-12.


Deer Lake Association (“DLA”) submitted written comments on the need for an EIS and requested an EIS for several reasons. ROD 1688-1689; A74-75. DLA commented on the significance of the Non-Game Wildlife Management Area established in 1959 and the Aquatic Management Area. These comments highlighted the significant public investment in this particular area, which has been ongoing for decades and existed long before LWBC purchased land for development.  


The Minnesota Land Trust (“MLT”) submitted written comments to the County on the need for an EIS and an aerial photo. ROD 1923-1928; A76-78. MLT commented to the County on the conservation easement it holds over 84 acres of the LWBC property and the importance of the easement to the sensitive shoreline, habitat, and vegetation. MLT requested that the County require an EIS.


The Itasca County Coalition of Lake Associations (“COLA”) submitted written comments to the County requesting an EIS. ROD 1860-1863; A79. The COLA noted the establishment of the Non-game Wildlife Management Area and the Aquatic Management Area in Kocemba Bay on Deer Lake and the ongoing and significant public investment in this area which these designations represent.


Professionals submitted comments on the EAW, provided detailed analysis of the potential for significant environmental effects, and requested the preparation of an EIS.  Professors Jones (U of Missouri, Columbia) and Downing (ISU, Ames) submitted extensive comments on the limnology of Deer Lake and commented that the Project posed a risk to Deer Lake that: “is substantial enough that a complete EIS is needed to evaluate the plan . . .”. ROD 1682-1922; A80-87. Richard Axler, a professional limnologist for over 30 years (U of MN, Duluth) submitted comments on the limnological impacts of the proposed Project and concluded that the EAW lacks “sufficient technical detail and assurances”.  ROD 1653-1663; A88-97. Cynthia Hagley, a professor of extension in Aquatic ecology and limnology, (Minnesota Sea Grant), commented: “in my professional opinion that an EIS is very clearly warranted in this case . . .”. ROD 1781-1786; A98-99.  


Others commenting on the EAW and requesting an EIS included the following:  Dennis W. Anderson, Regional Fisheries Manager, MN DNR, Retired; ROD 1648-1652; A100-103; Mary Blickenderfer, Ph. D., Botany/Plant Ecology, Associate Professor, University of Minnesota Extension; ROD 1664-1674; A104-105; Paul Stolen; M.S., Northwest Regional Environmental Assessment Ecologist, MN DNR Retired; ROD 2070-2103; A106-107-118; Mary L. Spratt, Ph. D., Professor of Biology, William Woods University, Fulton, Missouri; ROD 2104-2113; A119-126;  Alan W. Cibuzar, Research Scientist, CEO, A.W. Research Laboratories, Inc.; ROD 1675-1685; Margaret Maxeiner Duxbury, DVM, College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota and David B. Duxbury, DVM; ROD 1722-1728; A127-133; Donald P. Le Win, M.D.; ROD 1929-1967; A134-137; Randall J. Miles, Ph. D., Associate Professor of Soil Science, University of Missouri; ROD 1976-1981; A150-151; James F Walsh, Hydrogeologist, Minnesota Department of Health; ROD 1974; Harold E. Dziuk, D.V.M., Ph. D.; ROD 1730-1734; A152-156; Madeline Maxeiner, Association Vice Chancellor, External Relations, University of MN, Morris; ROD 1735-1736; A138-139.


The ROD also includes photos of the area.  ROD 1324-1335; A180. 

D.
February 23, 2010 Decision Requiring an EIS.  The Assistant County Attorney prepared and submitted a Memorandum dated February 8, 2010, referencing the standard of review and criteria for decision.  ROD 0231-0232; A13-14.  The County prepared a February 16, 2010 request for board action on the decision. ROD 0223-0224. The County adopted a 12 page Resolution No. 02-10-06 to document the decision requiring an EIS on the Project. ROD 0276-0287; A1-12. 

E.
District Court Action.   In March 2010, Respondent LWBC commenced the underlying declaratory judgment appeal in the Itasca County District Court challenging the decision.  A15-27. (Today, such an appeal would go directly to the Court of Appeals.  Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10 (2011).) Respondent County filed an Answer to Complaint denying liability. A28-32.  Intervenors filed a Notice and Amended Answer in Limited Intervention. A34-35; 36-40. Respondents filed cross motions for summary judgment for hearing on May 2, 2011. A33.


There was no motion to supplement the administrative record. LWBC submitted evidentiary affidavits and an expert report on the motions, including the Affidavit of Rob Bouta dated January 28, 2011. The Bouta Affidavit attached an extensive expert report for LWBC dated January 27, 2011 by Westwood Professional Services (“Westwood Report”). 


The summary judgment and intervention hearing took place in the District Court in Grand Rapids on May 2, 2011. On July 25, 2011, the District Court issued its Order and Memorandum which, among other things, denied the cross motions for summary judgment, relied upon material outside the administrative record, scheduled an evidentiary hearing into the proceedings before the County, allowed scheduling orders, and denied intervention. A42-51. 


In August 2011, the County and LWBC filed motions for amended findings and Appellants brought a motion for reconsideration. A52-53. The hearing took place on September 19, 2011.  On December 15, 2011, the District Court issued its order and memorandum, which vacated the order for an EIS, cancelled the evidentiary hearing and trial schedule, concluded that the record supported either a positive or negative declaration on the need for an EIS, granted the motion for amended findings in part by remanding the matter back to the County or MPCA to repeat the EAW process, denied the intervention and issued a writ of prohibition against McLynn’s participation in the remanded process. A54-58.


F.
The Instant Appeal. Appellants commenced the instant appeal by filing a Notice of Appeal with this Court in February 2012. A59-61.

ARGUMENT


I.
STANDARD OF REVIEW.


De novo review applies to District Court orders regarding intervention as a matter of right brought pursuant to Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01. State Fund Mut. Ins. Co. v. Mead, 691 N.W.2d 495, 499 (Minn.App. 2005); Norman v. Refsland, 383 N.W.2d 673, 676 (Minn. 1986).


Decisions of administrative agencies receive a presumption of correctness and courts give substantial deference to the agency’s decision, including on the need for an EIS. Reserve Mining Co. v. Herbst, 256 N.W.2d 808, 825 (Minn. 1977).  Courts review the proceedings before the RGU de novo, and give no special deference to the findings of the District Court. Iron Rangers for Responsible Ridge Action v. Iron Range Res., 531 N.W.2d 874, 880 (Minn. App. 1995), review denied (Minn. July 28, 1995). Jurisdiction is now directly in the Court of Appeals on the need for an EIS. Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10 (2011). Where substantial evidence supports a RGU decision and no errors of law affected the decision, the Courts will affirm. Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy v. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 644 N.W.2d 457 (Minn. 2002); White v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 (Minn.App. 1997); Iron Rangers for Responsible Ridge Action v. Iron Range Res., 531 N.W.2d 874, 880 (Minn. App. 1995), review denied (Minn. July 28, 1995). 


Where the decision of the RGU is effected by an error of law, or is arbitrary, capricious or unsupported by substantial evidence, the Courts will reverse and order additional environmental review. Citizens Advocating Responsible Development v. Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners, 713 N.W.2d 817, 833 (Minn. 2006); Pope County Mothers v. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 594 N.W.2d 233 (Minn.App. 1999); Trout Unlimited v. Minn. Dep’t. of Agric., 528 N.W.2d 903, 907 (Minn.App. 1995), review denied (Minn. Apr. 27, 1995).


De novo review applies to disqualification of public officials when those officials have a direct pecuniary interest in the outcome and not for remote contingencies.  State ex rel. Friends of Riverfront v. City of Minneapolis, 751 N. W. 2d 586 (Minn. 2008). De novo review applies to the issuance of a writ of prohibition directed against an individual or agency who will exercise quasi-judicial power. In re Rahr Malting Co., 632 N.W.2d 572, 576 (Minn. 2001); O’Neill v. Kallsen, 222 Minn. 379, 381-82, 24 N.W.2d 715, 716 (1946).   

II.
Appellants are neighboring landowners with statutory standing in environmental review actions brought under Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10. As neighbors to the proposed Project in this District of the County, Appellants have differing interests from the County demonstrated by the decision of the County not to appeal herein. The District Court erred in denying the intervention.

This Court of Appeals should reverse the decision of the District Court denying the limited intervention as of right by Appellants in this EIS appeal. Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01 provides for intervention as of right as follows:

“Upon timely application anyone shall be permitted to intervene in an action when the applicant claims an interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subject of the action and the applicant is so situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair or impede the applicant's ability to protect that interest, unless the applicant's interest is adequately represented by existing parties.”

Minnesota courts favor intervention and liberally apply the rules on intervention of right because public policy supports intervention in civil actions. Where no rights have been adjudicated and no new issues introduced, courts approve intervention as of right. A party must show (1) an interest relating to the property or transaction that is the subject of the action; (2) as a practical matter, disposition of the action may impair or impede the party's ability to protect that interest; (3) the party is not adequately represented by the existing parties; and (4) the motion was timely. Carl Bolander & Sons Co. v. City of Minneapolis, 502 N.W.2d 203 (Minn. 1993). Where no rights have been adjudicated and no new issues introduced, courts allow intervention even where the action has been pending for 10 months prior. Engelrup v. Potter, 302 Minn. 157, 165-66, 224 N.W.2d 484, 488-89 (Minn. 1974). There is no unfair prejudice where an intervener timely applies prior to adjudication of rights and supports issues raised in the proceedings by the existing pleadings. B E & K Constr. Co. v. Peterson, 464 N.W.2d 756, 758 (Minn.App. 1991).

The general rule on intervention as of right has particular application in environmental review and land use cases, where our Courts have allowed intervention because the variously situated parties have differing interests as to the land use proposal.  The state, local units of government, and neighboring landowners all have differing interests as they relate to a land use project. Carl Bolander & Sons Co. v. City of Minneapolis, 502 N.W.2d 203, 208-09 (Minn. 1993). In Bolander, the State was allowed to intervene in the action under Rule 24.01, where the action concerned the need for an EAW and a claim for denial of equal protection by the proposed project.  The Minnesota Supreme Court noted the differing interests of each of the different participants in the EAW process in part as follows: “the local governmental unit is charged with the implementation of a statewide-effective policy, while the state is charged with the management of the public policy in a broader sense.”  502 N.W.2d at 208. Duties of the state regarding environmental policy are set forth in Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.02. The District Court analysis below did not analyze Bolander.  The analysis did cite that landowners may intervene in a permitting case to protect their property rights.  Jerome Fairbo Farms v. County of Dodge, 464 N.W.2d 568 (Minn.App. 1990). 


Post-trial intervention is not viewed favorably because of the potential prejudice to the original parties from allowing an intervener to sit by until the case is decided and only then ask to participate when things go against them. The court may deny intervention in a conditional use permit appeal where the homeowners association sits by and fails to intervene until after entry of a final judgment.  Omegon, Inc. v. City of Minnetonka, 346 N.W.2d 684 (Minn.App. 1984). 

Even where the neighboring landowners sit by until after a settlement is reached, however, Courts should allow limited intervention in an environmental rights case. SST, Inc. v. City of Minneapolis, 288 N.W.2d 225, 231 (Minn. 1979). 

Here, the District Court reasoned that if Respondent County did not pursue an appeal of the December 15, 2011 order vacating the order for an EIS, Appellants would not be prejudiced because Appellants could nevertheless participate in a repeat EAW process. This was error.  Appellants properly and timely intervened in a limited manner asserting their rights regarding the EIS order. Appellants are neighboring property owners, participated in the EAW process, and accordingly have an interest and legal rights relating to the review process before the County and the decision of February 23, 2010 to require an EIS pursuant to Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, Subd. 2a and Minn.R. 4410.2000, Subp. 3A. Appellants have rights to see an EIS on the proposed Project as ordered by the County. The EIS will provide additional information about the impact of the proposed Project on the environment near property in this part of Itasca County. 

Appellants are active in DLA, which is a member of the Minnesota Lakes Association. Their interest and extra efforts in protecting the environment, which includes property that Appellants’ own and treasure, are well documented on their website, which is:  www.deerlakeassociation.org. 

Disposition of the action without the intervention would have allowed the District Court reversal of the EIS order to stand. Without the intervention, Appellants would lose their rights in the EIS decision of February 23, 2010. The County decided, for any number of reasons, not to appeal to this Court of Appeals. Appellants have statutory legal rights in and to appeal. Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10, provides that a “person aggrieved by a final decision on the need for an environmental . . . impact statement . . . is entitled to judicial review of the decision . . .”. Numerous Minnesota cases involve neighboring property owners asserting their rights to an EIS order.  See, Citizens Advocating Responsible Development v. Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners, 713 N.W.2d 817, 833 (Minn. 2006). Without intervention, disposition of this action would impair Appellants’ ability to protect their interests and rights in the order for an EIS. 

The District Court erred in denying the intervention on the grounds that a repeat EAW process was a substitute. A repeat EAW ignores the significant effort in the EAW process to date, discounts the comments from professionals and experts, ignores the many public hearings, and demeans the process.  This is particularly true here, where citizen participation has been obstructed. LWBC brought a SLAPP suit against citizens for lawful participation in the EAW petition process, which SLAPP suit was dismissed by the Courts, including on appeal, as unfounded and contrary to law. ROD 0305-0315.

The County does not adequately represent the interests of Appellants under Minnesota law. The County acts as the RGU with implementing state-wide environmental policies. Appellants are property owners concerned with the environment, particularly in proximity to their own property. Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10, provides the neighboring property owners and other individuals with standing on the need for an EIS. The State, the County, and the neighboring property owners have differing interests in the environmental review, as recognized by the Supreme Court in Bolander.  

That Appellants sought limited intervention also favors allowing intervention.  The analysis below of the District Court in the July 25, 2011 memorandum included reference to SST, which recognized a role for limited intervention in an environmental rights case. That analysis failed to apply SST, however, and then dropped the citation altogether in the December order.

The limited intervention was timely.  Appellants intervened in April 2011, about 3 months prior to the July 25, 2011 District Court order, which did not finally adjudicate the action in any event. The intervention took place almost 8 months prior to the final adjudication of rights in December 2011. Appellants raised no new issues and sought intervention for the limited purpose of the EIS.

Respondent LWBC argues in its Statement of the Case that Appellants are “non-parties” who have no standing to appeal. This is without merit. A party who timely files Notice of Intervention has standing to appeal. Norman v. Refsland, 383 N.W.2d 673, 676 (Minn. 1986).  

In conclusion, the Court of Appeals should reverse the District Court and hold that Appellants properly intervened as of right under Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01. 

III.
The administrative record before the County on the EAW included detailed and supported comments and reports from pertinent state officials, highly respected scientists, and citizens that overwhelmingly supported an EIS. No proper motion was made and granted in the District Court to supplement the administrative record. Substantial evidence in the administrative record demonstrates that the proposed project has the potential for significant environmental effect so that the County properly required an EIS.


As a matter of law, the District Court erred when reversing the February 23, 2010 decision of Respondent County to require an EIS. Substantial evidence in the administrative record supports the EIS order and due deference to the expertise of the County Board and a presumption of correctness in that decision requires reversing.

The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (“MEPA”) MEPA requires that agencies taking permit or other action on a proposed project must first consider the project’s environmental consequences. Minn. Stat. § 116D.04, subds. 1a(d), 2a. The EAW is only a "brief document which is designed to set out the basic facts necessary to determine whether an environmental impact statement is required for a proposed action." Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 1a(c).  Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 2a, provides in part regarding the EAW/EIS process:


“Where there is potential for significant environmental effects resulting from any major governmental action, the action shall be preceded by a detailed environmental impact statement prepared by the responsible governmental unit.  The environmental impact statement shall be an analytical rather than an encyclopedic document which describes the proposed action in detail, analyzes its significant environmental impacts, discusses appropriate alternatives to the proposed action and their impacts, and explores methods by which adverse environmental impacts of an action could be mitigated.  The environmental impact statement shall also analyze those economic, employment and sociological effects that cannot be avoided should the action be implemented.”



The RGU in the EAW process to decide on the need for an EIS applies the criteria adopted in Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp. 7, to determine whether the project has the PSEE. Minn. Stat. § 116D.04, subd. 2a(c); Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp. 7.  If the RGU decides that the EAW describes a project that does have the PSEE, the RGU is required to issue a “positive declaration” requiring an EIS.  Minn. R. 4410.1700, subps. 1, 3. The RGU makes that decision based upon the EAW on the Project, together with any written comments received by the RGU during the public comment period.  Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 2a(b).  Minn.R. 4410.1700, subp. 7, provides:


Subp. 7.  Criteria.  In deciding whether a project has the potential for significant environmental effects, the following factors shall be considered:  



A.  type, extent, and reversibility of environmental effects; 



B.  cumulative potential effects of related or anticipated future projects; 


C.  the extent to which the environmental effects are subject to mitigation by ongoing public regulatory authority; and 


D.  the extent to which environmental effects can be anticipated and controlled as a result of other available environmental studies undertaken by public agencies or the project proposer, including other EISs.  



The EIS is a comprehensive environmental review process, which the proposing party conducts at its own expense with independent experts involved.  Minn. R. 4410.2000, subp. 1; Minn. R. 4410.2300; Minn. Stat. § 116D.045. 



There is no Minnesota reported decision in which an agency ordered an EIS upon an administrative record supporting the EIS decision, the District Court reversed, and that District Court order withstood further review.  

Courts provide substantial deference to the underlying agency and its decision on environmental review. Reserve Mining Co. v. Herbst, 256 N.W.2d 808, 825 (Minn. 1977). Minnesota cases have affirmed an agency decision where the agency issued a negative declaration on the need for an EIS based on substantial evidence. Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy v. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 644 N.W.2d 457 (Minn. 2002); White v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 (Minn.App. 1997); Iron Rangers for Responsible Ridge Action v. Iron Range Res., 531 N.W.2d 874, 880 (Minn. App. 1995), review denied (Minn. July 28, 1995).

Here, this Court of Appeals should affirm the order for an EIS because the administrative record contains substantial evidence supporting that decision. The EAW process was extensive and involved the County reviewing and verifying the accuracy of the EAW prior to public notice and comment. The comments of experts and citizens provided substantial evidence in support of the need for an EIS, including comments of the MN DNR (A62-73), DLA (A74-75), the Minnesota Land Trust (A76-78), the Itasca COLA (A79), various professionals and experts (A80-126; 134-137; ), and landowners (A127-133; 138-139; 150-156).


The County received a legal memorandum from the Assistant County Attorney advising the Board on the standard for decision, the criteria for the decision and the process following a decision.  A13-14.


The County documented its decision by an appropriate Resolution that was 12 pages long and made findings of fact, which summarized the comments, including those of the MN DNR, MPCA, and other professionals. A1-12. The Resolution referenced the appropriate environmental issues and cited sources, such as the comments of MN DNR. The Resolution applied the proper criteria under Minn.R. 4410.1700, referencing the fish and wildlife resources, boat traffic, surface water runoff, wastewater, visual impacts and traffic.  Id. The Resolution analyzed cumulative potential effects and ongoing regulatory authority, among other things. Id.  The Resolution came to the appropriate conclusions.

The December 15, 2011 order and memorandum of the District Court stated that it did not rely on materials outside of the administrative record. The July 25, 2011 order and memorandum clearly did and tainted the appeal. There was no motion to supplement the administrative record. LWBC improperly introduced the affidavit of Bouta with the Westwood Report prepared on January 27, 2011, which was over a year after the Resolution. It was error for the District Court to consider matters outside the record, such as the prior EAW litigation, the tax proceedings regarding LWBC, the Westwood Report, and to schedule an evidentiary hearing. This was a very irregular method of deciding an administrative decision and a diversion by the District Court. The extensive fact finding by the District Court in both orders was not properly based upon the administrative record. While the Court recanted in the December 15, 2011 order, the analysis relied upon the Westwood Report, which improperly formed the basis for concluding that McLynn acted with bias and resulting in the writ of prohibition. The December 2011 order, at page 3, appears to rely on the critique of the Westwood Report regarding McLynn’s participation in reviewing, revising and certifying the EAW prior to publication and wholly ignores applicable administrative rules and guidelines. The error of law was introduced from the Westwood Report. The order’s comment about “other actions and comments is vague and has no meaning. The order’s references to edits regarding future stages of development and gross floor space improperly rely upon the Westwood Report, which was extra record material after the fact that should not have been submitted or considered. 

The District Court analysis below gave no substantial deference to the expertise of the County in the environmental review process, improperly substituted the Court’s own judgment for that of the County as to the environmental impacts of the proposed Project, and sua sponte improperly effectively issued a retroactive writ of prohibition against McLynn. The decision to require an EIS was sound on the merits and must be reinstated.

IV.
The County took a hard look at the problems involved, genuinely engaged in reasoned decision-making, issued a decision that reflected compliance with applicable law, and made appropriate findings requiring an EIS on the proposed Project.


The District Court orders fundamentally misunderstood the role of the County as the RGU under Minnesota law in the EAW process, mistook alleged bias by McLynn for diligence, expertise and experience, and improperly substituted the Court’s own judgment and standard of conduct for that of the County. This Court of Appeals should reverse the District Court with an order that reinstates the EIS requirement on the proposed Project because the District Court analysis erred when it failed to identify the appropriate administrative rules applicable to the County in the EAW process, failed to recognize that the County was following those quasi-judicial administrative rules, and improperly instead held the County to a standard of judicial conduct.  


Where substantial evidence supports a decision and the agency follows applicable rules, the court will affirm an EIS order. Minnesota Center for Env. Advocacy v. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 644 N.W.2d 457 (Minn. 2002); White v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 (Minn.App. 1997); Iron Rangers for Responsible Ridge Action v. Iron Range Res., 531 N.W.2d 874, 880 (Minn. App. 1995), review denied (Minn. July 28, 1995).

Courts have reversed decisions refusing to require an EIS where the agency committed legal errors in the review process or failed entirely to take a hard look at salient issues. Citizens Advocating Responsible Development v. Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners, 713 N.W.2d 817, 833 (Minn. 2006); Pope County Mothers v. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 594 N.W.2d 233 (Minn.App. 1999); Trout Unlimited v. Minn. Dep’t. of Agric., 528 N.W.2d 903, 907 (Minn.App. 1995), review denied (Minn. Apr. 27, 1995). In the CARD decision, the County Board erred by applying an incorrect legal standard regarding cumulative impacts and effects and failed to conduct environmental review as to those issues. In the Pope County Mothers decision, MPCA erred as a matter of law and procedure by failing to consider the cumulative impacts from connected and phased actions. In Trout Unlimited, the Department of Agriculture also failed as a matter of law and procedure to analyze all significant environmental impacts presented by an additional irrigation project in the vicinity.


The District Court orders herein below erred by their failure to identify any legal standard violated by McLynn or the County. The orders nowhere reference any legal standard and instead rely upon pronounced judicial standards of conduct and smoke blown by the Westwood Report.  This was error by the Court. Where there is a failure to identify any specific legal standard which the agency allegedly violated in a quasi-judicial proceeding, the Court of Appeals will affirm the agency decision where substantial evidence otherwise supports that decision.  In re North Metro Harness, Inc., 711 N.W.2d 129, 138-139 (Minn.App. 2006).  North Metro Harness is instructive though it represents a general agency law case and is not an environmental review case. Relator challenged on the grounds, among others, that the commissioners allegedly engaged in “off-the-record communications”.  The Court of Appeals agreed that there had been off-the-record communications and noted that: “although it would have been better for the commissioners to have refrained from engaging in off-the-record communications, relator fails to provide any authority that the commissioners may not rely on these communications . . .”  711 N.W.2d at 139. The Court of Appeals affirmed and in the process noted that there was not a contested case hearing and were no guidelines prohibiting ex parte communications.


Moreover, quasi – judicial proceedings are not judicial proceedings and standards governing judicial proceedings are different and do not govern quasi – judicial proceedings. Handicraft Block Limited Partnership v. City of Minneapolis, 611 N. W. 2d 16 (Minn. 2000). 


Here, the District Court ex post facto vacated the vote of McLynn for an EIS on the grounds that McLynn herself acted arbitrarily and capriciously through active participation and alleged bias in the preparation of the EAW and voting for an EIS. The District Court did not cite a single law or rule that the County allegedly violated and essentially held the County commissioners to a standard for judicial proceedings or for a contested case hearing. 


The Minnesota Rules on environmental review allow and encourage a commissioner, such as McLynn, to take an active role in the review process in the preparation and verification of the EAW. The District Court order of December 15, 2011 talks of being an “impartial judge” and about not “consulting public opinion”.  This was error. The District Court order of July 25, 2011 ordered that Commissioner McLynn did not have a “neutral and detached mind”, “was not capable of fairly judging the controversy on its own circumstances”, and “exhibited a closed mind when voting for an EIS.” The July 25, 2011 order was based upon actions of Commissioner McLynn regarding: 1) evidence outside the record on revoking the tax exempt status of LWBC; 2) evidence outside the record supporting the EAW petition because it was submitted by a constituent; 3) reviewing the draft EAW with her constituents; 4) relying upon opponents of the LWBC proposed Project in review of the draft EAW; and 5) editing the proposed EAW to include additional or different information. 


The District Court inferred bias from the actions of a conscientious public servant attempting to have an accurate EAW prepared consistent with EQB Guidelines. The tax exempt status proceedings were well outside of the administrative record and improperly consulted. With regard to the 2006 EAW petition process, the Court took isolated comments out of context. On the vote for the EAW in 2006, the County received a valid citizen’s petition, a proposed road expansion was included that triggered the need for an EAW, and a DNR letter expressed  concerns about environmental impacts. The decision on the petition was upheld by the Court of Appeals.


The District Court erred by criticizing McLynn for her work on the EAW here in reviewing the draft EAW, taking input on the draft, and editing the draft EAW.  This error was induced by the Westwood Report and arguments of counsel at the hearing of May 2, 2011, both of which are outside of the administrative record and contrary to law.  Minnesota law encourages and guides officials in the EAW process to review the draft, to consult with others about the draft, and to edit the draft prior to certifying the accuracy of the EAW.  This is the exact opposite of the order.  In controversial cases such as this, the EQB has indicated in guidance documents that public access to environmental documents is encouraged. 


A review of the applicable administrative rules governing the environmental review process reveals that the County here followed those rules and guidance and did not violate any. Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 5a, authorized the adoption of administrative rules to establish and direct the environmental review process. The Minnesota Rules on environmental review were adopted and are presently set forth in Chapter 4410, which requires active participation and certification for accuracy by the RGU in the EAW drafting. 


These rules require, among other things, review, input and certification by the RGU on the initial draft EAW during the EAW process prior to any vote on the need for an EIS. 
The District Court below assumed that the County was like a reviewing court required to stay out of the drafting and certification of the EAW. This was an error. With regard to the data portion and content of an EAW, the rules required the County and McLynn to review the data portions, to take input on the salient issues, to consult with others, and be responsible for certification of the accuracy of the EAW. Minn.R. 4410.0400, Subp. 2, provides: “RGU’s shall be responsible for verifying the accuracy of environmental documents and complying with environmental review processes in a timely manner.” Minnesota law required the County and McLynn to review and verify the accuracy of the contents of the EAW prior to certification of the EAW and publishing notice of the EAW for public comment. Minnesota law allowed the County and McLynn to consult with any other person, including constituents, in obtaining information for an accurate EAW.  Minn.R. 4410.0400, Subp. 3, provides as follows: “When environmental review documents are required on a project, the proposer of the project and any other person shall supply any data reasonably requested by the RGU which the proposer has in his or her possession or to which the proposer has reasonable access.”  The administrative rules required the County and McLynn to accurately identify all potential environmental impacts from the proposed Project in the EAW. Minn.R. 4410.1200 establishes the content requirements for an EAW. The requirements are fairly detailed and include sections identifying potential environmental impacts from a proposed project. Minn.R. 4410.1200E, provides in part: “major issues sections identifying potential environmental impacts and issues that may require further investigation before the project is commenced, including identification of cumulative potential effects”.  


The administrative rules required the County and McLynn to prepare and evaluate the accuracy of the EAW prior to public notice and comment. Minn.R. 4410.1400 provides in part as follows: “The EAW shall be prepared by the RGU or its agents . . . The RGU shall determine whether the proposer’s submittal is complete within 30 days . . . The RGU shall be responsible for the completeness and accuracy of all information.” The Rules do not prohibit communications between the RGU, on the one hand, and constituents or others, on the other hand, as ruled by the District Court. The orders of the District Court failed to afford deference to the fact that, in discharging these duties, McLynn has particular experience and expertise with environmental issues, including a B.A. degree in chemistry and employment with the US EPA for 6 years and also with the US Forest Service.  McLynn has, for example, conducted water quality research to reverse eutrophication of lakes in Minnesota and has extensive volunteer participation in community associations and water quality initiatives and education in the community. McLynn was commissioner for several years preceding the EAW and was familiar with the history of the Project. 



The Minnesota EQB has published guidance documents that support the plain and ordinary language of the rules.  One of the guidance documents is:


http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/documents/eawrules.pdf

This guidance document provides in pertinent part as follows:


The RGU is legally responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the information presented in the EAW. After the RGU notifies the proposer that the submittal is complete, the RGU has 30 days to add additional information, revise the text as necessary and approve the EAW for public distribution. In controversial cases, the RGU governing body, a council or board, often authorizes release of the EAW, but it is not required by the EQB rules. Even if the proposer’s data submittal seems complete and accurate, the RGU must exercise independent judgment about the information. The RGU must be in charge of any conclusion-type responses that discuss the significance of impacts or the adequacy of mitigation. If the RGU fails to exercise independent review of the proposer’s information, it could lose a legal challenge and have to repeat the EAW process. A177.

The guidance document specifically instructed McLynn to exercise judgment to add additional information, to revise the text as necessary and to release the EAW for comments from others. Minnesota law required McLynn to exercise independent judgment about the content of the EAW prior to certification.

Another EQB guidance document is:

http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/documents/preparingeaws.pdf

This guidance document provides in part as follows:

Steps 9 and 10 illustrate the importance of understanding whether or not an EAW data submittal is complete. Once an RGU verifies a proposer’s submittal is complete, it only has 30 days (according to the rules) to finalize and edit the document. RGUs should make certain they have all needed information and conducted any analyses or studies prior to notifying the proposer that the data submittal is complete.

When reviewing and editing an EAW, here are some helpful tips:

RGU staff should specifically designate someone to be the EAW coordinator. This person will be responsible for making sure the EAW gets to all necessary staff members and that their input will be incorporated in into the final draft of the EAW. 

If an RGU has hired a consultant to assist in the review process, it should make certain the consultant receives the EAW data and documents as soon as possible. The RGU may even want to have the consultant review the data submittal before making it available for editing by RGU staff, as an experienced consultant can often identify potential problems more quickly, as well as recommend solutions. 

RGUs will likely want to have all the necessary staff members reading/editing the EAW at the same time, rather than one at a time (and then handing it off to the next person). Afterwards, a meeting can be scheduled to get everyone together and discuss staff concerns and/or needed corrections. This may lead to some duplication, ex. three people identifying the same issue that needs to be addressed, but will ensure a faster review process in the end. A179.


The District Court erred in concluding that the process before the County in evaluating and revising the EAW prior to publication violated some sort of judicial bias standard. The District Court analysis simply failed to recognize the applicable process.  The administrative rules as a matter of law required the County to complete the give and take discussions and revisions over the EAW content. The District Court analysis failed to recognize that this entire process takes place prior to the “judging” of the need for an EIS based on the EAW, the public comments, and the public hearing. After the EAW is completed and certified for accuracy by the RGU, public notice is given that the EAW is available for public comment and a public hearing. There is a 30 day period by rule for public comments on the EAW and then the requirement of a public hearing. After taking the public comments and holding the public hearing, only then does the RGU make a decision on the need for an EIS on: “the information gathered during the EAW process and the comments received on the EAW.”  Minn.R. 4410.1700, Subp. 3.



In neither the July 25 nor the December 15 orders and memoranda does the District Court identify a single administrative law, rule, or guideline that was violated. There is no citation to any legal authority. The District Court simply erred by not analyzing and understanding the administrative rules and how they applied to the review process on LWBC’s Project. 

V.
A majority of citizens elected Commissioner McLynn to represent District 2 of Itasca County. Commissioner McLynn’s actions in the EAW process were lawful and consistent with the Minnesota EQB rules and guidelines for environmental review set forth in Minn.R.Ch. 4410. The District Court improperly took away the vote for an EIS of Commissioner McLynn, improperly banned Commissioner McLynn from further proceedings on the remand for another EAW, and failed to respect the separation of powers.


The District Court erred as a matter of law in taking away McLynn’s vote and sua sponte excluding McLynn from future proceedings by the December 15, 2011 order, which order essentially represents a declaratory judgment where the issue was not plead before the court and/or was an improper writ of prohibition.  



The District Court effectively removed McLynn from office by “disqualifying” her and her vote and by “excluding” her from further environmental review proceedings on this Project. The issue was not properly before the court in the complaint or on motion. Minnesota law allows for disqualification of public officials only when those officials have a direct pecuniary interest in the outcome and not based upon remote contingencies.  State ex rel. Friends of Riverfront v. City of Minneapolis, 751 N. W. 2d 586 (Minn. 2008);  Lenz v. Coon Creek Watershed Dist, 278 Minn. 1, 153 N. W. 2d 209, 219 (1967); Nolan v. City of Eden Prairie, 610 N. W. 2d 697, 700 (Minn.App. 2000).  The power of removal generally is not held by the judiciary, but instead is held by the people, specifying a process by which such removal, after petition and debate and vote by the people, occurs.  See, Minn.Stat. Sec. 351.14.


In addition to holding McLynn to a higher standard of performance than any single quasi – judicial decision maker has ever been held, that of “judge” [see, e.g., Schwardt v. County of Watonwan, 656 N. W. 2d 383 (Minn. 2003); quasi – judicial proceedings do not have to meet full judicial standards], the District Court also (1) lacked subject matter jurisdiction to “disqualify” McLynn’s vote in support of a positive EIS declaration, (2) the District Court’s decision was itself arbitrary, capricious, unreasonable and contrary to law, and (3) the District Court’s orders, including its “suggestion” that another RGU be assigned and the District Court’s obiter dicta regarding the weight of the evidence supporting a positive declaration, should be reversed and McLynn’s vote and the governmental unit’s decision and determination for a positive EIS declaration should be “restored” by appropriate remand to the District Court, with specific directions.



Any other result will turn our quasi – judicial proceedings, and their appeals into our courts, into a quagmire of vote by vote assessment for feigned, real and putative “arbitrariness” and “capriciousness,” from which we will see a broad invitation to speculation on the “effects” of such individual voter behaviors on the body as a whole, motions for augmentation (lacking here) and an elevation of incivility in the exchange of accusations not uncommonly found in quasi – judicial proceedings.  


Moreover, the District Court order effectively sua sponte issued a writ of prohibition against McLynn, despite that this equitable remedy was neither appropriate or before the court.  Writ of prohibition is an extraordinary remedy that will issue to prohibit prospective quasi-judicial action in excess of, or going beyond, the legal authority or jurisdiction of an individual or agency. In re Rahr Malting Co., 632 N.W.2d 572, 576 (Minn. 2001); O’Neill v. Kallsen, 222 Minn. 379, 381-82, 24 N.W.2d 715, 716 (1946).  A writ of prohibition represents an equitable remedy that issues only in limited circumstances.  The Minnesota Supreme Court stated:


“A writ of prohibition may be issued when: (1) an inferior court or tribunal is about to exercise judicial or quasi-judicial power; (2) the exercise of that power is unauthorized by law; and (3) the exercise of power will result in injury for which there is no adequate remedy.”  632 N.W.2d at 576. 



The Court in the case of In re Rahr Malting declined to issue a writ of prohibition because the proposed actions were not an unauthorized exercise of power by the tax court and an adequate remedy existed upon remand in the form of an in camera review of potential trade secrets or other proprietary information. Where an individual or agency will act within its legal authority and a legal remedy exists, a writ of prohibition will not issue. The Court in O’Neill noted that a writ of prohibition does not issue to restrain or prohibit individuals or agencies from performing legislative or administrative actions.  



Here, the County and McLynn followed the law. Nowhere is any allegation of any direct pecuniary interest. Demonstrating a misunderstanding of the administrative rules and not showing any background or experience in limnology, the District Court order should be reversed and vacated. McLynn performed her actions within the scope of legal authority in the administrative EAW process, within Chapter 4410, and consistent with EQB Guidance. The District Court erroneously ordered that Commissioner McLynn “conflated her usual duty to represent her constituents and their interests with her duty to be a ‘judge’ of the facts as presented in the EAW. . . and that there is no way to put the cat back into the bag. Therefore, the Court is compelled to exclude her from taking part in that process on remand.”  This sua sponte judgment and/or writ of prohibition against McLynn appears to have its genesis in the Westwood Report belatedly prepared, not part of any supplemented record, and filed nonetheless by LWBC. In any event, LWBC has a legal remedy in that LWBC could comment upon the EAW, participate in the public hearing on the EAW, and to appeal the decision on the need for an EIS to the District Court under Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10. The Court of Appeals should reverse the order of the District Court and vacate all portions of the orders regarding the vote of McLynn and the involvement of McLynn in the future review process.

VI.
Minn.R. 4410.0500 establishes the procedures by which the responsible governmental unit is selected for an EAW/EIS. The District Court improperly granted the motion of LWBC to the extent that the order remanded the EAW to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to repeat the EAW process.

To the extent that the District Court order of December 15, 2011 allows the County to refer the remanded EAW process to MPCA, the District Court erred as a matter of law. Under Minnesota Rule 4410.0500, the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”) is the agency which assigns RGUs to handle an EAW process.  Minn.R. 4410.0500 establishes the RGU Selection Procedures and directs the EQB to assign EAWs to the agency with the most permitting authority over a proposed project.  If there is a dispute, Subp. 6 allows the EQB to designate a different RGU if they have greater expertise.  Rule 4410.0500 does not authorize the RGU to make a referral of the EAW on the LWBC Project to another. The County might erroneously send the EAW to the MPCA (and indeed that is what the County Board voted to do on February 7, 2012). That portion of the District Court order suggesting that authority should be vacated.


VII.
Respondents LWBC and the County both timely filed Motions for Amended Findings in the District Court. Appellants timely commenced this appeal from the Order on the Tolling Motions.



LWBC argues in its Statement of the Case that Appellants failed to file and timely serve this appeal in the Minnesota Court of Appeals. This is without merit.  


In determining the time to commence an appeal, all parties may rely upon all timely filed tolling motions in the District Court. Minn.R.Civ.App.P. 104.01, subd. 2. The policies for this rule include to provide, as much as possible, for a single appeal from a final order or judgment, to reduce uncertainty, and to reduce premature or ineffective notices of appeal.  Madson v. Minnesota Min. & Mfg. Co., 612 N.W.2d 168 (Minn. 2000). 


Appellants filed the instant appeal in the Minnesota Court of Appeals within 60 days of notice of decision. Appellants filed their Notice of Appeal on February 16, 2012. A59-61. Notice of order appealed from was given on December 20, 2011.  The Notice of Appeal was filed within 60 days of the December 20, 2011 letter giving notice of the filing of the December 15, 2011 Order. The December 15, 2011 Order itself decided two timely filed tolling motions, including motions for amended findings heard by the District Court on September 19, 2011 and both of these were timely filed by Respondent County and Respondent LWBC regarding the July 25, 2011 order. 

CONCLUSION



The intervention here was timely and proper as a matter of law, as was the instant Notice of Appeal. Substantial evidence in the administrative record before the County at the time of decision supports the February 23, 2010 decision to require an EIS on the  Project. Respondent Itasca County and McLynn followed Minnesota statutes, the administrative law rules, and the EQB guidance documents in the EAW process. It was clear error to go outside the administrative record without granting a proper motion to supplement, to take away McLynn’s vote and ban McLynn for future proceedings. The Court of Appeals must reinstate the decision of February 23, 2010 requiring an EIS on the proposed Project.


For the foregoing reasons, Appellants respectfully request that this Court of Appeals reverse the decisions of the District Court, vacate the orders entirely, and reinstate the February 23, 2010 order that requires an environmental impact statement on the Project of Respondent Living Word Bible Camp.
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II. Appellants are neighboring landowners with statutory standing in 
environmental review actions brought under Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 
10. As neighbors to the proposed Project in this District of the County, 
Appellants have differing interests from the County demonstrated by the 
decision of the County not to appeal herein. The District Court erred in 
denying the intervention. 

 
 The District Court denied the intervention. 
 
 Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01. 
 Carl Bolander & Sons Co. v. City of Minneapolis, 502 N.W.2d 203 (Minn. 1993). 
 
III. The administrative record before the County on the EAW included detailed 

and supported comments and reports from pertinent state officials, highly 
respected scientists, and citizens that overwhelmingly supported an EIS. No 
proper motion was made and granted in the District Court to supplement the 
administrative record. Substantial evidence in the administrative record 
demonstrates that the proposed project has the potential for significant 
environmental effect so that the County properly required an EIS. 

 
 The District Court vacated the EIS decision stating that the record could support 

either a positive or a negative declaration. 
 
 Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 2a. 
 Minn.R. 4410.1700, subp. 7. 
 CARD, 713 N.W.2d at 833. 
 White v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 

(Minn.App. 1997). 
 
IV. The County took a hard look at the problems involved, genuinely engaged in 

reasoned decision-making, issued a decision that reflected compliance with 
applicable law, and made appropriate findings requiring an EIS on the 
proposed Project. 

 
 The District Court held that Commissioner McLynn acted arbitrarily and 

capriciously, voided her vote, and vacated the decision of the County. 
 
 Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 2a. 
 Minn.R. 4410.1700, subp. 7. 
 CARD, 713 N.W.2d at 833. 
 White v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 

(Minn.App. 1997). 
In re North Metro Harness, Inc., 711 N.W.2d 129, 138-139 (Minn.App. 2006). 
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V. A majority of citizens elected Commissioner McLynn to represent District 2 
of Itasca County. Commissioner McLynn’s actions in the EAW process were 
lawful and consistent with the Minnesota EQB rules and guidelines for 
environmental review set forth in Minn.R.Ch. 4410. The District Court 
improperly took away the vote for an EIS of Commissioner McLynn, 
improperly banned Commissioner McLynn from further proceedings on the 
remand for another EAW, and failed to respect the separation of powers. 

 
 The District Court took away McLynn’s vote and banned Commissioner McLynn 

from all further proceedings. 
 
 State ex rel. Friends of Riverfront v. City of Minneapolis, 751 N. W. 2d 586 

(Minn. 2008).  
 In re Rahr Malting Co., 632 N.W.2d 572, 576 (Minn. 2001). 
 O’Neill v. Kallsen, 222 Minn. 379, 381-82, 24 N.W.2d 715, 716 (1946). 
 
VI. Minn.R. 4410.0500 establishes the procedures by which the responsible 

governmental unit is selected for an EAW/EIS. The District Court 
improperly granted the motion of LWBC to the extent that the order 
remanded the EAW to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to repeat the 
EAW process. 

 
 Minn.R. 4410.0500. 
 
VII. Respondents LWBC and the County both timely filed Motions for Amended 

Findings in the District Court. Appellants timely commenced this appeal 
from the Order on the Tolling Motions. 

 
 Minn.R.Civ.App.P. 104.01, subd. 2.  

Madson v. Minnesota Min. & Mfg. Co., 612 N.W.2d 168 (Minn. 2000). 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 This appeal is from the order dated December 15, 2011 issued by Judge Jon 

A. Maturi of the Itasca County District Court and involves the environmental 

review process applied to a controversial commercial planned unit development 

project proposed on Deer Lake in Itasca County (“Project”). The December 15, 

2011 order determined the underlying action, denied again Appellant’s 

intervention as of right and granted in part and denied in part the cross motions for 

amended findings brought by both Respondents Itasca County and Living Word 

Bible Camp (“LWBC”). The December 15, 2011 order also cancelled an 

evidentiary hearing, vacated a trial schedule, and reversed as a matter of law the 

decision of the County Board to require an environmental impact statement 

(“EIS”) on the proposed Project. The decision amended the July 25, 2011 order of 

the District Court, which had denied Appellants’ intervention on different grounds 

and ordered an evidentiary hearing into proceedings before the County Board on 

the quasi-judicial process by which the County ordered the EIS. 

 Appellants maintain that this Court of Appeals should reverse the decision 

of the District Court, hold that the intervention was proper under Minn.R.Civ.P. 

24.01, vacate the District Court order, and reinstate the February 23, 2010 decision 

of the County Board requiring the EIS on the Project. This is a relatively 

straightforward appeal of an agency decision to require an EIS on a proposed land 

use Project. Appellants, who are neighboring landowners to the proposed Project, 
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intervened as of right in a limited intervention eight months prior to adjudication 

of rights in this environmental law appeal. Neighboring landowners commonly 

participate in these. Appellants introduced no new issues in the action that would 

unfairly prejudice any party. The County Board is in a different position that any 

particular neighbors, neighborhood, or area of the County. As a matter of law, the 

intervention as of right is appropriate and proper. 

The analysis of the District Court in this case in reversing the order for an 

EIS ignored the substantial deference and presumption of correctness afforded to 

decisions of administrative agencies, especially in a case such as this with 

overwhelming substantial evidence in support of the decision. LWBC introduced a 

number of procedural errors in the District Court review process on motion for 

summary judgment, including improperly submitting evidence outside the 

administrative record of decision with affidavits and a expert report prepared over 

1 year after the February 2010 decision. LWBC brought no motion to supplement 

the administrative record and the District Court did not properly analyze the 

evidence outside the administrative record. The District Court ordered that the 

involvement of one Commissioner, McLynn, in the preparation of the EAW and 

the vote for an EIS was arbitrary and capricious, vacated her vote, and sua sponte 

barred that Commissioner from further proceedings. The District Court analysis 

ignored the applicable administrative rules and guidelines that required McLynn’s 

active participation, identified no legal authority exceeded by McLynn, improperly 
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applied a judicial standard of conduct on the County, and second-guessed 

technical environmental issues from the bench.  District Courts infrequently see 

environmental review actions. The County followed the appropriate process and 

procedure under the Minnesota Statutes and Rules applicable to environmental 

review without exceeding legal authority and the decision was sound.  

For the reasons set forth herein, Appellants respectfully request that this 

Court of Appeals reverse the orders of the District Court, vacate the lower court 

orders, and reinstate the February 23, 2010 order of the County requiring an EIS.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 The factual background on this appeal of an administrative decision brought 

pursuant to Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10, is set forth in the administrative 

record of decision of Respondent County as of the date of decision, February 23, 

2010.  Respondent County filed the ROD and an Amended Index to ROD, dated 

April 15, 2011 (“ROD”). There was neither a motion to supplement the record nor 

any order granting a motion to supplement. The following is a summary of the facts 

pertinent to this appeal with references to the ROD and/or Appellants’ Appendix. 

A. The Parties.  Appellants.  Appellants are neighboring property owners to the 

proposed Project, are concerned about the potential significant environmental 

impacts of the Project to water quality, fisheries, and wildlife, among other things, 

and participated in the EAW process on the proposed Project. 
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 Respondent County.  Respondent County operates through a publicly 

elected board that exercises the powers of the County of Itasca pursuant to 

Minn.Stat. Sec. 373.02, including shoreland zoning. The Minnesota Environmental 

Quality Board (“EQB”) assigned the County as the responsible governmental unit 

(“RGU”) for conducting the environmental review process on the proposed Project 

pursuant to Minn.Stat. Ch. 116D and Minn.Rules 4410.0100, et.seq.  The County 

completed the environmental assessment worksheet (“EAW”) process on the 

proposed Project and on February 23, 2010, approved the issuance of a positive 

declaration on the need for an EIS, from which decision this appeal arises. 

 Respondent LWBC.  LWBC is a domestic nonprofit corporation existing 

under the laws of the State of Minnesota with a registered office and agent located in 

the City of Ramsey, Minnesota. There is limited public information on LWBC. 

B. The proposed Commercial PUD Project.  LWBC proposes to construct a 

commercial planned use development on about 253 acres on the east shore of Deer 

Lake, Itasca County. A1-12. The proposed Project holds itself out as a bible 

camp/retreat/ center, with a lodge, meeting space, commercial kitchen, dining room, 

five dormitories, activity building, business office and other structures. Id. The area 

is zoned as seasonal residential, rural residential and farm residential. A conservation 

easement with the Minnesota Land Trust prohibits construction on about 84 acres 

and 2,000 feet of shoreline. The County would be responsible for, among other 

things, a conditional use permit, PUD, and a sewage treatment system permit. Id. 
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C. EAW.  LWBC submitted to the County a draft EAW on the Project in about 

November 2009. ROD 0010-0177. Revisions took place and multiple drafts of the 

EAW are contained in the ROD reflecting the give and take. The County Board held 

a special meeting on December 7, 2009 regarding the EAW and the EIS decision, a 

transcript of which hearing is ROD 0249-0266. The agenda for this special meeting 

is at ROD 1165. The EAW is dated December 2009, is certified for accuracy by the 

County, and is located in the record as ROD 1303-1500. The County then published 

notice of the availability of the EAW for taking public comment. 

 Numerous organizations and individuals provided written comments to the 

County on the EAW and the need for an EIS.  The record contains a listing of the 

written comments. ROD 1687. The following is a summary of some of these. 

 MN DNR submitted extensive comments to the County regarding the EAW 

and on the need for an EIS. ROD 1690-1701; A62-73.  These comments are detailed, 

professional, speak for themselves and were referenced at length in the County 

Resolution that later ordered the EIS on the Project. A1-12. 

 Deer Lake Association (“DLA”) submitted written comments on the need for 

an EIS and requested an EIS for several reasons. ROD 1688-1689; A74-75. DLA 

commented on the significance of the Non-Game Wildlife Management Area 

established in 1959 and the Aquatic Management Area. These comments highlighted 

the significant public investment in this particular area, which has been ongoing for 

decades and existed long before LWBC purchased land for development.   
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 The Minnesota Land Trust (“MLT”) submitted written comments to the 

County on the need for an EIS and an aerial photo. ROD 1923-1928; A76-78. MLT 

commented to the County on the conservation easement it holds over 84 acres of the 

LWBC property and the importance of the easement to the sensitive shoreline, 

habitat, and vegetation. MLT requested that the County require an EIS. 

 The Itasca County Coalition of Lake Associations (“COLA”) submitted 

written comments to the County requesting an EIS. ROD 1860-1863; A79. The 

COLA noted the establishment of the Non-game Wildlife Management Area and the 

Aquatic Management Area in Kocemba Bay on Deer Lake and the ongoing and 

significant public investment in this area which these designations represent. 

 Professionals submitted comments on the EAW, provided detailed analysis of 

the potential for significant environmental effects, and requested the preparation of 

an EIS.  Professors Jones (U of Missouri, Columbia) and Downing (ISU, Ames) 

submitted extensive comments on the limnology of Deer Lake and commented that 

the Project posed a risk to Deer Lake that: “is substantial enough that a complete EIS 

is needed to evaluate the plan . . .”. ROD 1682-1922; A80-87. Richard Axler, a 

professional limnologist for over 30 years (U of MN, Duluth) submitted comments 

on the limnological impacts of the proposed Project and concluded that the EAW 

lacks “sufficient technical detail and assurances”.  ROD 1653-1663; A88-97. 

Cynthia Hagley, a professor of extension in Aquatic ecology and limnology, 

(Minnesota Sea Grant), commented: “in my professional opinion that an EIS is very 

clearly warranted in this case . . .”. ROD 1781-1786; A98-99.   
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 Others commenting on the EAW and requesting an EIS included the 

following:  Dennis W. Anderson, Regional Fisheries Manager, MN DNR, Retired; 

ROD 1648-1652; A100-103; Mary Blickenderfer, Ph. D., Botany/Plant Ecology, 

Associate Professor, University of Minnesota Extension; ROD 1664-1674; A104-

105; Paul Stolen; M.S., Northwest Regional Environmental Assessment Ecologist, 

MN DNR Retired; ROD 2070-2103; A106-107-118; Mary L. Spratt, Ph. D., 

Professor of Biology, William Woods University, Fulton, Missouri; ROD 2104-

2113; A119-126;  Alan W. Cibuzar, Research Scientist, CEO, A.W. Research 

Laboratories, Inc.; ROD 1675-1685; Margaret Maxeiner Duxbury, DVM, College 

of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota and David B. Duxbury, DVM; 

ROD 1722-1728; A127-133; Donald P. Le Win, M.D.; ROD 1929-1967; A134-

137; Randall J. Miles, Ph. D., Associate Professor of Soil Science, University of 

Missouri; ROD 1976-1981; A150-151; James F Walsh, Hydrogeologist, 

Minnesota Department of Health; ROD 1974; Harold E. Dziuk, D.V.M., Ph. D.; 

ROD 1730-1734; A152-156; Madeline Maxeiner, Association Vice Chancellor, 

External Relations, University of MN, Morris; ROD 1735-1736; A138-139. 

 The ROD also includes photos of the area.  ROD 1324-1335; A180.  

D. February 23, 2010 Decision Requiring an EIS.  The Assistant County 

Attorney prepared and submitted a Memorandum dated February 8, 2010, 

referencing the standard of review and criteria for decision.  ROD 0231-0232; A13-

14.  The County prepared a February 16, 2010 request for board action on the 
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decision. ROD 0223-0224. The County adopted a 12 page Resolution No. 02-10-06 

to document the decision requiring an EIS on the Project. ROD 0276-0287; A1-12.  

E. District Court Action.   In March 2010, Respondent LWBC commenced the 

underlying declaratory judgment appeal in the Itasca County District Court 

challenging the decision.  A15-27. (Today, such an appeal would go directly to the 

Court of Appeals.  Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10 (2011).) Respondent County 

filed an Answer to Complaint denying liability. A28-32.  Intervenors filed a Notice 

and Amended Answer in Limited Intervention. A34-35; 36-40. Respondents filed 

cross motions for summary judgment for hearing on May 2, 2011. A33. 

 There was no motion to supplement the administrative record. LWBC 

submitted evidentiary affidavits and an expert report on the motions, including the 

Affidavit of Rob Bouta dated January 28, 2011. The Bouta Affidavit attached an 

extensive expert report for LWBC dated January 27, 2011 by Westwood 

Professional Services (“Westwood Report”).  

 The summary judgment and intervention hearing took place in the District 

Court in Grand Rapids on May 2, 2011. On July 25, 2011, the District Court issued 

its Order and Memorandum which, among other things, denied the cross motions for 

summary judgment, relied upon material outside the administrative record, scheduled 

an evidentiary hearing into the proceedings before the County, allowed scheduling 

orders, and denied intervention. A42-51.  

 In August 2011, the County and LWBC filed motions for amended findings 

and Appellants brought a motion for reconsideration. A52-53. The hearing took 
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place on September 19, 2011.  On December 15, 2011, the District Court issued its 

order and memorandum, which vacated the order for an EIS, cancelled the 

evidentiary hearing and trial schedule, concluded that the record supported either a 

positive or negative declaration on the need for an EIS, granted the motion for 

amended findings in part by remanding the matter back to the County or MPCA to 

repeat the EAW process, denied the intervention and issued a writ of prohibition 

against McLynn’s participation in the remanded process. A54-58. 

F. The Instant Appeal. Appellants commenced the instant appeal by filing a 

Notice of Appeal with this Court in February 2012. A59-61. 

ARGUMENT 

I. STANDARD OF REVIEW. 

De novo review applies to District Court orders regarding intervention as a 

matter of right brought pursuant to Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01. State Fund Mut. Ins. Co. 

v. Mead, 691 N.W.2d 495, 499 (Minn.App. 2005); Norman v. Refsland, 383 

N.W.2d 673, 676 (Minn. 1986). 

Decisions of administrative agencies receive a presumption of correctness 

and courts give substantial deference to the agency’s decision, including on the 

need for an EIS. Reserve Mining Co. v. Herbst, 256 N.W.2d 808, 825 (Minn. 

1977).  Courts review the proceedings before the RGU de novo, and give no 

special deference to the findings of the District Court. Iron Rangers for 

Responsible Ridge Action v. Iron Range Res., 531 N.W.2d 874, 880 (Minn. App. 

1995), review denied (Minn. July 28, 1995). Jurisdiction is now directly in the 
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Court of Appeals on the need for an EIS. Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10 

(2011). Where substantial evidence supports a RGU decision and no errors of law 

affected the decision, the Courts will affirm. Minnesota Center for Environmental 

Advocacy v. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 644 N.W.2d 457 (Minn. 2002); 

White v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 

(Minn.App. 1997); Iron Rangers for Responsible Ridge Action v. Iron Range Res., 

531 N.W.2d 874, 880 (Minn. App. 1995), review denied (Minn. July 28, 1995).  

 Where the decision of the RGU is effected by an error of law, or is arbitrary, 

capricious or unsupported by substantial evidence, the Courts will reverse and order 

additional environmental review. Citizens Advocating Responsible Development v. 

Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners, 713 N.W.2d 817, 833 (Minn. 2006); 

Pope County Mothers v. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 594 N.W.2d 233 

(Minn.App. 1999); Trout Unlimited v. Minn. Dep’t. of Agric., 528 N.W.2d 903, 

907 (Minn.App. 1995), review denied (Minn. Apr. 27, 1995). 

 De novo review applies to disqualification of public officials when those 

officials have a direct pecuniary interest in the outcome and not for remote 

contingencies.  State ex rel. Friends of Riverfront v. City of Minneapolis, 751 N. 

W. 2d 586 (Minn. 2008). De novo review applies to the issuance of a writ of 

prohibition directed against an individual or agency who will exercise quasi-

judicial power. In re Rahr Malting Co., 632 N.W.2d 572, 576 (Minn. 2001); 

O’Neill v. Kallsen, 222 Minn. 379, 381-82, 24 N.W.2d 715, 716 (1946).    
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II. Appellants are neighboring landowners with statutory standing in 
environmental review actions brought under Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, 
subd. 10. As neighbors to the proposed Project in this District of the 
County, Appellants have differing interests from the County 
demonstrated by the decision of the County not to appeal herein. The 
District Court erred in denying the intervention. 

 
This Court of Appeals should reverse the decision of the District Court 

denying the limited intervention as of right by Appellants in this EIS appeal. 

Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01 provides for intervention as of right as follows: 

“Upon timely application anyone shall be permitted to intervene in an 
action when the applicant claims an interest relating to the property or 
transaction which is the subject of the action and the applicant is so 
situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair 
or impede the applicant's ability to protect that interest, unless the 
applicant's interest is adequately represented by existing parties.” 

 
Minnesota courts favor intervention and liberally apply the rules on 

intervention of right because public policy supports intervention in civil actions. 

Where no rights have been adjudicated and no new issues introduced, courts 

approve intervention as of right. A party must show (1) an interest relating to the 

property or transaction that is the subject of the action; (2) as a practical matter, 

disposition of the action may impair or impede the party's ability to protect that 

interest; (3) the party is not adequately represented by the existing parties; and (4) 

the motion was timely. Carl Bolander & Sons Co. v. City of Minneapolis, 502 

N.W.2d 203 (Minn. 1993). Where no rights have been adjudicated and no new 

issues introduced, courts allow intervention even where the action has been 

pending for 10 months prior. Engelrup v. Potter, 302 Minn. 157, 165-66, 224 
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N.W.2d 484, 488-89 (Minn. 1974). There is no unfair prejudice where an 

intervener timely applies prior to adjudication of rights and supports issues raised 

in the proceedings by the existing pleadings. B E & K Constr. Co. v. Peterson, 464 

N.W.2d 756, 758 (Minn.App. 1991). 

The general rule on intervention as of right has particular application in 

environmental review and land use cases, where our Courts have allowed 

intervention because the variously situated parties have differing interests as to the 

land use proposal.  The state, local units of government, and neighboring 

landowners all have differing interests as they relate to a land use project. Carl 

Bolander & Sons Co. v. City of Minneapolis, 502 N.W.2d 203, 208-09 (Minn. 

1993). In Bolander, the State was allowed to intervene in the action under Rule 

24.01, where the action concerned the need for an EAW and a claim for denial of 

equal protection by the proposed project.  The Minnesota Supreme Court noted the 

differing interests of each of the different participants in the EAW process in part 

as follows: “the local governmental unit is charged with the implementation of a 

statewide-effective policy, while the state is charged with the management of the 

public policy in a broader sense.”  502 N.W.2d at 208. Duties of the state 

regarding environmental policy are set forth in Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.02. The 

District Court analysis below did not analyze Bolander.  The analysis did cite that 

landowners may intervene in a permitting case to protect their property rights.  

Jerome Fairbo Farms v. County of Dodge, 464 N.W.2d 568 (Minn.App. 1990).  
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Post-trial intervention is not viewed favorably because of the potential 

prejudice to the original parties from allowing an intervener to sit by until the case 

is decided and only then ask to participate when things go against them. The court 

may deny intervention in a conditional use permit appeal where the homeowners 

association sits by and fails to intervene until after entry of a final judgment.  

Omegon, Inc. v. City of Minnetonka, 346 N.W.2d 684 (Minn.App. 1984).  

Even where the neighboring landowners sit by until after a settlement is 

reached, however, Courts should allow limited intervention in an environmental 

rights case. SST, Inc. v. City of Minneapolis, 288 N.W.2d 225, 231 (Minn. 1979).  

Here, the District Court reasoned that if Respondent County did not pursue 

an appeal of the December 15, 2011 order vacating the order for an EIS, 

Appellants would not be prejudiced because Appellants could nevertheless 

participate in a repeat EAW process. This was error.  Appellants properly and 

timely intervened in a limited manner asserting their rights regarding the EIS 

order. Appellants are neighboring property owners, participated in the EAW 

process, and accordingly have an interest and legal rights relating to the review 

process before the County and the decision of February 23, 2010 to require an EIS 

pursuant to Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, Subd. 2a and Minn.R. 4410.2000, Subp. 3A. 

Appellants have rights to see an EIS on the proposed Project as ordered by the 

County. The EIS will provide additional information about the impact of the 

proposed Project on the environment near property in this part of Itasca County.  
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Appellants are active in DLA, which is a member of the Minnesota Lakes 

Association. Their interest and extra efforts in protecting the environment, which 

includes property that Appellants’ own and treasure, are well documented on their 

website, which is:  www.deerlakeassociation.org.  

Disposition of the action without the intervention would have allowed the 

District Court reversal of the EIS order to stand. Without the intervention, 

Appellants would lose their rights in the EIS decision of February 23, 2010. The 

County decided, for any number of reasons, not to appeal to this Court of Appeals. 

Appellants have statutory legal rights in and to appeal. Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, 

subd. 10, provides that a “person aggrieved by a final decision on the need for an 

environmental . . . impact statement . . . is entitled to judicial review of the 

decision . . .”. Numerous Minnesota cases involve neighboring property owners 

asserting their rights to an EIS order.  See, Citizens Advocating Responsible 

Development v. Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners, 713 N.W.2d 817, 833 

(Minn. 2006). Without intervention, disposition of this action would impair 

Appellants’ ability to protect their interests and rights in the order for an EIS.  

The District Court erred in denying the intervention on the grounds that a 

repeat EAW process was a substitute. A repeat EAW ignores the significant effort 

in the EAW process to date, discounts the comments from professionals and 

experts, ignores the many public hearings, and demeans the process.  This is 

particularly true here, where citizen participation has been obstructed. LWBC 

brought a SLAPP suit against citizens for lawful participation in the EAW petition 

http://www.deerlakeassociation.org/
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process, which SLAPP suit was dismissed by the Courts, including on appeal, as 

unfounded and contrary to law. ROD 0305-0315. 

The County does not adequately represent the interests of Appellants under 

Minnesota law. The County acts as the RGU with implementing state-wide 

environmental policies. Appellants are property owners concerned with the 

environment, particularly in proximity to their own property. Minn.Stat. Sec. 

116D.04, subd. 10, provides the neighboring property owners and other 

individuals with standing on the need for an EIS. The State, the County, and the 

neighboring property owners have differing interests in the environmental review, 

as recognized by the Supreme Court in Bolander.   

That Appellants sought limited intervention also favors allowing 

intervention.  The analysis below of the District Court in the July 25, 2011 

memorandum included reference to SST, which recognized a role for limited 

intervention in an environmental rights case. That analysis failed to apply SST, 

however, and then dropped the citation altogether in the December order. 

The limited intervention was timely.  Appellants intervened in April 2011, 

about 3 months prior to the July 25, 2011 District Court order, which did not 

finally adjudicate the action in any event. The intervention took place almost 8 

months prior to the final adjudication of rights in December 2011. Appellants 

raised no new issues and sought intervention for the limited purpose of the EIS. 

Respondent LWBC argues in its Statement of the Case that Appellants are 

“non-parties” who have no standing to appeal. This is without merit. A party who 
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timely files Notice of Intervention has standing to appeal. Norman v. Refsland, 

383 N.W.2d 673, 676 (Minn. 1986).   

In conclusion, the Court of Appeals should reverse the District Court and 

hold that Appellants properly intervened as of right under Minn.R.Civ.P. 24.01.  

III. The administrative record before the County on the EAW included 
detailed and supported comments and reports from pertinent state 
officials, highly respected scientists, and citizens that overwhelmingly 
supported an EIS. No proper motion was made and granted in the 
District Court to supplement the administrative record. Substantial 
evidence in the administrative record demonstrates that the proposed 
project has the potential for significant environmental effect so that the 
County properly required an EIS. 

 
 As a matter of law, the District Court erred when reversing the February 23, 

2010 decision of Respondent County to require an EIS. Substantial evidence in the 

administrative record supports the EIS order and due deference to the expertise of the 

County Board and a presumption of correctness in that decision requires reversing. 

The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (“MEPA”) MEPA requires that 

agencies taking permit or other action on a proposed project must first consider the 

project’s environmental consequences. Minn. Stat. § 116D.04, subds. 1a(d), 2a. 

The EAW is only a "brief document which is designed to set out the basic facts 

necessary to determine whether an environmental impact statement is required for 

a proposed action." Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 1a(c).  Minn.Stat. Sec. 

116D.04, subd. 2a, provides in part regarding the EAW/EIS process: 

“Where there is potential for significant environmental effects resulting 
from any major governmental action, the action shall be preceded by a 
detailed environmental impact statement prepared by the responsible 
governmental unit.  The environmental impact statement shall be an 
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analytical rather than an encyclopedic document which describes the 
proposed action in detail, analyzes its significant environmental impacts, 
discusses appropriate alternatives to the proposed action and their impacts, 
and explores methods by which adverse environmental impacts of an action 
could be mitigated.  The environmental impact statement shall also analyze 
those economic, employment and sociological effects that cannot be 
avoided should the action be implemented.” 
 

 The RGU in the EAW process to decide on the need for an EIS applies the 

criteria adopted in Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp. 7, to determine whether the project 

has the PSEE. Minn. Stat. § 116D.04, subd. 2a(c); Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp. 7.  If 

the RGU decides that the EAW describes a project that does have the PSEE, the 

RGU is required to issue a “positive declaration” requiring an EIS.  Minn. R. 

4410.1700, subps. 1, 3. The RGU makes that decision based upon the EAW on the 

Project, together with any written comments received by the RGU during the 

public comment period.  Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 2a(b).  Minn.R. 

4410.1700, subp. 7, provides: 

Subp. 7.  Criteria.  In deciding whether a project has the potential for 
significant environmental effects, the following factors shall be considered:   

 
 A.  type, extent, and reversibility of environmental effects;  
 B.  cumulative potential effects of related or anticipated future projects;  

C.  the extent to which the environmental effects are subject to mitigation 
by ongoing public regulatory authority; and  
D.  the extent to which environmental effects can be anticipated and 
controlled as a result of other available environmental studies undertaken 
by public agencies or the project proposer, including other EISs.   
 

 The EIS is a comprehensive environmental review process, which the 

proposing party conducts at its own expense with independent experts involved.  

Minn. R. 4410.2000, subp. 1; Minn. R. 4410.2300; Minn. Stat. § 116D.045.  
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 There is no Minnesota reported decision in which an agency ordered an EIS 

upon an administrative record supporting the EIS decision, the District Court 

reversed, and that District Court order withstood further review.   

Courts provide substantial deference to the underlying agency and its 

decision on environmental review. Reserve Mining Co. v. Herbst, 256 N.W.2d 

808, 825 (Minn. 1977). Minnesota cases have affirmed an agency decision where 

the agency issued a negative declaration on the need for an EIS based on 

substantial evidence. Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy v. Minnesota 

Pollution Control Agency, 644 N.W.2d 457 (Minn. 2002); White v. Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 (Minn.App. 1997); Iron 

Rangers for Responsible Ridge Action v. Iron Range Res., 531 N.W.2d 874, 880 

(Minn. App. 1995), review denied (Minn. July 28, 1995). 

Here, this Court of Appeals should affirm the order for an EIS because the 

administrative record contains substantial evidence supporting that decision. The 

EAW process was extensive and involved the County reviewing and verifying the 

accuracy of the EAW prior to public notice and comment. The comments of 

experts and citizens provided substantial evidence in support of the need for an 

EIS, including comments of the MN DNR (A62-73), DLA (A74-75), the 

Minnesota Land Trust (A76-78), the Itasca COLA (A79), various professionals 

and experts (A80-126; 134-137; ), and landowners (A127-133; 138-139; 150-156). 
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The County received a legal memorandum from the Assistant County 

Attorney advising the Board on the standard for decision, the criteria for the 

decision and the process following a decision.  A13-14. 

The County documented its decision by an appropriate Resolution that was 

12 pages long and made findings of fact, which summarized the comments, 

including those of the MN DNR, MPCA, and other professionals. A1-12. The 

Resolution referenced the appropriate environmental issues and cited sources, such 

as the comments of MN DNR. The Resolution applied the proper criteria under 

Minn.R. 4410.1700, referencing the fish and wildlife resources, boat traffic, 

surface water runoff, wastewater, visual impacts and traffic.  Id. The Resolution 

analyzed cumulative potential effects and ongoing regulatory authority, among 

other things. Id.  The Resolution came to the appropriate conclusions. 

The December 15, 2011 order and memorandum of the District Court stated 

that it did not rely on materials outside of the administrative record. The July 25, 

2011 order and memorandum clearly did and tainted the appeal. There was no 

motion to supplement the administrative record. LWBC improperly introduced the 

affidavit of Bouta with the Westwood Report prepared on January 27, 2011, which 

was over a year after the Resolution. It was error for the District Court to consider 

matters outside the record, such as the prior EAW litigation, the tax proceedings 

regarding LWBC, the Westwood Report, and to schedule an evidentiary hearing. 

This was a very irregular method of deciding an administrative decision and a 

diversion by the District Court. The extensive fact finding by the District Court in 
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both orders was not properly based upon the administrative record. While the 

Court recanted in the December 15, 2011 order, the analysis relied upon the 

Westwood Report, which improperly formed the basis for concluding that 

McLynn acted with bias and resulting in the writ of prohibition. The December 

2011 order, at page 3, appears to rely on the critique of the Westwood Report 

regarding McLynn’s participation in reviewing, revising and certifying the EAW 

prior to publication and wholly ignores applicable administrative rules and 

guidelines. The error of law was introduced from the Westwood Report. The 

order’s comment about “other actions and comments is vague and has no meaning. 

The order’s references to edits regarding future stages of development and gross 

floor space improperly rely upon the Westwood Report, which was extra record 

material after the fact that should not have been submitted or considered.  

The District Court analysis below gave no substantial deference to the 

expertise of the County in the environmental review process, improperly 

substituted the Court’s own judgment for that of the County as to the 

environmental impacts of the proposed Project, and sua sponte improperly 

effectively issued a retroactive writ of prohibition against McLynn. The decision 

to require an EIS was sound on the merits and must be reinstated. 

IV. The County took a hard look at the problems involved, genuinely 
engaged in reasoned decision-making, issued a decision that reflected 
compliance with applicable law, and made appropriate findings 
requiring an EIS on the proposed Project. 
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 The District Court orders fundamentally misunderstood the role of the 

County as the RGU under Minnesota law in the EAW process, mistook alleged 

bias by McLynn for diligence, expertise and experience, and improperly 

substituted the Court’s own judgment and standard of conduct for that of the 

County. This Court of Appeals should reverse the District Court with an order that 

reinstates the EIS requirement on the proposed Project because the District Court 

analysis erred when it failed to identify the appropriate administrative rules 

applicable to the County in the EAW process, failed to recognize that the County 

was following those quasi-judicial administrative rules, and improperly instead 

held the County to a standard of judicial conduct.   

 Where substantial evidence supports a decision and the agency follows 

applicable rules, the court will affirm an EIS order. Minnesota Center for Env. 

Advocacy v. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 644 N.W.2d 457 (Minn. 2002); 

White v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 567 N.W.2d 724 

(Minn.App. 1997); Iron Rangers for Responsible Ridge Action v. Iron Range Res., 

531 N.W.2d 874, 880 (Minn. App. 1995), review denied (Minn. July 28, 1995). 

Courts have reversed decisions refusing to require an EIS where the agency 

committed legal errors in the review process or failed entirely to take a hard look 

at salient issues. Citizens Advocating Responsible Development v. Kandiyohi County 

Board of Commissioners, 713 N.W.2d 817, 833 (Minn. 2006); Pope County 

Mothers v. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 594 N.W.2d 233 (Minn.App. 

1999); Trout Unlimited v. Minn. Dep’t. of Agric., 528 N.W.2d 903, 907 
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(Minn.App. 1995), review denied (Minn. Apr. 27, 1995). In the CARD decision, 

the County Board erred by applying an incorrect legal standard regarding 

cumulative impacts and effects and failed to conduct environmental review as to 

those issues. In the Pope County Mothers decision, MPCA erred as a matter of law 

and procedure by failing to consider the cumulative impacts from connected and 

phased actions. In Trout Unlimited, the Department of Agriculture also failed as a 

matter of law and procedure to analyze all significant environmental impacts 

presented by an additional irrigation project in the vicinity. 

 The District Court orders herein below erred by their failure to identify any 

legal standard violated by McLynn or the County. The orders nowhere reference 

any legal standard and instead rely upon pronounced judicial standards of conduct 

and smoke blown by the Westwood Report.  This was error by the Court. Where 

there is a failure to identify any specific legal standard which the agency allegedly 

violated in a quasi-judicial proceeding, the Court of Appeals will affirm the 

agency decision where substantial evidence otherwise supports that decision.  In re 

North Metro Harness, Inc., 711 N.W.2d 129, 138-139 (Minn.App. 2006).  North 

Metro Harness is instructive though it represents a general agency law case and is 

not an environmental review case. Relator challenged on the grounds, among 

others, that the commissioners allegedly engaged in “off-the-record 

communications”.  The Court of Appeals agreed that there had been off-the-record 

communications and noted that: “although it would have been better for the 

commissioners to have refrained from engaging in off-the-record communications, 
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relator fails to provide any authority that the commissioners may not rely on these 

communications . . .”  711 N.W.2d at 139. The Court of Appeals affirmed and in 

the process noted that there was not a contested case hearing and were no 

guidelines prohibiting ex parte communications. 

 Moreover, quasi – judicial proceedings are not judicial proceedings and 

standards governing judicial proceedings are different and do not govern quasi – 

judicial proceedings. Handicraft Block Limited Partnership v. City of Minneapolis, 

611 N. W. 2d 16 (Minn. 2000).  

 Here, the District Court ex post facto vacated the vote of McLynn for an 

EIS on the grounds that McLynn herself acted arbitrarily and capriciously through 

active participation and alleged bias in the preparation of the EAW and voting for 

an EIS. The District Court did not cite a single law or rule that the County 

allegedly violated and essentially held the County commissioners to a standard for 

judicial proceedings or for a contested case hearing.  

 The Minnesota Rules on environmental review allow and encourage a 

commissioner, such as McLynn, to take an active role in the review process in the 

preparation and verification of the EAW. The District Court order of December 

15, 2011 talks of being an “impartial judge” and about not “consulting public 

opinion”.  This was error. The District Court order of July 25, 2011 ordered that 

Commissioner McLynn did not have a “neutral and detached mind”, “was not 

capable of fairly judging the controversy on its own circumstances”, and 

“exhibited a closed mind when voting for an EIS.” The July 25, 2011 order was 
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based upon actions of Commissioner McLynn regarding: 1) evidence outside the 

record on revoking the tax exempt status of LWBC; 2) evidence outside the record 

supporting the EAW petition because it was submitted by a constituent; 3) 

reviewing the draft EAW with her constituents; 4) relying upon opponents of the 

LWBC proposed Project in review of the draft EAW; and 5) editing the proposed 

EAW to include additional or different information.  

 The District Court inferred bias from the actions of a conscientious public 

servant attempting to have an accurate EAW prepared consistent with EQB 

Guidelines. The tax exempt status proceedings were well outside of the 

administrative record and improperly consulted. With regard to the 2006 EAW 

petition process, the Court took isolated comments out of context. On the vote for 

the EAW in 2006, the County received a valid citizen’s petition, a proposed road 

expansion was included that triggered the need for an EAW, and a DNR letter 

expressed  concerns about environmental impacts. The decision on the petition 

was upheld by the Court of Appeals. 

 The District Court erred by criticizing McLynn for her work on the EAW 

here in reviewing the draft EAW, taking input on the draft, and editing the draft 

EAW.  This error was induced by the Westwood Report and arguments of counsel 

at the hearing of May 2, 2011, both of which are outside of the administrative 

record and contrary to law.  Minnesota law encourages and guides officials in the 

EAW process to review the draft, to consult with others about the draft, and to edit 

the draft prior to certifying the accuracy of the EAW.  This is the exact opposite of 
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the order.  In controversial cases such as this, the EQB has indicated in guidance 

documents that public access to environmental documents is encouraged.  

 A review of the applicable administrative rules governing the 

environmental review process reveals that the County here followed those rules 

and guidance and did not violate any. Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 5a, 

authorized the adoption of administrative rules to establish and direct the 

environmental review process. The Minnesota Rules on environmental review 

were adopted and are presently set forth in Chapter 4410, which requires active 

participation and certification for accuracy by the RGU in the EAW drafting.  

 These rules require, among other things, review, input and certification by 

the RGU on the initial draft EAW during the EAW process prior to any vote on 

the need for an EIS.  The District Court below assumed that the County was like a 

reviewing court required to stay out of the drafting and certification of the EAW. 

This was an error. With regard to the data portion and content of an EAW, the 

rules required the County and McLynn to review the data portions, to take input 

on the salient issues, to consult with others, and be responsible for certification of 

the accuracy of the EAW. Minn.R. 4410.0400, Subp. 2, provides: “RGU’s shall be 

responsible for verifying the accuracy of environmental documents and complying 

with environmental review processes in a timely manner.” Minnesota law required 

the County and McLynn to review and verify the accuracy of the contents of the 

EAW prior to certification of the EAW and publishing notice of the EAW for 

public comment. Minnesota law allowed the County and McLynn to consult with 
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any other person, including constituents, in obtaining information for an accurate 

EAW.  Minn.R. 4410.0400, Subp. 3, provides as follows: “When environmental 

review documents are required on a project, the proposer of the project and any 

other person shall supply any data reasonably requested by the RGU which the 

proposer has in his or her possession or to which the proposer has reasonable 

access.”  The administrative rules required the County and McLynn to accurately 

identify all potential environmental impacts from the proposed Project in the 

EAW. Minn.R. 4410.1200 establishes the content requirements for an EAW. The 

requirements are fairly detailed and include sections identifying potential 

environmental impacts from a proposed project. Minn.R. 4410.1200E, provides in 

part: “major issues sections identifying potential environmental impacts and issues 

that may require further investigation before the project is commenced, including 

identification of cumulative potential effects”.   

 The administrative rules required the County and McLynn to prepare and 

evaluate the accuracy of the EAW prior to public notice and comment. Minn.R. 

4410.1400 provides in part as follows: “The EAW shall be prepared by the RGU 

or its agents . . . The RGU shall determine whether the proposer’s submittal is 

complete within 30 days . . . The RGU shall be responsible for the completeness 

and accuracy of all information.” The Rules do not prohibit communications 

between the RGU, on the one hand, and constituents or others, on the other hand, 

as ruled by the District Court. The orders of the District Court failed to afford 

deference to the fact that, in discharging these duties, McLynn has particular 
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experience and expertise with environmental issues, including a B.A. degree in 

chemistry and employment with the US EPA for 6 years and also with the US 

Forest Service.  McLynn has, for example, conducted water quality research to 

reverse eutrophication of lakes in Minnesota and has extensive volunteer 

participation in community associations and water quality initiatives and education 

in the community. McLynn was commissioner for several years preceding the 

EAW and was familiar with the history of the Project.  

 The Minnesota EQB has published guidance documents that support the 

plain and ordinary language of the rules.  One of the guidance documents is: 

http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/documents/eawrules.pdf 

This guidance document provides in pertinent part as follows: 
 
The RGU is legally responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the 
information presented in the EAW. After the RGU notifies the proposer 
that the submittal is complete, the RGU has 30 days to add additional 
information, revise the text as necessary and approve the EAW for public 
distribution. In controversial cases, the RGU governing body, a council or 
board, often authorizes release of the EAW, but it is not required by the 
EQB rules. Even if the proposer’s data submittal seems complete and 
accurate, the RGU must exercise independent judgment about the 
information. The RGU must be in charge of any conclusion-type responses 
that discuss the significance of impacts or the adequacy of mitigation. If the 
RGU fails to exercise independent review of the proposer’s information, it 
could lose a legal challenge and have to repeat the EAW process. A177. 

 
The guidance document specifically instructed McLynn to exercise judgment to 

add additional information, to revise the text as necessary and to release the EAW 

for comments from others. Minnesota law required McLynn to exercise 

independent judgment about the content of the EAW prior to certification. 

http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/documents/eawrules.pdf
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Another EQB guidance document is: 

http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/documents/preparingeaws.pdf 

This guidance document provides in part as follows: 

Steps 9 and 10 illustrate the importance of understanding whether or not an 
EAW data submittal is complete. Once an RGU verifies a proposer’s 
submittal is complete, it only has 30 days (according to the rules) to finalize 
and edit the document. RGUs should make certain they have all needed 
information and conducted any analyses or studies prior to notifying the 
proposer that the data submittal is complete. 
 
When reviewing and editing an EAW, here are some helpful tips: 

RGU staff should specifically designate someone to be the EAW 
coordinator. This person will be responsible for making sure the EAW gets 
to all necessary staff members and that their input will be incorporated in 
into the final draft of the EAW.  

If an RGU has hired a consultant to assist in the review process, it should 
make certain the consultant receives the EAW data and documents as soon 
as possible. The RGU may even want to have the consultant review the data 
submittal before making it available for editing by RGU staff, as an 
experienced consultant can often identify potential problems more quickly, 
as well as recommend solutions.  

RGUs will likely want to have all the necessary staff members 
reading/editing the EAW at the same time, rather than one at a time (and 
then handing it off to the next person). Afterwards, a meeting can be 
scheduled to get everyone together and discuss staff concerns and/or 
needed corrections. This may lead to some duplication, ex. three people 
identifying the same issue that needs to be addressed, but will ensure a 
faster review process in the end. A179. 

 

 The District Court erred in concluding that the process before the County in 

evaluating and revising the EAW prior to publication violated some sort of judicial 

bias standard. The District Court analysis simply failed to recognize the applicable 

process.  The administrative rules as a matter of law required the County to 

http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/documents/preparingeaws.pdf
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complete the give and take discussions and revisions over the EAW content. The 

District Court analysis failed to recognize that this entire process takes place prior 

to the “judging” of the need for an EIS based on the EAW, the public comments, 

and the public hearing. After the EAW is completed and certified for accuracy by 

the RGU, public notice is given that the EAW is available for public comment and 

a public hearing. There is a 30 day period by rule for public comments on the 

EAW and then the requirement of a public hearing. After taking the public 

comments and holding the public hearing, only then does the RGU make a 

decision on the need for an EIS on: “the information gathered during the EAW 

process and the comments received on the EAW.”  Minn.R. 4410.1700, Subp. 3. 

 In neither the July 25 nor the December 15 orders and memoranda does the 

District Court identify a single administrative law, rule, or guideline that was 

violated. There is no citation to any legal authority. The District Court simply 

erred by not analyzing and understanding the administrative rules and how they 

applied to the review process on LWBC’s Project.  

V. A majority of citizens elected Commissioner McLynn to represent 
District 2 of Itasca County. Commissioner McLynn’s actions in the 
EAW process were lawful and consistent with the Minnesota EQB 
rules and guidelines for environmental review set forth in Minn.R.Ch. 
4410. The District Court improperly took away the vote for an EIS of 
Commissioner McLynn, improperly banned Commissioner McLynn 
from further proceedings on the remand for another EAW, and failed 
to respect the separation of powers. 

 
 The District Court erred as a matter of law in taking away McLynn’s vote 

and sua sponte excluding McLynn from future proceedings by the December 15, 
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2011 order, which order essentially represents a declaratory judgment where the 

issue was not plead before the court and/or was an improper writ of prohibition.   

 The District Court effectively removed McLynn from office by 

“disqualifying” her and her vote and by “excluding” her from further 

environmental review proceedings on this Project. The issue was not properly 

before the court in the complaint or on motion. Minnesota law allows for 

disqualification of public officials only when those officials have a direct 

pecuniary interest in the outcome and not based upon remote contingencies.  State 

ex rel. Friends of Riverfront v. City of Minneapolis, 751 N. W. 2d 586 (Minn. 

2008);  Lenz v. Coon Creek Watershed Dist, 278 Minn. 1, 153 N. W. 2d 209, 219 

(1967); Nolan v. City of Eden Prairie, 610 N. W. 2d 697, 700 (Minn.App. 2000).  

The power of removal generally is not held by the judiciary, but instead is held by 

the people, specifying a process by which such removal, after petition and debate 

and vote by the people, occurs.  See, Minn.Stat. Sec. 351.14. 

 In addition to holding McLynn to a higher standard of performance than 

any single quasi – judicial decision maker has ever been held, that of “judge” [see, 

e.g., Schwardt v. County of Watonwan, 656 N. W. 2d 383 (Minn. 2003); quasi – 

judicial proceedings do not have to meet full judicial standards], the District Court 

also (1) lacked subject matter jurisdiction to “disqualify” McLynn’s vote in 

support of a positive EIS declaration, (2) the District Court’s decision was itself 

arbitrary, capricious, unreasonable and contrary to law, and (3) the District Court’s 

orders, including its “suggestion” that another RGU be assigned and the District 
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Court’s obiter dicta regarding the weight of the evidence supporting a positive 

declaration, should be reversed and McLynn’s vote and the governmental unit’s 

decision and determination for a positive EIS declaration should be “restored” by 

appropriate remand to the District Court, with specific directions. 

 Any other result will turn our quasi – judicial proceedings, and their 

appeals into our courts, into a quagmire of vote by vote assessment for feigned, 

real and putative “arbitrariness” and “capriciousness,” from which we will see a 

broad invitation to speculation on the “effects” of such individual voter behaviors 

on the body as a whole, motions for augmentation (lacking here) and an elevation 

of incivility in the exchange of accusations not uncommonly found in quasi – 

judicial proceedings.   

 Moreover, the District Court order effectively sua sponte issued a writ of 

prohibition against McLynn, despite that this equitable remedy was neither 

appropriate or before the court.  Writ of prohibition is an extraordinary remedy 

that will issue to prohibit prospective quasi-judicial action in excess of, or going 

beyond, the legal authority or jurisdiction of an individual or agency. In re Rahr 

Malting Co., 632 N.W.2d 572, 576 (Minn. 2001); O’Neill v. Kallsen, 222 Minn. 

379, 381-82, 24 N.W.2d 715, 716 (1946).  A writ of prohibition represents an 

equitable remedy that issues only in limited circumstances.  The Minnesota 

Supreme Court stated: 

“A writ of prohibition may be issued when: (1) an inferior court or tribunal 
is about to exercise judicial or quasi-judicial power; (2) the exercise of that 
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power is unauthorized by law; and (3) the exercise of power will result in 
injury for which there is no adequate remedy.”  632 N.W.2d at 576.  
 

 The Court in the case of In re Rahr Malting declined to issue a writ of 

prohibition because the proposed actions were not an unauthorized exercise of 

power by the tax court and an adequate remedy existed upon remand in the form 

of an in camera review of potential trade secrets or other proprietary information. 

Where an individual or agency will act within its legal authority and a legal 

remedy exists, a writ of prohibition will not issue. The Court in O’Neill noted that 

a writ of prohibition does not issue to restrain or prohibit individuals or agencies 

from performing legislative or administrative actions.   

 Here, the County and McLynn followed the law. Nowhere is any allegation 

of any direct pecuniary interest. Demonstrating a misunderstanding of the 

administrative rules and not showing any background or experience in limnology, 

the District Court order should be reversed and vacated. McLynn performed her 

actions within the scope of legal authority in the administrative EAW process, 

within Chapter 4410, and consistent with EQB Guidance. The District Court 

erroneously ordered that Commissioner McLynn “conflated her usual duty to 

represent her constituents and their interests with her duty to be a ‘judge’ of the 

facts as presented in the EAW. . . and that there is no way to put the cat back into 

the bag. Therefore, the Court is compelled to exclude her from taking part in that 

process on remand.”  This sua sponte judgment and/or writ of prohibition against 

McLynn appears to have its genesis in the Westwood Report belatedly prepared, 
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not part of any supplemented record, and filed nonetheless by LWBC. In any 

event, LWBC has a legal remedy in that LWBC could comment upon the EAW, 

participate in the public hearing on the EAW, and to appeal the decision on the 

need for an EIS to the District Court under Minn.Stat. Sec. 116D.04, subd. 10. The 

Court of Appeals should reverse the order of the District Court and vacate all 

portions of the orders regarding the vote of McLynn and the involvement of 

McLynn in the future review process. 

VI. Minn.R. 4410.0500 establishes the procedures by which the responsible 
governmental unit is selected for an EAW/EIS. The District Court 
improperly granted the motion of LWBC to the extent that the order 
remanded the EAW to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to 
repeat the EAW process. 

 
To the extent that the District Court order of December 15, 2011 allows the 

County to refer the remanded EAW process to MPCA, the District Court erred as 

a matter of law. Under Minnesota Rule 4410.0500, the Minnesota Environmental 

Quality Board (“EQB”) is the agency which assigns RGUs to handle an EAW 

process.  Minn.R. 4410.0500 establishes the RGU Selection Procedures and 

directs the EQB to assign EAWs to the agency with the most permitting authority 

over a proposed project.  If there is a dispute, Subp. 6 allows the EQB to designate 

a different RGU if they have greater expertise.  Rule 4410.0500 does not authorize 

the RGU to make a referral of the EAW on the LWBC Project to another. The 

County might erroneously send the EAW to the MPCA (and indeed that is what 

the County Board voted to do on February 7, 2012). That portion of the District 

Court order suggesting that authority should be vacated. 
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VII. Respondents LWBC and the County both timely filed Motions for 
Amended Findings in the District Court. Appellants timely commenced 
this appeal from the Order on the Tolling Motions. 

 
 LWBC argues in its Statement of the Case that Appellants failed to file and 

timely serve this appeal in the Minnesota Court of Appeals. This is without merit.   

 In determining the time to commence an appeal, all parties may rely upon 

all timely filed tolling motions in the District Court. Minn.R.Civ.App.P. 104.01, 

subd. 2. The policies for this rule include to provide, as much as possible, for a 

single appeal from a final order or judgment, to reduce uncertainty, and to reduce 

premature or ineffective notices of appeal.  Madson v. Minnesota Min. & Mfg. 

Co., 612 N.W.2d 168 (Minn. 2000).  

 Appellants filed the instant appeal in the Minnesota Court of Appeals 

within 60 days of notice of decision. Appellants filed their Notice of Appeal on 

February 16, 2012. A59-61. Notice of order appealed from was given on 

December 20, 2011.  The Notice of Appeal was filed within 60 days of the 

December 20, 2011 letter giving notice of the filing of the December 15, 2011 

Order. The December 15, 2011 Order itself decided two timely filed tolling 

motions, including motions for amended findings heard by the District Court on 

September 19, 2011 and both of these were timely filed by Respondent County 

and Respondent LWBC regarding the July 25, 2011 order.  

CONCLUSION 

 The intervention here was timely and proper as a matter of law, as was the 

instant Notice of Appeal. Substantial evidence in the administrative record before 
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the County at the time of decision supports the February 23, 2010 decision to 

require an EIS on the  Project. Respondent Itasca County and McLynn followed 

Minnesota statutes, the administrative law rules, and the EQB guidance documents 

in the EAW process. It was clear error to go outside the administrative record 

without granting a proper motion to supplement, to take away McLynn’s vote and 

ban McLynn for future proceedings. The Court of Appeals must reinstate the 

decision of February 23, 2010 requiring an EIS on the proposed Project. 

 For the foregoing reasons, Appellants respectfully request that this Court of 

Appeals reverse the decisions of the District Court, vacate the orders entirely, and 

reinstate the February 23, 2010 order that requires an environmental impact 

statement on the Project of Respondent Living Word Bible Camp. 

     LAW OFFICES OF JAMES P PETERS PLLC 

 
Dated:  March 15, 2012            By:__________________________ 
      James P Peters #0177623 
      Attorneys for Appellants 
      460 Franklin Street N Suite 100 
      PO Box 313 
      Glenwood MN 56334 
      (320) 634-3778 



From: James Peters
To: Patton, Bob (MDA)
Subject: Re: RGU Request: Living Word Bible Camp
Date: Friday, June 08, 2012 12:51:07 PM

Dear Mr. Patton:
- Please consider the items previously submitted by me on this matter of the remanded EAW
on the LWBC project in Itasca County.
- Any prejudice or expense to LWBC pursuing a new EAW is at the risk of LWBC, which
the EQB should note.
- Also, the Minnesota Court of Appeals has scheduled oral arguments on the appeal of the
Itasca County Board order for an EIS for July 25, 2012.
- An order from the COA reinstating the EIS order (or not reinstating) will come by October
25, 2012.
- Nothing more to add in writing at this time.
- Your attention to this matter is appreciated.
- Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions or comments.
Jim
Law Offices of James P Peters PLLC
 

From: "Patton, Bob (MDA)" <bob.patton@state.mn.us>
To: Craig Howse <chowse@howselaw.com>; "mford@quinlivan.com" <mford@quinlivan.com>;
"jim@peterslawfirm.us" <jim@peterslawfirm.us> 
Cc: "Frederickson, Dave (MDA)" <dave.frederickson@state.mn.us>; "Winters, Kathleen (AAG)"
<kathleen.winters@ag.state.mn.us>; Jake Grassel <jgrassel@howselaw.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 6, 2012 5:58 PM
Subject: RE: RGU Request: Living Word Bible Camp

Greetings:
 
Jake Grassel of the Howse and Thompson law firm brought to my attention an error in the
deadlines for submittal of materials for the June EQB meeting.  For the June 20th EQB meeting:

1.       If you wish EQB staff to review the filings prior to preparing findings, conclusions,
and recommendations, we will need to receive the materials by 9 am, Monday, June 11thth

  (not 13th) .
2.       Otherwise, we will need the materials by the close of business, Tuesday, June 12th 

(not 14th).
 
Of course, early submittals are appreciated.
 
I apologize for any confusion.
 
Sincerely,
 
 
Bob Patton
Executive Director
Environmental Quality Board
520 Lafayette Road North

mailto:jim@peterslawfirm.us
mailto:bob.patton@state.mn.us














































































































 

RESOLUTION OF THE 

MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD 

 

 

Authorizing Initiation of Rulemaking to Adopt Amendments to the  

Environmental Review Program Rules, Minnesota Rules 4410  
 

 

WHEREAS, Laws of Minnesota 2012, chapter 150, article 2, section 3, amended 

Minnesota Statutes, section 116D.04 to require specified state agencies to report on the 

mandatory environmental review categories, which are designated in Minnesota Rules, chapter 

4410, and 

 

 WHEREAS, the report must include an analysis of whether the mandatory categories 

should be modified, eliminated, or unchanged, and  

 

 WHEREAS, a report has been prepared and it includes recommendations regarding 

potential amendments to the mandatory categories, and 

 

 WHEREAS, amendments to Minn. Rules 4410 arising from these actions should be 

conducted according to Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14, the Administrative Procedure Act, and 

 

 WHEREAS, the purposes of the Administrative Procedure Act are: 

(1) to provide oversight of powers and duties delegated to administrative agencies; 

(2) to increase public accountability of administrative agencies; 

(3) to ensure a uniform minimum procedure; 

(4) to increase public access to governmental information; 

(5) to increase public participation in the formulation of administrative rules; 

(6) to increase the fairness of agencies in their conduct of contested case proceedings; 

and 

(7) to simplify the process of judicial review of agency action as well as increase its 

ease and availability. 

 

 

 

 NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the EQB hereby authorizes the Chair to 

publish a Request for Comments on possible amendment of Minnesota Rules, chapter 4410. 
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Introduction  
 
 Purpose of This Report 

 
The technologies of horizontal drilling in conjunction with hydraulic fracturing have greatly 
expanded the ability to profitably recover natural gas and oil from shale.  Hydraulic fracturing, 
also called fracking or hydrofracking, is a method used to access oil bearing shales and 
limestones and extracting oil and natural gas.  Fracking requires a proppant, which are particles 
that hold open fractures in the shale that allow the oil or gas to be collected.  Silica sand is used 
as a proppant.  Nationwide, frac sand production almost doubled from 2009 to 2010, to 12.1 
million tons, according to the U.S. Geological Survey.   
 
Large silica sand deposits are located in south central and southeast Minnesota and western 
Wisconsin.  The demand for sand has resulted in many new mining and processing plant 
proposals being submitted to local and state government agencies.  The potential economic 
impacts on the local and state economies have generated great interest.  Potential impacts to the 
landscape, natural resources, and health of residents in the areas of these proposed facilities have 
generated great concern. 
 
In 2012 the Environmental Quality Board received a petition supporting the preparation of a 
Generic Environmental Impact Statement to analyze the potential environmental effects of the 
industry.  Such a study would require significant time and financial resources.  While the 
preparation of a GEIS remains an option, the EQB has prepared this report on silica sand in an 
attempt to assemble what we know about the topic and what we don‘t  know. 
 
This report does not pretend to be encyclopedic.  It is a summary of information relevant to the 
questions at hand.  It is recognized that the information presented here can and should be 
augmented and improved as more is learned. 
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I. BACKGROUND ON SILICA SAND 
 
 
 What is silica sand? 

 
Silica or silicon dioxide (SiO2), also called quartz, is one of the most common minerals found on 
the earth‘s surface.  Silica is major component of many different kinds of rocks (like granites and 
gneiss) and comes in many different varieties.   
 
Sand refers to a particle size. All sands are not the same.  For example, construction sand and 
gravel is used to build and maintain roads and bridges.  Construction sand and gravel consists of 
many different rock types and sizes.  Some rocks are angular and other rocks are rounded.  In 
contrast, industrial silica sand is mined from sandstone formations that have undergone geologic 
processes that produced well-rounded, well-sorted sand and gravel that consists of almost pure 
quartz (silicon dioxide).   
 

 
 
Mining of silica sand has occurred in Minnesota and Wisconsin for over 100 years.  Some of the 
sand caves in Minneapolis and St. Paul are mines, the sand from which was used for making beer 
bottles and for foundry sand.  Mining of industrial silica sand has been continuously occurring in 
LeSueur County for over 50 years.  Washington County has intermittently hosted silica sand 
mining for over 60 years.  Counties that have historically hosted silica sand mines 
include:  Ramsey, Hennepin, Dakota, Goodhue, Anoka, Pine, LeSueur, and Scott.  (DNR Industrial 
Minerals: Inventory of Industrial Mineral Pits and Quarries in Minnesota, 1990, Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources, Vol 1 and 2, pp.415) 
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Silica sand is widely used in many applications.  In 2010, about 41% of the U.S. tonnage was 
used as hydraulic fracturing sand and well-packing and cementing sand, 26% as glassmaking 
sand, 11% as foundry sand; 6% as other whole-grain silica; 6% as whole-grain fillers and 
building products; 3% as ground and unground sand for chemicals; 2% as golf course sand; 2% 
for abrasive sand for sandblasting; and 3% for other uses.  (U.S. Geological Survey, Mineral Commodity 
Summaries, January 2012) 
 
 
 What Is ‘Fracking’ and Why Is Sand Needed? 

 
Hydraulic fracturing, also called fracking or hydrofracking, is a method used to access oil 
bearing shales and limestones to extract oil and natural gas.  The process involves the pumping 
of a fracturing fluid under high pressure to generate fractures or cracks in the target rock 
formation.  This allows the natural gas (or oil) to flow out of the shale to the well in economic 
quantities.  For shale gas development, fracture fluids are primarily water based fluids mixed 
with additives that help the water to carry sand proppant (frac sand) into the fractures.  Water and 
sand make up over 98% of the fracture fluid, with the rest consisting of various chemical 
additives that improve the effectiveness of the fracture job.  Each hydraulic fracture treatment is 
a highly controlled process designed to the specific conditions of the target formation.  (Modern 
Shale Gas Primer, USDOE 2009) 
 

 

source:  http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/oil-gas/publications/brochures/Shale_Gas_March_2011.pdf 
 
 
A typical gas well is drilled vertically one to two miles below the surface.  In North Dakota, the 
wells average between 9,000 to 10,000 feet deep.  When the oil shale is reached, the well is 
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drilled laterally, typically for 5,000 to 10,000 feet.  There can be up to three lateral extensions 
within a well.  The actual thickness of the bed can be very thin, eight feet or so. 
 
The base is usually water but can include methanol, liquid dioxide, and liquefied petroleum gas.  
Proppant consists of particles that hold open the fractures.  Silica sand is used as a proppant.  
Chemical additives include friction reducers, scale inhibitor, solvents, acids, and niocides that are 
added to protect equipment. 
 
The propped fracture is only a fraction of an inch wide and held open by the frac sand.  A well 
uses thousand of tons of sand, depending on how many stages of pumping and fracking occurs. 
 
There has been some misunderstanding about mining that occurs in Minnesota.  There are no oil 
or gas fracking mines in Minnesota.  It is the silica sand—frac sand—that is being mined in 
Minnesota.  This sand in transported elsewhere in the county to oil fields as well as foundries and 
glass manufacturers. 
 
Frac Sand Specifications 
 
Frac sand specifications are set by the American Petroleum Institute (API).  The primary 
considerations are the physical characteristics of the sand such as size, sphericity, roundness, 
crush resistance, and mineralogy.  Not all the sandstones in Minnesota meet the specifications for 
frac sand. 
 
Grain size 20/40 mesh is most widely used.  90% of the sand is to fall within the specified 
particle range.  Not more than 1% of the total sample can fall on the first or last sieve in the 
series.  Clay and silt size particles >105 microns are removed with the processing, as well as 
weak and crusted grains. 
 
 
Product  
Mesh Size (holes 
per square inch) 

 
8/12 

 
10/20 

 
20/40 

 
70/140 

Grain Size 
(Diameter) 

2.38 to 1.68 
millimeter 

2.00 to 0.84 
millimeter 

0.84 to 0.42 
millimeter 

210 to 105 
microns 

Sediment Fine Gravel to 
Coarse Sand 

Very Coarse Sand 
to Coarse Sand 

Coarse Sand to 
Medium Sand 

Fine Sand to 
Very Fine Sane 

       source:  American Petroleum Institute and MnDNR 
 
 
 Location of silica sand resources 

 
The last mineral survey was completed by USGS in 2010.  As defined in the USGS 2010 
Minerals Yearbook, industrial sand and gravel, often called ―silica,‖ ―silica sand,‖ and ―quartz 
sand,‖ includes sands and gravels with high silicon dioxide (SiO2) content.   There were 29.9 
million metric tons (Mt) of industrial sand and gravel produced in the United States in 2010.  The 
Midwest led the Nation with 49%, followed by the South with 39%, the West with 7%, and the 
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Northeast with 5%.  The leading producing States were, in descending order:  Illinois, Texas, 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Oklahoma, North Carolina, California, and Michigan.  Their combined 
production represented 64% of the national total.  Minnesota produced 1,940 Mt, or 6%.  (USGS 
2010 Minerals Yearbook Tables 2 and 3) 
 

INDUSTRIAL SAND AND GRAVEL SOLD OR USED IN THE UNITED STATES 2010
BY GEOGRAPHIC DIVISION

Quantity
(thousand Percentage Value Percentage

Geographic region metric tons) of total (thousands) of total
Northeast: 5 6

New England 127 * $6,380 1
Middle Atlantic 1,440 5 47,000 5

Midwest: 48 49
East North Central 9,910 33 346,000 33
West North Central 4,600 15 163,000 16

South: 39 39
South Atlantic 3,480 12 93,400 9

East South Central 1,290 4 40,900 4
West South Central 6,880 23 274,000 26

West: 8 6
Mountain 500 2 14,000 1

Pacific 1,680 6 49,900 5
Total 29,900 100 1,030,000 100

source:  USGS 2010 Minerals Yearbook, Table 2

Data are rounded to no more than three significant digits; may not add to totals shown.
*Less than ½ unit.

 
 
 
In 2010 the U.S. produced 12,100 thousand metric tons of sand used for hydraulic fracturing.  
The Midwest produced 8080 thousand metric tons, 67% of the national total. (USGS 2010 Minerals 
Yearbook Table 6) 
 
The map below shows first encountered bedrock.  The areas in red show the distribution of 
sandstone formations.  Depending on the geologic setting (like Illinois) there may be areas where 
the first bedrock (i.e. limestone and shales) are being removed to access sandstone.  As a result, 
the upper Midwest hosts significant sandstone resources.  The deposits in Wisconsin and 
Minnesota are spread out over very large areas and near the land surface compared to other 
states. 
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  Source:  Modified from Bruce Brown, Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey

 
 
 
The next map is a simple categorization of counties by the accessibility to mine silica sand 
resources.   The dark brown color indicates where extensive silica sand resources are exposed at 
or near the land surface.  (Runkel, A., 2012: Quartz-rich sandstone bedrock layers at or near 
(approx 50 ft) land surface, Minnesota Geologic Survey, Draft Map).  The light brown or tan 
color indicates where silica sand is being accessed along incised river corridors.  This area has 
been recently glaciated, so there is thick glacial overburden over the silica sand deposits as you 
move away from river corridors.  The green represents counties where glacial sediment and/or 
bedrock limit the access to silica sand resources or where near surface resources are small in 
areal extent.   
 

Silica Sand Deposits in Red 
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Five mines have been identified by the Minnesota Geologic Survey that extract industrial silica 
sand in Minnesota  (source: Runkel, A., 2012: Quartz-rich sandstone bedrock layers at or near 
(approx 50 ft) land surface, Minnesota Geologic Survey, Draft Map.).  One additional mine has 
come on-line since December of 2012.  A number of small silica sand mines supplying local uses 
of sand exist in southeastern Minnesota.  These mines extract sand for agricultural uses (such as 
cow bedding) and fill.  Commercial silica sand mines may or may not process the sand on-site.  
Several off-site processing plants are currently known to receive silica sand from various mining 
operations in Minnesota and Wisconsin.  To date, five counties, Winona, Goodhue, Wabasha, 
Houston, and Fillmore, passed moratoria on new permits for industrial silica sand mining.  Some 
have extended their moratoria.  
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The next graphic is a stratigraphic column represents the vertical order, or stratigraphy, of 
Paleozoic rock units with the oldest on the bottom and the youngest on the top.  
 

 
 

   Photo by MnDNRSource:  Minnesota Geological Survey    

 
 
 
 
Depending on its depth, the sand is accessed by surface mining, bench mining, or underground 
mining.  For example, mining in the central part of the state along the Minnesota River corridor 
is dominated by surface mining.  Southeastern Minnesota has the potential for surface mining, 
bench mining, and underground mining. 
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Aerial photo of a surface mine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
 
 

 
 
 
 
Representation of an area with the potential for surface, bench, and underground mining,  
 

Wonewoc Sandstone

Jordan Sandstone

Modified from Tony Runkel, Minnesota Geologic Survey 
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 Comparison of Silica Sand Mining to Other Sand and Gravel Mining 

 
 

 construction sand and gravel industrial silica sand 
 
same 

 Surface mining: backhoes, 
bulldozers, excavators, 
screens,  and conveyors 

 Surface mining: backhoes, 
bulldozers, excavators, 
screens, and conveyors 

 
different 

 No underground mining 
 

 
 Washing plants tend to not 

use flocculants 
 

 Does not require blasting 

 Underground mining and 
bench mining 

 
 Washing plants may use 

flocculants 
 

 May require blasting 
 
 
With hardrock mining (e.g. taconite, granite, and quartzite), blasting and crushing are used to 
fracture and break rocks into smaller, manageable pieces, which produces angular, freshly 
broken rock faces.  In silica sand mining, blasting and the use of crushers are used to loosen 
weakly cemented sandstone, while keeping the individual, round grains intact.  When the grains 
break, it lowers the performance for use as frac sand.  After processing, much of the silt and clay 
is removed and very few grains would have freshly exposed surfaces. 
 
 Construction Sand and Gravel  Silica Sand 
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 Processing of Silica Sand 
 
Frac sand must be of uniform size and shape.   Raw sand must be processed to be used for oil 
and gas drilling. 
 
The sand is washed to remove fine particles.  Washing is done by spraying the sand with water 
as it is carried over a vibrating screen.  The fine particles are washed off the sand and the coarse 
particles are carried along the screen by the vibration.  An alternative method uses an upflow 
clarifier, where water and sand flow into a tank.  Fine particles overflow the tank while the 
washed sand falls by gravity to the bottom.  
 
After washing, the sand is then sent to a surge pile where water adhering to the sand particles 
infiltrates back into the ground.  From the surge pile the sand is sent to the dryer and screening 
operation where the sand is dried in a drum with hot air blasted into it.  Then the sand is cooled 
and often further sorted to separate sand that is suitable for fracking from sand that is not 
suitable.  Some specialized processing plants may further treat the sand by applying a resin 
coating to the sand particles. This coating helps the sand to flow as a slurry and increases the 
crush strength.  (“Silica Sand Mining in Wisconsin”, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, January 
2012.) 
 
Nonmetallic mining processors use 4500 to 6000 gallons of water per minute.  Local aquifers 
cannot provide this much water, so reuse of water is necessary.  Typical operations used unlined 
sedimentation ponds for water clarification and source water for processing. More sophisticated 
techniques reduce the amount of water being used.  This is advantageous both economically and 
environmentally. Water quality concerns arise from the use of chemicals.   There is a need to 
establish baseline water quality prior to the startup of processing as well as ongoing monitoring 
to ensure chemical usage has not contaminated local aquifers. (“Silica Sand Processing—Water 
quantity and Quality”, Scott E. McCurdy, Conference on Silica Sand Resources of Minnesota and Wisconsin, 
October 1-3, 2012, Precambrian Research Center, University of Minnesota, Duluth, and Society of Mining, 
Metallurgy, and Exploration.)   
 
While sand that is not suitable for fracking has other industrial uses, it may be difficult to sell it 
due to the remote locations of many processing plants.  (“Wet Frac Sand Processing”, Christopher 
Kelley, Conference on Silica Sand Resources of Minnesota and Wisconsin, October 1-3, 2012, Precambrian 
Research Center, University of Minnesota, Duluth, and Society of Mining, Metallurgy, and Exploration.)  
 
 Proppant Alternatives to Silica Sand 

 
There are three types of proppants used for hydro fracking:  silica sand, resin-coated silica sand, 
and man-made ceramic beads known as manufactured proppants.  Unlike frac sand and resin-
coated proppants, which are primarily industries based in North America, ceramic proppant 
manufacturers are distributed throughout the world.  Here is a shipment of manufactured silica 
sand that made the Duluth Shipping News.   
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This barge came from Russia and unloaded in Duluth harbor in 2011.  Instead of sand mines, 
ceramic proppants are made from kaolinite or nonmetallurgical bauxite, or clay mines, and are 
being mined in places like China, Brazil, and India.  To make the proppant, the clay undergoes a 
process called sintering where high temperature kilns bake the clays to form well rounded, strong 
sand-sized particles.  An article in the Journal of Petroleum Technology indicated there currently 
is a global shortage of proppants.  (“Proppants: Where in the world”, Journal of Petroleum Technology, 
April 2011, Society of Petroleum Engineers.) 
 
 Fragmented Industry Elements:  Mining, Processing, Transporting of Silica Sand 

 
The silica sand industry comprises several locational elements:  mining, processing, and 
transporting.  The location of the mine is determined by geology:  the location of the sand 
resource.  Mining and processing may or may not occur at the same location or even in proximity 
to one another.  When they are at different locations, transporting the sand from the mine to the 
processing facility is one stage of transportation.  This typically occurs by truck.  Once the sand 
is processed, it must be transported from the processing facility to the oil or gas fields.  This 
typically occurs by rail or barge.  Processing facilities may be sited near rail or barge terminals. 
When this is not the case, trucks bring the processed sand to the rail or barge loading site. 
 
The economic impacts on an area such as increased employment and tax revenues can be great.  
At the same time, the multi-phase, fragmented nature of the industry increases the complexity of 
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addressing questions and challenges.  The potential for impacts on existing landscapes, land uses, 
and sensitive resources can vary greatly from one site to another.  A great increase in the number 
of trucks between facilities may have little effect in an unpopulated area.  Those same trucks will 
have a much greater impact when traveling on a road passing near a neighborhood or down the 
main street of a small town dependent on tourism.  
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Mining, Processing, Transportation Variations 

sand mine 
processing facility 
rail or barge loading facility 

sand mine 

sand mine 
processing facility 

processing facility 
rail or barge  
loading facility 

truck truck 
oil/gas field rail, barge 

rail or barge  
loading facility truck 

oil/gas field 
rail, barge 

oil/gas field rail, barge 
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II. MARKET AND ECONOMICS 
 
 
 Background on U.S. Shale Gas and Shale Oil Plays 

 
The following is excerpted from:  ―Review of Emerging Resources:  U.S. Shale Gas and Shale 
Oil Plays.‖  July 2011, U.S. Energy Information Administration. 
 

The use of horizontal drilling in conjunction with hydraulic fracturing has greatly expanded 
the ability of producers to profitably recover natural gas and oil from low-permeability 
geologic plays—particularly, shale plays. Application of fracturing techniques to stimulate 
oil and gas production began to grow rapidly in the 1950s, although experimentation dates 
back to the 19th century. Starting in the mid-1970s, a partnership of private operators, the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and predecessor agencies, and the Gas Research Institute 
(GRI) endeavored to develop technologies for the commercial production of natural gas from 
the relatively shallow Devonian (Huron) shale in the eastern United States. This partnership 
helped foster technologies that eventually became crucial to the production of natural gas 
from shale rock, including horizontal wells, multi-stage fracturing, and slick-water fracturing.  
Practical application of horizontal drilling to oil production began in the early 1980s, by 
which time the advent of improved downhole drilling motors and the invention of other 
necessary supporting equipment, materials, and technologies (particularly, downhole 
telemetry equipment) had brought some applications within the realm of commercial 
viability. 
 
The advent of large-scale shale gas production did not occur until a private firm 
experimented during the 1980s and 1990s to make deep shale gas production a commercial 
reality in the Barnett Shale in North-Central Texas. As the success of this became apparent, 
other companies aggressively entered the play, so that by 2005, the Barnett Shale alone was 
producing nearly 0.5 trillion cubic feet of natural gas per year. As producers gained 
confidence in the ability to produce natural gas profitably in the Barnett Shale, with 
confirmation provided by results from the Fayetteville Shale in Arkansas, they began 
pursuing other shale plays, including Haynesville, Marcellus, Woodford, Eagle Ford, and 
others. 
 
Although the U.S. Energy Information Administration‘s (EIA) National Energy Modeling 
System (NEMS) and energy projections began representing shale gas resource development 
and production in the mid-1990s, only in the past 5 years has shale gas been recognized as a 
―game changer‖ for the U.S. natural gas market. The proliferation of activity into new shale 
plays has increased dry shale gas production in the United States from 1.0 trillion cubic feet 
in 2006 to 4.8 trillion cubic feet, or 23 percent of total U.S. dry natural gas production, in 
2010. Wet shale gas reserves increased to about 60.64 trillion cubic feet by year-end 2009, 
when they comprised about 21 percent of overall U.S. natural gas reserves, now at the 
highest level since 1971.  Oil production from shale plays, notably the Bakken Shale in North 
Dakota and Montana, has also grown rapidly in recent years. (“Review of Emerging Resources:  
U.S. Shale Gas and Shale Oil Plays.”  July 2011, U.S. Energy Information Administration.)  
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(Dry natural gas is natural gas which remains after the liquefiable hydrocarbon portion and 
nonhydrocarbon gas has been removed.  Wet gas has hydrocarbon compounds and small 
quantities of various non hydrocarbons existing in the gaseous phase or in solution with crude 
oil. (U.S. Energy Information Administration Glossary, http://www.eia.gov/tools/glossary/index.cfm?id=A)) 
 
 
Map of U.S. Shale Gas and Shale Oil Plays 

 
 
 
In 2009 shale gas production amounted to more than 8 billion cubic feet (Bcf) per day, or about 
14 % of the total volume of dry natural gas produced in the United States and about 12% of the 
natural gas consumed in the United States. Production from the Barnett Shale has leveled off, but 
volumes of gas from the Marcellus, Haynesville, Fayetteville, and Woodford shales are growing 
as more wells are drilled in these plays and as other emerging plays are developed. The EIA 
projects that the shale gas share of U.S. natural gas production will continue to grow, reaching 
45% of the total volume of gas produced in the United States by 2035.  
(http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/oil-gas/publications/brochures/Shale_Gas_March_2011.pdf) 
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SOURCE:http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/oil-gas/publications/brochures/Shale_Gas_March_2011.pdf 
 
 
 Sand Production 

 
The following is extracted from an article by the Federal Reserve Ninth District Davies, Phil. 
―Sand Surge,‖ Fedgazette, July 16, 2012.  Available online at bit.ly/O4gKhW. 
 

Nationwide, frac sand production almost doubled from 2009 to 2010, to 12.1 million tons, 
according to the U.S. Geological Survey.  Logistics has a bearing on where sand mining is 
likely to prosper and grow. In Minnesota, transportation bottlenecks, in particular a lack of rail 
capacity, may prove as big a barrier to mine development as pushback from mining 
opponents. 
 
High-grade frac sand commands a premium in the marketplace: $60 to $80 per ton, over five 
times the price of construction sand and gravel. Oil companies and oilfield service firms can 
pay over $300 per ton for processed sand delivered to the wellhead. No wonder that large 
mining firms, many of them based outside the region, have invested hundreds of millions of 
dollars in mines and processing facilities. 
 
The typical frac sand mine is much larger than a traditional sand mine, ranging in size from 50 
acres up to several hundred acres. Mining companies build big to take advantage of 
economies of scale.  Most mining operations include processing and shipping facilities either 
onsite or nearby—sand washing and drying plants, and loading docks for trucks or railcars. 
These facilities are expensive—construction costs for a new processing plant average $50 
million—but they can be up and running in a matter of weeks once building and 
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environmental permits are secured. Mining is simply a matter of excavating a pit or biting into 
sandstone bluffs with backhoes and front-end loaders. 
 
Many new, large mines are situated on rail lines, the most economical shipping method. (Rail 
patterns dictate that most frac sand mined in the region goes to shale oil and gas fields in the 
eastern and southern United States, rather than to the Bakken.) For example, mines in 
Chippewa and Barron counties (Wisconsin) ship sand on small, rural rail lines to connect to 
the networks of Canadian National, BNSF and other continental railroads. 
 
In Minnesota, the frac sand industry is less developed, with only a few known mines in 
operation. One large national producer of industrial minerals owns two of the biggest mines, 
north of Mankato.  The sand surge rolled into Minnesota later than it did in Wisconsin—new 
mine proposals by large mining firms started cropping up in 2010. That‘s partly due to 
geology; accessible deposits of high-grade sandstone are less extensive in Minnesota than in 
Wisconsin, found mainly in a handful of southeastern counties and the Minnesota River 
Valley. Another impediment to mine development in Minnesota is logistics—the task of 
getting millions of tons of sand to distant markets. 
 
In contrast to Wisconsin, southeastern Minnesota has little rail capacity to ship sand to 
transportation hubs such as Winona and the Twin Cities. Hundreds of miles of rural rail lines 
have been abandoned since the 1970s, leaving trucks as the only viable means of moving sand 
overland. In addition, much rail and barge capacity in Winona is already taken up by 
agricultural commodities. 
 
Despite these limiting factors, several new mines have been developed or proposed over the 
past couple of years. The 110-year-old Biesanz Stone Co. quarry in Winona began mining 
frac sand in 2011, and last fall several mines were on the drawing board in the southwestern 
corner of Winona County, an area with outcrops of St. Peter sandstone. Another proposed 
mine in Scott County southwest of the Twin Cities would cover 1,000 acres along the edge of 
the Minnesota River Wildlife Refuge—including the grounds of the Minnesota Renaissance 
Festival held each fall.  
 
New sand mines are likely to appear on bluff tops and in valleys across the region as mining 
companies seek to satisfy high demand for frac sand in shale oilfields. There‘s no sign of a 
letup in shale oil drilling; in March, increased production in the Bakken oilfields made North 
Dakota the country‘s second-biggest oil producer, edging it ahead of Alaska. And rising 
energy prices in a rebounding global economy can only stimulate more drilling—and more 
digging in the nation‘s sandbox. 
 
As the price of oil goes up, the need for things related to oil mining likely will increase.   
However, within a few years, mining development may slow if frac sand production increases 
to the point where demand is satisfied and proppant prices fall.  Or if transporting frac sand 
proves too cumbersome and expensive in some areas.  Industry sources believe that frac sand 
mining in southeastern Minnesota will remain small in scale until more rail and barge capacity 
is developed to ship sand to oil and gas fields. 
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And especially in Minnesota, uncertainty reigns about what will happen when moratoriums 
expire—a surge of development, renewed bans or something in between.  Governments are 
seeking solutions to allow mining to expand while satisfying critics and protecting 
government assets and budgets. Winona County let mine development resume under revised 
regulations that include a road impact fee charged to new businesses that transport frac sand 
by truck. The impact fee—22 cents per mile for each ton of sand—will help fund ongoing 
repairs to county roads that suffer excessive wear and tear from sand hauling. New and 
expanded mining operations must also comply with county rules on dust monitoring, noise 
abatement, hours of operation and other matters.  
 
Some Wisconsin townships have negotiated development agreements with mining companies 
intended to address the concerns of constituents and safeguard public resources. For example, 
one town negotiated an agreement with a mining company that sets out rules of operation for 
the mine over the next 20 years. Among the requirements are a ban on mining operations from 
May 1 through October 15 and a provision for offering fair market value to nearby residents 
who wish to sell their land. The pact has become a model for other Wisconsin townships 
seeking to forge their own agreements with mining firms. 
 
The debate is not over, though.  It will take awhile for frac sand mining to blend into the 
economic and political landscape—for communities in the region to figure out how to reap the 
economic rewards of mining while minimizing its societal costs. 

 
  (Davies, Phil. “Sand Surge,” Fedgazette, July 16, 2012.  Available online at bit.ly/O4gKhW.) 

 
 
 Employment 

 
In just a few years, frac sand mining has lifted local economies—mostly in Wisconsin—by 
providing well-paying jobs, raising household incomes and pumping revenue into area 
businesses.  Mining companies offer badly needed jobs to rural areas. No official job numbers 
exist for sand mining in the district—the industry is too new. But it‘s evident that expanded 
mining has contributed to rising private employment since the recession. On average, one frac 
sand mine employs between 10 and 20 people, while 40 to 50 people work at a typical 
processing plant, according to industry sources. So over the past five years, new mines and 
processing plants—not counting existing, expanded mines—have created roughly 500 jobs in the 
Ninth Federal Reserve district portion of Wisconsin.  At many mines, large numbers of trucks 
are needed to haul frac sand to processing plants and rail terminals, creating job openings for 
truck drivers and crews.  (Davies, Phil. “Sand Surge,” Fedgazette, July 16, 2012.)   
 
 Local Economy, Land Values, Tax Revenue, and Costs of Impacts on Infrastructure, 

Tourism 
 
The following is excerpted from (Davies, Phil. “Sand Surge,” Fedgazette, July 16, 2012.): 
 

Besides jobs, sand mining has created a ―wealth effect‖ in rural communities—lucrative 
payments to landowners who sell or lease their land to mining companies. Last year, Windsor 
Permian, a Texas oil and gas firm, paid over $16,000 an acre—well above market value—for 
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a potential mining site near Red Wing, Minn. In west-central Wisconsin, farmers have been 
offered six-figure mineral rights fees, plus royalties of $1.50 to $3 per ton for their frac sand, 
said Gerald Duffy, a Twin Cities attorney who has represented landowners in the area. 
 

Spending by sand millionaires—along with purchases of goods and services by mining 
companies, mining-related businesses and their workers—percolates through local 
economies, benefiting enterprises with little connection to mining. 

Local governments and taxpayers in rural areas also benefit from increased economic activity 
linked to mining. Lodging tax revenue could increase, and school district mill rates may 
decrease as new processing plants begin paying property taxes. 

Economic gains from frac sand mining don‘t come without costs; mining activity can 
damage infrastructure and the natural environment, and compromise public health and safety. 
Many of these costs are borne by taxpayers, or by society at large in the form of extra 
personal expense or forgone benefits. 

Truck hauling from sand mines exacts a heavy toll on rural roads and bridges, for instance. A 
recent Winona County study on the impact of sand mining on county roads found that daily 
truck traffic to and from two average-sized mines would wear out pavement at 10 times the 
rate of normal, mixed traffic. 

As a rule, mining activity raises residential property values by increasing average household 
income; people can afford more expensive housing. But studies of gravel and coal mining in 
other parts of the country show that homes situated near a mine or major sand truck route 
lose value.  

Although silica sand mining is not considered as environmentally harmful as metallic 
mining, it‘s an extractive industry that strips away vegetation and topsoil. Storm water runoff 
from mines can muddy wetlands and streams (as occurred in May 2012, when sand-laden 
water from a frac sand mine near Grantsburg, Wis., leaked into the St. Croix River).  
Reclamation of the site typically is required, but this depends on the location. 

Some of this fallout from mining may affect other industries, such as agriculture, outdoor 
recreation and tourism. 
 
Communities known for their scenic attributes draw great numbers of regional visitors, 
which has created a tourism economy.  Removal of bluffs that contain silica sand or the 
creation of large mines in scenic areas, along with the associated noise, traffic, dust, and 
other disruptive elements may significantly reduce the attractiveness of these areas for 
visitors.  Residents and business owners in such areas fear that the mining economy will 
overrun the tourism economy.  An additional fear is that a mining economy is limited to the 
time during which the sand is available and profitable to mine.  As has been noted regarding 
communities elsewhere in the state that relied on mining, once the mining resource is gone, 
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so is the economy.  In addition, the landscape has been altered, which may severely and 
permanently reduce the viability of tourism as an option. 

  (Davies, Phil. “Sand Surge,” Fedgazette, July 16, 2012.  Available online at bit.ly/O4gKhW.) 
 

 
 What We Don’t Know, What Might Be Useful 

 
 
Future market for silica sand for hydrofracking:  Data from industry and government sources 
could be assembled and compared to consider market projections of demand.  This likely will 
involve market projections for oil and gas.  
 
Economical depth for mining:  We know where the sand is, but the depth at which mining is 
economical is unknown.  In the past, it was not economical to mine sand beyond certain depths.  
With the surge in demand due to hydrofracking, the economic picture changed. 

 
Impacts on property values:  Data could be assembled for properties near mines, processing 
sites, and transportation facilities to see what, if any, property value changes have occurred and if 
the changes are correlated to those activities and facilities.  Such studies have been conducted to 
address question of the impacts other land uses.  However, the sand facilities may be too recently 
created for any such analyses to be possible. 

 
Potential effects on tourism:  Determining potential effects on tourism would be very useful.  
Determining what data and methodology would be needed in order to conduct such a study is a 
challenging question in itself. 
 
Tax revenues available:  Minnesota Statute 298.75 establishes a tax on aggregate mining, 
including silica sand.  Property taxes apply as well.  It may be useful to assemble information to 
describe the potential revenues from these sources and determine what other tax or fee revenue 
sources are available.  
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III. AIR QUALITY 
 
 
 Health Impacts 

 
Potential Health Impacts of Crystalline Silica 
 
Silica exists in two forms:  amorphous and crystalline.  The toxicity of crystalline silica to 
humans has been well characterized.  In occupational settings where exposures tend to be higher 
than ambient exposures, silica is capable of causing a number of diseases.  The best known 
disease is silicosis (silicotic nodules and fibrotic scarring of the lung), but exposure to crystalline 
silica is associated with other health concerns.  Silica exposure contributes to other diseases of 
the lung including emphysema, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, tuberculosis, and lung 
cancer.  Silica exposure has also been associated with several diseases of the immune system.   
 
When discussing the toxicity of silica, the real concern is with respirable crystalline silica 
particles with a diameter of 4 micrometers (4 μm or 4 microns) or smaller.  Particulate matter 4 
microns or smaller is referred to as PM4.  Particles this small are invisible to the naked eye.  
PM10 is respirable but only reaches upper levels of the respiratory system when it‘s larger than 
PM4.  PM4 can travel much deeper in the lungs and reach the lower respiratory surfaces (alveoli) 
where the changes that produce silicosis take place. 
 

 
      source:  http://www.epa.gov/pm/basic.html 
 
Disease risk is related to both the levels and duration of silica exposure and the onset of disease 
may occur long after the exposure has ceased.  The U.S. Occupational Safety and Health 
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Administration (OSHA) recently issued a ―Hazard Alert‖ on worker exposure to silica during 
hydraulic fracturing operations. “Worker Exposure to Silica During Hydraulic Fracturing”, OSHA-NIOSH 
Hazard Alert, Occupational Safety & Health Administration, National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, 
U.S. Dept. of Labor, June 2012. 
 
Mining activities create a lot of fine silica dust.  As noted above, exposure to silica dust has been 
shown to cause a number of lung diseases, including silicosis and cancer, although there‘s no 
conclusive evidence linking these conditions to sand mining.  (Davies, Phil. “Sand Surge,” Fedgazette, 
July 16, 2012.) 
 
However, there have been studies identifying  non-occupational silicosis due to elevated ambient 
exposures to silica particulate.  There also are  studies identifying silicosis in exposed animals 
downwind of peak sources of respirable crystalline silica.  (Bridge, I. (2009) Crystalline silica: a review 
of the dose response relationship and environmental risk. Air Quality and Climate Change 43(1): 17-23)  More 
study is needed, but there is evidence of potential health risks in areas of elevated silica 
concentration.  We don‘t know what health impacts silica has at lower concentrations such as 
those typically found in ambient air. 
 
Exposure Limits for Crystalline Silica 
 
The OSHA permissible exposure limit (PEL) for crystalline silica is 0.100 parts per million 
(ppm) (which is the same as 100 micrograms per cubic meter or μg/m3) for an 8-hour time-
weighted average exposure. Adjustment of the OSHA PEL for a 24-hour exposure gives a level 
of 24 μg/m3. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) recommended 
exposure limit is 0.05 ppm (50 μg/m3) for a 10-hour time-weighted exposure which would be 
adjusted to 15 μg/m3 for a 24-hour exposure. 
 
The California Environmental Protection Agency‘s Office of Environmental Health Hazard 
Assessment (OEHHA) has developed a chronic reference exposure limit for silica in ambient air 
of 3 μg/m3. This value is eight-fold lower than the time adjusted OSHA limit and five-fold lower 
than the time-adjusted NIOSH recommendation. The OEHHA value for the general population is 
therefore more protective than federal recommendations for occupational exposure. The 
differences between acceptable risk levels for occupational settings and those for the general 
population are typically much greater than five- to eight-fold. 
 
The MPCA has requested that MDH develop an exposure limit for respirable crystalline silica in 
air. 
 
Are the occupational exposure limits adequately protective? 
 
A number of studies suggest that silicosis is underdiagnosed when X-ray is used as the 
diagnostic tool, and that there is significant risk to workers exposed to silica concentrations 
lower than the occupational levels. OEHHA reports that ―silicosis is still being diagnosed at 
autopsy following death in workers who were supposed to be exposed to occupational levels of 
50-100 μg/m3

.‖ 
 
Ambient Levels of Crystalline Silica Associated With frac Sand Mining 
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The Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) has little or no information on the levels of 
respirable silica generated by frac sand mining or processing. MDH has not been provided with 
any information on the ambient levels of silica that result from frac sand mining operations. 
MDH has been told that there are plans to monitor ambient silica associated with frac sand 
mining in Wisconsin. 
 
Other Possible Health Concerns Associated With Frac Sand Mining 
 
Because frac sand mining operations are expected to operate for many hours a day, some 24 
hours per day for 7 days a week, the increase in truck traffic could be a problem. Increased dust, 
noise, risk of accidents and increased levels of engine exhaust will present health and nuisance 
issues. Emissions from the mining process – blasting, digging equipment and fixed machinery--
will result in more dust and chemicals being placed into the air.  
 
 
 Air Quality Permits and Standards 

 
 MPCA always regulates a silica-sand-related facility if they meet any of the following 

descriptions: 
o Has a dryer that was constructed after April 23, 1986 
o Has a stationary crusher capable of processing 25 tons per hour of non-metallic 

minerals (i.e. sandstone), and that crusher was constructed after August 31, 1983 
o Has potential PM10 emissions of 25 tons per year or more 

 
 The MPCA regulates ‗particulate matter‘ in three size ranges: Total Suspended 

Particulate, PM10, and PM2.5 
 

 There is not a silica standard for ambient air (PM 4); ambient air is defined as the portion 
of the atmosphere, external to buildings, to which the general public has access.  We 
cannot build a specific limit in our permits for PM4 without a standard although we can 
request practices to mitigate emissions and exposure. 
 

 There are health benchmarks (agreed upon by MDH and MPCA) for respirable 
crystalline silica. Health benchmarks are similar to air standards in that they are health 
based, but they are less enforceable within the permitting process. They may be used to 
inform air permitting and respond to public comments. The MDH is currently reviewing 
other states‘ health benchmarks to compare to Minnesota‘s. 
 

 Silica sand primarily falls into the Total Suspended Particulate size category, but can also 
be found in PM10 and PM2.5 size categories. 
 

 Local units of government may also have air-quality-related ordinances and requirements 
that apply in addition those found in MPCA-issued permits.  However, MPCA does 
advise local units of government on ways to mitigate potential health and environmental 
concerns (e.g. advice on how to limit fugitive dust). 
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 OSHA regulates air quality in occupational settings to protect the health of workers 

through a respirable crystalline silica standard.  OSHA defines respirable as particles 
below 4 micrometers, or PM4.  
 

 MDH and the MPCA have found that the majority of the silica exposure data are 
collected for the PM4 size category. 
 

 There are no federal reference methods for ambient air monitoring of the PM4 size 
category. 
 

 The MPCA has ambient air monitors for all three sizes of particulate matter arranged in a 
state-wide array; these locations are not intended to represent any specific facility, but are 
intended to represent neighborhoods or larger geographic areas such as regions. 
 

 A paper was published by Richards, et. al., in 2009 in the Journal of Air and Waste 
Management Association regarding a method in which a PM2.5 monitor was modified to 
collect PM4 data. This data was collected at several sand and gravel facilities in 
California.  The published data includes emission factors for silica and ambient 
monitoring of silica.  The results of the study suggest that the monitored levels are below 
the Recommended Exposure Level.  It is important to note that the silica content of the 
California sand and gravel was approximately 30% by weight and that the silica sand 
found in Minnesota is nearly 100% silica by weight.  This silica content difference makes 
it difficult to directly apply the findings of the California study to Minnesota sands. 
 

 Monitoring is a reactive tool; modeling is a predictive tool. 
 

 In order to predict (i.e. model) the ambient impacts of a silica-sand facility, the MPCA 
needs additional information such as: 

o An acceptable PM4 monitoring method 
o A set of silica emission factors for PM4-sized material for processes that occur at 

silica sand facilities 
 

 Certain industries in Wisconsin, of their own initiative, have hired the above-mentioned 
Richard et. al in an attempt to monitor for PM 4.  This data will be further analyzed in 
order to assess what portion of the collected PM4 material is composed of silica.  Due to 
the nature of the project‘s funding, it is unclear if the data will ever be published or peer 
reviewed. 
 

 A proposed facility in Scott County has agreed to monitor for Total Suspended 
Particulate, PM10, and silica.  The data from these sites will inform whether or not there 
are exposure risks to the general public.  The MPCA will receive this data. 
 

 MPCA Air Compliance and Enforcement staff need to determine how to more effectively 
regulate the existing and planned processing facilities that include drying.  
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 What We Don’t Know, What Might Be Useful 

 
 
Concentrations of crystalline silica associated with frac sand mining:  As noted above, there 
is little or no information on the amount of silica in the air that results from frac sand mining, 
processing, and transportation operations.  There are plans to monitor ambient silica associated 
with frac sand mining in Wisconsin.  However, MPCA reports that the Wisconsin study is being 
funded by industry and therefore the results may or may not be made public.  A study funded by 
the State of Minnesota would ensure public availability of the results.  Such a study might 
provide a basis for new state air quality standards for silica. 

 
Health Impact Assessment:  A Health Impact Assessment (HIA) is a research and community 
engagement process that can be used to help ensure that people‘s health and concerns are being 
considered when decisions on infrastructure and land use projects are being made.  The National 
Research Council defines HIA as ―a structured process that uses scientific data, professional 
expertise, and stakeholder input to identify and evaluate public-health consequences of proposals 
and suggests actions that could be taken to minimize adverse health impacts and optimize 
beneficial ones.‖  
 
HIAs have been used to provide important health information to decision makers on a wide 
range of projects outside the typical health arena, including comprehensive plans, brownfield 
redevelopment, transportation projects, energy policies, and housing projects. Over 100 HIAs 
have been performed in the US to help improve public health. Ten HIAs have been completed in 
Minnesota, mostly on comprehensive plans and transportation projects.   
 
To date, no HIA has been used to evaluate frac sand mining in the US, but HIAs have been used 
to inform decision makers about additional health effects in projects that have some similarities, 
including oil and gas leasing, coal mine proposals, and copper, zinc and gold mining. These 
HIAs may review health issues that are typically included in an Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS), such as water and air quality, but they also review additional health effects that are related 
to the specific site and community.  Some health effects considered in these HIAs include 
reviewing the health effects of newly built infrastructure and traffic to support mining, the influx 
of migrant workers, and the disturbance of food sources relied upon by subsistence cultures.    
 
An HIA on silica sand mining could provide additional health information for policy makers in 
determining how to balance health and citizens‘ concerns with the economic benefits of silica 
sand mining.  The HIA would need to include an air monitoring study.  It also could include 
additional primary data collection and analysis of other issues, such as the economic impacts on 
tourism, to be most helpful.  Also, the HIA should provide a quality public process that helps to 
articulate and clarify citizens‘ concerns.  An HIA could provide recommendations to policy 
makers to support possible positive health outcomes and to mitigate or prevent possible negative 
health outcomes to improve the public‘s health and to inform zoning, permitting, monitoring, and 
reclamation policies.  Performing an HIA on silica sand mining is beyond the scope of a standard 
agency project and would require dedicated funding. 
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Alternative proppants:  Proppants other than silica sand exist that are used for fracking.  Are 
other proppants, such as manufactured ceramics or resin coated proppants, viable alternatives to 
silica sand that will avoid the air quality and other potential environmental impacts generated by 
the silica sand industry elements?  Should the State consider the availability of non-sand 
proppants in policy decisions regarding sand mining, processing, and transporting in Minnesota? 
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IV. WATER QUALITY 
 
 
 Ground Water 

 
Potential Impacts to Groundwater from Mining 
 
Any mine may create a pathway for pollutants (chemicals and/or bacteria) to more easily reach 
the groundwater, especially if the bottom of the mine is near or below the water table. Typical 
mining activity involves the use of heavy equipment and the potential exists for leaks or spills of 
petroleum products and solvents related to that machinery, although these tend to be fairly 
infrequent and small in volume. Runoff from contaminant sources near the mine or waste 
illegally dumped in the mine may also be potential concerns. Additional information regarding 
potential risks to drinking water associated with mining activities and actions required by the 
state to minimize or eliminate those risks can be found in the August 2009 MDH whitepaper 
titled: ―Wellhead Protection Issues Related to Mining Activities.‖ (available online: 
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/water/swp/mining.pdf) 
 
In some areas where frac sand mining is planned, particularly southeastern Minnesota, the 
underlying bedrock is prone to karst formation (i.e. dissolution of the bedrock creating caverns, 
sinkholes, and other features).  Groundwater is particularly vulnerable to contamination in 
karsted regions, due to highly interconnected vertical and horizontal pathways and high flow 
velocities within the bedrock.  Mining activities that remove the protective cover above karsted 
bedrock formations may help to accelerate movement of surface contaminants to the 
groundwater.  Even after reclamation, a covered mine pit remains as a depression on the surface 
of the bedrock where infiltrating water may collect, potentially concentrating infiltration in a 
small area, accelerating the formation of karst features and increasing the potential for 
groundwater contamination. 
 
Potential Water Quality Impacts Associated with Frac Sand Mines 
 
Some frac sand mines use chemicals called flocculants to remove silt and clay in the sand 
washing process. Two commonly used flocculants are polyacrylamide and poly-
diallyldimethylammonium chloride. While these chemicals are generally considered to be 
environmentally safe, they often contain low concentrations of related chemicals (acrylamide and 
diallyldimethylammonium chloride, or DADMAC) which are of concern. The US Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) classifies acrylamide as ―likely to be carcinogenic to humans‖ and has 
set a National Primary Drinking Water Regulation of 0.5 parts per billion. DADMAC, in the 
presence of water disinfectants, may lead to the formation of N-nitrosodimethylamine. The EPA 
has just begun to evaluate nitrosamines as possible drinking water contaminants and has not 
established any drinking water standards for them. Although the concentrations of these 
chemicals in the sand wash water is likely to be low, MDH recommends monitoring of the 
groundwater at facilities where these chemicals are to be used to ensure safe drinking water 
levels are not exceeded. 
 

http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/water/swp/mining.pdf
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There have been anecdotal reports that groundwater near frac sand mines becomes slightly more 
acidic (lower in pH) as a result of mining. It is not known whether this is typical of all sand 
mining operations, frac sand mines in general, or specifically related to the geology of the 
particular mines that were studied.  MDH conducted a preliminary review of water quality 
literature but was unable to verify or refute these reports.   Increasing the acidity of groundwater 
may cause naturally occurring minerals such as iron and manganese to more easily dissolve into 
the water. While generally not a health concern, these minerals can cause water to have 
unpleasant taste and odor and may cause staining, resulting in the need for treatment to make the 
water potable.  Until the relationship between frac sand mines and water chemistry is better 
understood, MDH recommends that, among other water chemistry measures, pH be monitored in 
the groundwater near frac sand mining operations. 
 
Potential Mining Impacts on Nearby Water Supply Wells 
 
Any activity, such as mining, which removes large volumes of groundwater has the potential to 
impact nearby wells.  The most likely impact is lowering of water levels, possibly even causing a 
nearby well to go dry.  The Minnesota DNR Waters Division reviews large water removal 
activities to ensure such groundwater use will not harm wells in the area and MDH Source Water 
Protection Program evaluates whether there are any potential risks to community water supply 
wells. 
 
 
 Surface Water:  Permits and Standards 

 
 MPCA regulates a facility or site through general and individual National Pollutant 

Discharge Elimination Systems/ State Disposal System (NPDES/ SDS) water permits. 
The permits regulate wastewater and stormwater discharges to ground and surface waters 
from sites. 
 

 Frac facilities that have a surface water discharge are required to monitor their discharge. 
Depending on whether the facility has an individual or general permit, the discharge will 
be monitored for Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Potential of Hydrogen (pH), Flow and 
Turbidity at a frequency determined within the facility/ site‘s NPDES/ SDS permit. The 
results of the monitoring will be submitted to the MPCA. 
 

 Currently, sediment related permits do not carry the same weight in the inspection 
program as chemical, biological, toxic, or high volume waste discharge facilities that the 
program is also charged with oversight. The MPCA has and will continue to respond 
(usually reactive, from complaints) to events at these facilities and the MPCA has had 
and continues to have enforcement cases with sand and gravel operations throughout 
MN. 
 

 Chemical use:  With the literature available at this time, MPCA does not anticipate 
specific or unique environmental or health risks from use of polyacrylamide in sand 
processing facilities that are not already addressed through the current water permitting 
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process.  If newer and better information comes along in regards to polyacrylamide, this 
assessment could change and will be addressed at that time. 
 
 

 What We Don’t Know, What Might Be Useful  
 
 
Cumulative Impacts:  The cumulative impacts to water quantity and quality of multiple frac 
sand mines in relatively small areas are not well understood – monitoring wells should be 
required at mines to measure groundwater elevations, flow directions and water quality. 
 
Guidance for Drinking Water:  No state or federal drinking water standards exist for chemicals 
of potential concern associated with frac sand operations (i.e. flocculants).  If these chemicals are 
detected in groundwater, MDH could evaluate whether drinking water guidance can be 
developed. 
 
Testing Methods:  No commonly accepted analytical testing methods have been developed for 
the chemicals of potential concern and very few commercial laboratories offer testing for these 
chemicals – MDH Public Health Laboratory could explore the feasibility of developing 
analytical test methods for acrylamide, DADMAC and NDMA. 
 
Long Term Effects in Karst Regions:  Need more information on the long-term implications 
for groundwater quality of reclaimed mines in karst-prone regions of the state – water quality 
monitoring should be required following mine closure.  The University of Minnesota and 
Minnesota Geological Survey are actively researching karst and groundwater in Minnesota and 
should be consulted regarding additional mining-related research needs/opportunities.  
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V. TRANSPORTATION 
 
 
As a transportation commodity, silica sand is considered a common non-metallic mineral.  It is 
normally handled as a dry bulk commodity, easily transferred by mechanical means including 
bucket loaders, clamshells, and conveyors.  Silica sand is transported both packaged and in bulk 
by all modes; truck, rail, barge, and intermodal container.  It is a chemically inert material 
included in the non-hazardous USDOT hazmat classification.   
 
While Wisconsin already has 10 times the silica sand mining activity of Minnesota, state 
residents here have concerns around the rapid expansion of non-metallic mineral production and 
its transport.  Transportation safety is a significant issue resulting from frequent heavy truck and 
rail trips, and is being addressed in road design, traffic safety, and grade crossing safety 
initiatives.  Local, light duty roads are being most rapidly and directly impacted by concentrated 
truck traffic.  Local jurisdictions have limited resources to react to the damage, but are 
negotiating through use permits for private sector compensation. 
 
 Trucking and Road Systems 

 
 
Federal, State Trunk, and State Aid Roadways and Bridges 
 
The average silica sand mining operation will move from 250,000 to a million tons of sand per 
year to a processing and shipping facility.  (“Transportation Impacts from Non-Metallic Mining 
in Wisconsin”, Figure 2, „Production Projections Per Mine-Based on Proposed Facilities‟. 
WisDOT Northwest Region Systems Planning, Nov. 19, 2012) This equates to a concentrated 
flow of heavy trucks totaling 70-250 truck trips per day, with half loaded to a full 80,000 pounds 
GVW.  Traffic routes and volumes are determined in consultation with local road authorities and 
MnDOT.  Factors include the most direct route as well as highway condition and capacity.  Road 
capacity to handle the new traffic and current traffic levels is derived from existing data. 
 
MnDOT and county engineers have authority over road designs, safety configurations, and 
programmed maintenance.  Engineers have developed benchmark wear impacts and costs.  Wear 
produced by concentrated traffic is determined based on design standards and life of a specific 
road versus the new traffic.   
 
The Federal and State trunk highway system is generally able to handle the increased traffic 
without significant immediate impact. Because these are public thoroughfares with users 
engaged in traffic crossing jurisdictional boundaries, including interstate commerce, specific 
commodity or industry-targeted user fees are normally not allowed for non-permit loads.  
Funding thus is usually attached to mining and conditional use permit fee structures.  Non-
programmed funding for sand-associated repairs on light duty roads is most commonly 
negotiated between mining interests and local officials. 
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Local Roads Designed for Lower Capacity and Loading 
 
The greatest immediate impacts due to mine operations and concentrated heavy truck traffic 
occur on local township and county roads designed for low traffic volumes and 5-9 ton axle 
loadings.  Normal highway funding available to these governmental units is far from adequate to 
offset the new and immediate needs for road repair and rebuilds.  Serious road degradation may 
occur in the first 1-3 years, versus a life of the mining operations that is expected to extend for 5-
30 years. 
  
Regulation of Trucks (Commercial Vehicle Operations)  
 
MnDOT is charged with administering and enforcing both state and federal commercial vehicle 
safety regulations, including inspections and audits.  Regulatory and statutory direction also 
covers several areas that directly apply to silica sand transport. 
 
All trucks hauling commodities subject to blowing or dust production, including sand and gravel, 
must be covered by full tarps at all times on Federal and State highways, and at any speeds over 
30 MPH on local Minnesota roads, compliant with M.S.169.81. 
 
Condition of equipment must be maintained by the operator at all times to ensure safe operations 
of the vehicle and to minimize risk and impacts to other traffic. This includes condition of tires, 
brakes, signals, operating controls, installed safety equipment, and potential for spill or leakage 
of commodities. 
   
Legal weight loadings must be observed at all times, to minimize and control wear on roads and 
bridges. Sand transporters are limited to the default weight limits of 80,000 pounds GVW on five 
axles without exception.  The Department of Public Safety (DPS) may enforce these limits 
through ticketing and fines, and both DPS and MnDOT provide safety data to the national driver 
and carrier data bases, which may trigger probation or suspension of driver and carrier licensing. 
MnDOT maintains strategically located Weigh-In-Motion scales and cameras to provide 
observation and protection of key infrastructure, including major bridges, to monitor operations 
within legal limits. 
 
General Highway Safety:  Motorized Vehicle and Non-Motorized Shared Use on Identified 
Mine-Haul Routes 
 
MnDOT and local authorities have a direct responsibility for the safety of all highway users. 
Heavy truck traffic on a historically light-use road has the potential to significantly increase 
safety risks for other users, in particular non-motorized use. 
 
Pedestrian, bicycle, and horse & buggy conflicts have been identified in the potential mining 
areas.  This is due to the presence of heavy recreational uses in the region and to local 
communities such as the Amish, who by choice use horse and buggy for normal transportation. 
Unless specific allowances are made in traffic routing or road design, such as adequate shoulder 
widths, these conflicting uses may increase the incidence of serious or fatal accidents. 
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MnDOT and local engineers and road authorities are pursuing safety mitigation by design.  This 
may include truck climbing lanes, turn and queuing lanes, shoulders, use separations (trails and 
paths), and proper signage and signaling.  All these need to be considered to maintain or improve 
the highway safety environment.  Signage and awareness campaigns, trucker advisements, and 
other educational efforts also fall under the responsibility of MnDOT and local partners to 
mitigate possible impacts. 
 

 Rail and Rail Systems 
 
Rail Grade-Crossing Safety, Particularly at Processing Plants or Trans-load Sites 
 
Besides commercial truck traffic, major frac sand operations ship virtually all of their production 
by railroad to the end users in the oil fields.  By rail, raw sand typically is shipped in open 
hoppers while processed frac sand typically is shipped in covered hoppers to prevent loss of the 
commercial product during transport.  A single site may generate one to five full unit trains of 
100-125 cars per week, plus return trips.  „Production and Logistics of Frac Sands‟, Rick 
Schearer, Pres. & CEO, Superior Silica Sands, Wisconsin Rail Freight Conference, October 26, 
2012.  This can significantly raise the level of road/rail conflicts in many of the affected rural 
areas and add noticeable rail traffic in urban areas.  MnDOT administers the state and federally 
funded rail grade crossing safety program.   
 
MnDOT is responsible for determining the adequacy and the selection of grade crossing warning 
devices throughout the state.  Additional tracks through existing crossings and creation of new 
highway rail grade crossings must receive approval from MnDOT prior to use. Significant 
additional truck traffic over existing crossings may warrant consideration of additional warning 
devices such as flashing lights and gates, cantilevers and traffic signal 
 
Rail Safety and Operations Regulation 
 
MnDOT has been granted limited authority for rail safety inspection and regulation by statute 
and by agreement with the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA).  FRA and state inspectors 
coordinate on safety inspections, hazardous materials handling, infrastructure condition, highway 
overpass and grade crossing construction, and accident investigation.  Regulation of commodity 
handling, safety, and rates defers to Federal jurisdiction due to its status as interstate commerce. 
This includes Surface Transportation Board federal commerce regulation, design and safety 
regulation, and all OSHA and EPA regulations that apply. 
 
Branch and Short Line Rail Upgrades and Funding to Improve Rail Condition and Safety 
 
Minnesota, along with Wisconsin and Iowa, have a record of proactively working to preserve 
and upgrade local, low-volume rail lines to ensure market access for rail-oriented and bulk 
materials.  This supports the economic vitality of rural communities. New mine operations and 
processing plants require rail access to be economically viable.  
 
The Minnesota Rail Service Improvement (MRSI) program has been the state‘s vehicle for 
offering low-interest loans and earmarked grants to local shippers and railroad short lines to 
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maintain and upgrade lines and promote rail shipping. It is administered by MnDOT Office of 
Freight & Commercial Vehicle Operations. 
 
 
 

 
      source:  Federal Reserve Ninth District, in “Sand Surge”. 
 
 
The above map, published in a July 2012 article by the Federal Reserve, shows several sand 
facilities.  The number of facilities may have changed since the map was created.  More relevant 
to this transportation discussion is the mapping of railroads—and lack thereof—serving the 
mining and processing areas. 
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 Barge and Barge Systems 
 
Silica sand is hauled by barge in applications similar to rail, open or closed depending on 
condition of sand.  Environmental Protection Agency air and water rules apply.  
Normal payload is 1,500 tons per barge.  A river tow (collection of barges under control of a 
single towboat) may carry 22,500 tons or more.   
 
There are over two dozen intermodal freight terminals located on the Mississippi and Minnesota 
Rivers in Minnesota.  (MnDOT map on website) Port activities, like commercial truck, rail, and barge 
transport, constitute interstate commerce and cannot be materially restricted by local & state 
jurisdictions. 
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 What We Don’t Know, What Might Be Useful 

 
 

Air quality issues (ambient air and impacts) created by transportation:   
 

loading and transporting  
 by truck 
 by rail 
 by barge.   
 
 near mines 
 near processing sites 
 near loading sites 

 
How many barge terminals are there that currently are dealing with frac sand?  Might 
there be more? 
 
Do publicly owned terminals have management or regulatory options not available to 
privately owned facilities?  If so, which terminals are owned by public entities (port 
authorities, cities, etc.) versus privately owned? 
 
What EPA air and water rules apply for barge facilities?  (referred to in text) 
 
Funding options for local road jurisdictions:  Local, light duty roads are being most 
rapidly and directly impacted by concentrated truck traffic from sand mining industry 
operations. Local jurisdictions have limited resources to address this.  Are the funding means 
available to local and state government adequate to address the needs? 
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VI. GOVERNANCE 
 
 
 Local Government Land Use, Planning 

 
The following summary of a discussion found in an article by the Federal Reserve Ninth District 
is a good description of the land use planning challenges faced by residents, local governments, 
and the mining industry. 
 

Sand mining has sparked protests from residents who have formed groups to monitor 
mining activity and challenge projects at normally uneventful township and village board 
meetings.  Many of these are small communities where controversy was rare at their 
meetings.  Local governments across the region have responded to the controversy 
around frac sand mining by imposing bans on new mining operations or expansions.  
Federal and state governments have some oversight of nonmetallic mines but sand 
mining in Minnesota and Wisconsin is mostly regulated at the local level.  This includes 
zoning codes and land use permits that require mining companies to fulfill specified 
conditions.  Moratoriums on sand mining enacted by municipal, town and county boards 
are intended to provide a chance for community leaders and planners to consider stricter 
regulations for sand mining.  (Sand Surge, Fedgazette) 

 
 
Air quality and water quality regulation is described in the respective sections of this report, but 
in Minnesota and other states, land use planning and regulatory authority rests primarily with 
local government:  county, municipality, township.  Such authorities are granted by enabling acts 
in Minnesota Statutes.  There are similarities across the planning and regulatory powers of these 
three types of local government.  However, there also are differences. 
 
Comprehensive planning, or planning that addresses a local government‘s decision making for 
the future, is required only in seven county metropolitan area around Minneapolis and St. Paul.  
This includes the following counties:  Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, and 
Washington.  The comprehensive plan of communities in these counties must include specified 
elements such as land use, housing, parks and opens space, transportation, surface water 
management, utilities, capital improvements, and the like. In other areas of the state, 
communities are not required to prepare comprehensive plan (often called general plans) but 
have the authority to do so.  One of the important purposes of a comprehensive plan is to avoid 
land use conflicts caused by incompatible uses locating in near proximity to one another.  A 
large sand processing facility next to a retail or residential area might be an example.  
Unfortunately, many communities choose not to plan based on costs, nonchalance, or ideology.  
The lack of a long range, comprehensive plan often leaves the county, city, or town without 
guidance or policies on how to deal with issues that arise. 
 
Once policies are established by a comprehensive plan, they are implemented by official controls 
such as a zoning code, subdivision regulations, or other ordinances.  Local government approval 
of a mining and/or processing facility typically is granted through a conditional use permit or 
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special use permit as well as other elements of a zoning ordinance or official control.  There 
might be a site plan approval, building permit, or others, depending on the specifics of the 
official controls of the government unit.  These official controls, or regulations, are best when 
written and administered to promote and implement the policies established by the long range 
plan. 
 
Planning and regulatory questions become more complex when considering transportation 
issues.  Major roadways fall under several jurisdictions.  A municipality has jurisdiction over its 
own roads, but access onto a county highway requires approval by the county.  Access to a state 
highway requires review and approval by MnDOT.  Different roads are intended for differing 
types and volumes of traffic.  ―Main Street‖ in many small cities is a state highway.  What might 
seem normal for a state highway—for example, dozens or hundreds of sand trucks in a day—
often is considered disruptive and destructive to a small town‘s main street character.  While it is 
easy in retrospect to say that such conflicts could or should have been foreseen and avoided 
through good land use and transportation planning, the fact is that such situations are common 
and cannot be shrugged off. 
 
The conflicts are not limited to ‗main street‘ locations or transportation issues.  As described 
earlier, communities known for their scenic attributes draw great numbers of regional visitors, 
which has created a tourism economy.  Removal of bluffs that contain silica sand or the creation 
of large mines in scenic areas, along with the associated noise, traffic, dust, and other disruptive 
elements may significantly reduce the attractiveness of these areas for visitors.  An additional 
fear is that a mining economy is limited to the time during which the sand is available and 
profitable to mine.  Once the landscape has been altered, tourism may no longer be an option. 
 
Local governments with mining experience typically require reclamation of a mining site.  This 
will include landscaping, adequate water management design, ensuring stable land on slopes, and 
other elements.  This ensures a site will not be left in an unstable or unsightly condition.  
However, it does not avoid the changes discussed above—elimination of bluffs or other scenic 
features, impacts on small town economies, unknown air quality issues, etc.—that have raised 
concerns among many residents of areas potentially affected by the changes. 
 
The spectrum of planning and regulatory knowledge and experience is vast.  Though there are 
issues with silica sand mining that don‘t apply to aggregate mining, there are common elements.  
A governmental unit that has been reviewing and regulating aggregate mining for decades will 
have a greater ability to deal with silica sand mining than a governmental unit that has no history 
with mining of any kind.  Nonetheless, because of the separate elements of mining, processing, 
and transportation, the nature of sand mining is posing new challenges even for experienced 
governmental units. 
 
These complexities and conflicts point out the need for inter-governmental, multidisciplinary 
cooperation, coordination, and planning.  A plan and official controls based on understanding the 
missions and requirements of other jurisdictions will better accommodate real world situations. 
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 Environmental review categories 
 
Minnesota Rules 4410 were prepared to implement the environmental review program 
established by Minnesota Statutes Chapter 116D, the Minnesota Environmental Protection Act 
(MEPA).  The Rules include mandatory categories for environmental review and the responsible 
governmental unit (RGU) for each category.  Each category included a threshold, usually based 
on project size, the crossing of which places the project in the mandatory review category.  The 
review might be an Environmental Assessment Worksheet or an Environmental Impact 
Statement.  The following mandatory review categories do or may apply to silica sand mining 
facilities: 
 

4410.4300, Mandatory Environmental Assessment Worksheet 
 Subp. 12. Nonmetallic mineral mining.  RGU:  local government 
 Subp. 14. Industrial, commercial, and institutional facilities.  RGU:  local government 
 Subp. 15. Air pollution.  RGU:  Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 

Subp. 24. Water appropriation and impoundments.   RGU:  local government 
 Subp. 27. Wetlands and public waters.  RGU:  local government 
 Subp. 36. Land use conversion.  RGU:  local government 
 Subp. 36a. Land conversion in shoreland.  RGU:  local government 
 

4410.4400, Mandatory Environmental Impact Statement 
 Subp. 9. Nonmetallic mineral mining.  RGU:  local government 
 Subp. 11. Industrial, commercial, and institutional facilities.  RGU:  local government 

 Subp. 20. Wetlands and public waters.  RGU:  local government 
 Subp. 27. Land conversion in shorelands.  RGU:  local government 
 
 
The rules also give governmental units, including the EQB, the authority to require an EAW for 
projects that may have the potential for significant environmental effect even if the project does 
not cross a mandatory review threshold. 
 
The various elements of the silica sand industry (mining, processing, transporting) create a 
significant challenge in determining if a proposed project crosses a size threshold established by 
the mandatory categories and thus requires environmental review.  The concepts of ‗phased 
project‘, ‗connected actions‘ will apply.  The rules require that ―multiple projects and multiple 
stages of a single project that are connected actions or phased actions must be considered in total 
when comparing the project or projects to the thresholds‖ of the mandatory review categories.  
For example, several mines operated by the same firm often are phased actions.  A new mine and 
its new processing facility located off site may well be connected actions. 
 
 Noise 

 
Minnesota Rules 7030 establish maximum noise levels in noise area classifications.  These 
standards may or may not be an issue near sand mining or processing facilities.  Noise 
monitoring to ensure the standards are met requires specialized expertise. 
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 Quality of Life 
 
There are intangibles that should not be overlooked.  The rural character of an area and the small 
town character of a city are examples.  Many people believe these extend beyond discussion of 
specific regulatory authorities or rights.  In fact, planning, regulations, and property rights 
established by law are tools for identifying, promoting, and protecting these intangibles. 
 
The noise, dust, and light created by industrial activities can and should be considered when 
planning the future of a community. 
 
 
 What We Don’t Know, What Might Be Useful  

 
 
Guidance and Best Management Practices for Local Governmental Units:  The nature of 
sand mining with its varied elements is posing challenges even for experienced governmental 
units.  A multi-discipline study resulting in a guidance document would be useful for local 
governments.  This effort would examine and provide guidance on such things as: 
 

statutory authorities 
review topics 
information needs 
provision and maintaining necessary infrastructure 
how to address the different elements:  mining, processing, transporting 
best management practices for local governments in permitting and ongoing monitoring 
best management practices for facility operators for planning and managing facilities 
reclamation requirements 

 
 
Additional Review and Guidance on Connected Actions and Phased Actions in 
Environmental Review:  Further examination of these concepts as the apply to the varied 
elements of the silica sand mining industry would be useful to local governments. 
 
Mineral Rights vs. Surface Rights:  Questions have arisen regarding whether or not subsurface 
rights owned by one person would allow sand mining on private property where the surface 
rights are owned by another person.  Because sand mining usually is done by surface mining or 
bench mining, the surface of the land would be affected. 
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VIII. POTENTIAL IMPACTS ON SENSITIVE RESOURCES AND MAPPING PROJECT 
 
 
Areas with the potential for silica sand mining extend across large areas of the state.  Processing 
sites and associated transportation facilities exist and may be proposed for locations not in direct 
proximity to mines.  Many sensitive resources exist in these areas and could be subject to 
significant impacts.  Planning for the different elements of the industry would benefit from 
identifying what other resources could be affected.  Assembling currently held information will 
allow for studying the potential impacts.  It also will help determine what information is not 
available but that would be useful to obtain.  The overall purpose would be to provide 
information on the potential impacts on habitat, impacts on threatened and endangered species, 
and on other sensitive resources. 
 
Summarized below is a mapping project proposal that would pull together these data layers to 
create a tool that would be usable or available to state and local government units.  This is not a 
standard agency project and therefore would require dedicated funding. 
 
 Proposed Mapping Project Scope of Work 

 
Purpose: Develop GIS based mapping project for counties that contain silica sand resources 

for local governments and potential project proposers as a planning tool for siting 
mines and to help scope out potential issues that would need to be addressed with 
specific proposals. 

 
Deliverable: 1) An ArcMap project that contains prebuilt data layers of interest that would be 

converted to an interactive map available on the internet. The maps would be 
organized by county. A series of static maps would also be prepared for silica 
sand resources in each county. The interactive map and static map would 
provide text, interpretation, and data for potential users.  

 
2) As a separate but related project, several hydrogeological settings could be 

identified for further evaluation. A three dimensional depiction of setting will 
be provided to assist in development of conceptual models for better 
understanding impacts from mining proposals. 

 
Map Content: ArcMap Data including: 

 Geologic Atlas 
o Houston – in progress 
o Winona – in progress 
o Wabasha – complete pdf and GIS 
o Goodhue – complete pdf and GIS 
o Dakota – complete pdf, limited GIS 
o Washington – GIS only 
o Scott – complete pdf and GIS 
o Carver – complete pdf and GIS 
o Sibley – complete pdf and GIS 
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o Nicollet – complete pdf and GIS 
o LeSueur – no atlas 
o Blue Earth – complete pdf and GIS 

 Silica sand resources within 50 feet of the ground surface 
 Karst features 
 Trout streams 
 Public waters 
 Wetlands 
 Official Fens 
 Sites of Biodiversity (moderate, high, and outstanding) 
 Numbers of known occurrences of threatened and endangered species 

within a Section (Township?). Separate numbers for plants and animals 
 Land cover data 
 Railroads 
 Highway corridors 
 Population Centers 
 Prevailing wind 
 Wind speed  

 
 Potential Additional Data:  These data layers would need to be assembled 

from a variety of sources, including individual local governments.  Some 
work has been accomplished on this but the data is varied and requires 
verification and updating.  These layers would be useful in considering 
cumulative potential effects, connected actions, and phased actions. 

 
 silica sand mines and processing facilities. 
 Sensitive populations: 

 schools 
 licensed daycare centers 
 nursing homes 
 hospitals 
 clinics 

 
. 

 
 
Example Map Output: 
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Example Three Dimensional Figure: 
 

 
 
 
Level of Effort: 
 
Production of a web based interactive map and static county maps would require the following 
tasks: 

 Compilation and verification of data (meta data) 
 Map production 
 Development of web instructions, caveats, and data limitations 
 Development of scripts or analysis tools 
 Development of hydrogeological settings (4-6) 
 Web design and testing 
 Data maintenance 
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Patton, Bob (MDA)

From: Lois Norrgard <lnorrgard@lnmn10.com>
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 4:04 PM
To: Patton, Bob (MDA)
Subject: Silica sand mining Moratorium and GEIS

[please present this to the Environmental Quality Board members prior to Wednesday's meeting] 
 
Mr. Bob Patton 
Executive Director 
Environmental Quality Board (EQB)  
520 Lafayette Road N 
St Paul MN 55155 
 
Dear Mr. Patton – members of the Board: 
 
I am submitting these comments to voice concerns for the fast increasing silica sand mining development 
happening in Minnesota. 
 
The industrial scale silica sand mining coming to Minnesota is relatively new to our state, especially at the level 
it is now rising to. I want to make sure that a moratorium is put in place before any more sand mines are 
permitted. I support Minnesota doing a Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) to study statewide 
what effects silica sand mining will have on our natural areas, river systems, fisheries, water quality, wildlife, 
and citizens due to dust, noise and habitat fragmentation and disturbance. There is much to take a look at. It 
would make no sense whatsoever to allow companies to start mining, and transporting our silica sand away, 
without taking a comprehensive statewide look at this new threat.  
 
Minnesota needs to decide where or IF this type of impact should be allowed. Before it is too late we should 
move forward with regulations specific to this type of mining – and a moratorium on new projects until we have 
the research needed and the regulations in place - to best protect our environment and our citizens. 
 
The long-term effects of silica sand mining include the leaching of toxic substances into soil and water, noise 
impacts on wildlife and humans, visual impacts to people searching for an experience of solitude in our over-
developed world, as well as the dust that is generated. Dust from silica sand is considered a carcinogen and has 
been linked to cancer and silicosis, a deadly disease.  The environmental and human health affects of this type 
of mining are only now being researched and analyzed. The potential for dramatic impacts to both human health 
and the environment appear likely.  
 
The dramatic affects of respirable dust will also impact the birds and other wildlife in and near development 
sites – it is of great concern that this impact is silent, invisible, and deadly. 
 
There are special health concerns with silica dust smaller than PM10. The International Agency for Research on 
Cancer (IARC) has determined that Respirable Crystalline Silica is a Carcinogen, or cancer causing substance. 
Prolonged or repeated exposure to fine airborne crystalline silica dust may cause severe scarring of the lungs, a 
disease called silicosis. Silicosis can develop quickly or over many years, depending upon the amount of silica a 
person breathes and for how long. 
 
Exposure to silica dust can lead to obstructive pulmonary disease. It can create breathing problems for people 
who have asthma, emphysema, and other obstructive lung diseases. Because the dust never leaves the lungs, its 
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sharp edges can continue to cause irritation and inflammation for many years to come. Disease may not show 
up until years later, even if a person is no longer breathing silica dust. 
 
Children, the elderly, and people who already have health problems are more affected by silica dust, but anyone 
can be made ill by breathing this air pollutant. 
 
There is a very real possibility that silica sand mining throughout Minnesota will produce significant amounts of 
silica dust from mining, transporting, and processing operations for the decades it is in operation.  Blasting will 
be used to break up the cemented sandstone, and this will produce more silica dust at mine sites. Other 
contaminants may also be present. 
 
Silica and other dust will escape as the unwashed and freshly mined sandstone is loaded onto trucks, 
transported, stockpiled, and as it travels over conveyors. Crushing operations at the plant will also produce 
crystalline silica dust.  
 
The initial EAWs that I have read try to minimize this threat by saying they will keep the dust wet – spraying 
with water at regular intervals. This raises the additional concern of water usage and overuse of another 
precious resource in Minnesota – our aquifers. As is being shown by White Bear Lake – we can not take this 
resource for granted. Water is one of things we cannot live without. Using a precious resource like this to - 
incredibly - just spray around on the ground to keep it wet is another example for why it is so important to really 
take a hard look at this type of mining – and truly take a realistic look at IF this is a good idea for our state. 
 
If we move forward with mining we need to put in place adequate requirements for accurate air monitoring as a 
part of this mining.  

In conclusion: 
The fast increasing industrial scale silica sand mining coming to Minnesota is relatively new to our state. I urge 
our Environmental Quality Board to take a precautionary approach to this mining and do a Generic 
Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) to study statewide what effects silica sand mining will have on our 
natural areas, wildlife, citizens and water quality. And a moratorium on new projects must be put in place until 
we have the research needed, and the regulations in place, to best protect our environment and our citizens. 
 
There are times when we must evaluate carefully our use of nature – in this instance perhaps it is what is on top 
of the land, and our water quality, that is far more valuable then the mineral resource under the ground. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
Sincerely, 
 
Lois Norrgard, 
Bloomington MN 
952-881-7282 
lnorrgard@lnmn10.com 
 



 
 

Minnesota Environmental Quality Board 
520 Lafayette Road North 
St. Paul, MN 55155 
 
Re: Moratorium on frac sand mining                                                        December 11th, 2012 

 
 
Save Our Sky Blue Waters (SOS Blue Waters) is a grassroots group in Minnesota, concerned 
about the impacts of mining upon the environment.  Based upon our knowledge and experience, 
we urge the EQB to support a moratorium on frac sand mining throughout the State of 
Minnesota. 
 

 A moratorium on frac sand mining will assist local township, county, and city boards 
who are being pressured to allow mining operations to begin, without enough information 
to weigh long-term costs and benefits. 

 Local governmental units would be facing increased costs in road maintenance and road 
safety. 

 Water and air quality will suffer, and communities will face unaccustomed noise 
pollution. 

 Incentives put forth by mining companies split communities.  While some property 
owners may be offered million dollar settlements for mining extraction, other property 
owners stand to lose their businesses and/or property values. 

 Frac sand dust has been implicated in causing silicosis (lung cancer).  The effects of this 
wouldn’t be known until it is too late for prevention. 

 Impacts to water and air quality would be more immediate. Mining involves exploiting 
one resource at the expense of another.  Clean water and air are necessary for survival. 

 
A moratorium on frac sand mining would also allow time for further analysis of the impacts of 
fracking itself on the environment and on aquifers.   Evidence is mounting that fracking for 
natural gas and oil is depleting water reservoirs and contaminating wells, and that methane 
emissions from the process could be contributing to global warming.  Natural gas is being touted 
as a clean fuel by ignoring the impacts of natural gas extraction.  
 



 Although frac sand mining is only a part of a much larger picture, Minnesota can take the first 
steps in protecting our people and our environment, rather than having our citizens bear the 
health and monetary costs of pressured political decision making. 
 
Conducting a Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) without a moratorium is useless, 
because frac mining would continue to be approved and taking place during the interim of the 
GEIS.  A good example of this is the USFS Hardrock Minerals Prospecting DEIS, during which 
the USFS continued to grant leases for prospecting and then justify those leases in the DEIS. 
 
Minnesota’s agencies can act either prudently or politically.  Prudence tells us we need a 
statewide moratorium on frac sand mining. 
 
Sincerely,  
Elanne Palcich 
 

epalcich@cpinternet.com 

Save Our Sky Blue Waters 

P.O. Box 3661   

Duluth, MN 55803 

218-969-9557 
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Patton, Bob (MDA)

From: Jeff Nolte <JNolte@mabelcanton.k12.mn.us>
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 4:21 PM
To: Patton, Bob (MDA)
Subject: silica sand and trout

As both an avid trout fisherman and a believer in job creation in SE MN, I would like to let you know that both can and 
will exist in harmony in SE MN as long as conservative but open minded thinking occurs regarding this issue.  Each mine 
will go through an EAW process that will ensure that trout water will not be adversely affected in SE MN.  As a school 
principal, I would appreciate more of my parents having the opportunity to have a job to earn a decent living wage 
instead of putting two minimum wage jobs together, which leaves little time for families to support homework and good 
student habits in the home which takes supervision.  Please consider allowing a reasonable number of mines that will 
create the jobs this area desperately needs to maintain solid enrollments and quality educational opportunities in our 
schools. 
 
Thanks, 
 

Jeffrey S. Nolte 
PK‐12 Principal 
Mabel‐Canton Public Schools 
jnolte@mabelcanton.k12.mn.us 
(507)493‐5422 ext. 106 
Go Cougars!!   
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Patton, Bob (MDA)

From: Julie Hirsch <juliethirsch@msn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 9:39 PM
To: Patton, Bob (MDA); Catherine G; Charlie Bricher; Claire Abbott; Dean Meurer; Java Jim; 

Jeanne Pietig; John Friedmeyer; Kathie Wilkinson; Kent Laugen; Lynn Schoen; Mike 
Wobbe1; Molly Lundgren Patterson; Nan Heirs; Ron Benson; Steve Schmidt; Teri Eide; Rollin 
Hall; Michele M.; Michele Wobbe home; Michele Graham; Kathy; kallsmkborges@msn.com; 
Jo Nihart

Subject: FW: Oct. 30th forum

Here are the notes that I brought to the city forum in it's full intention. I limited it due to the 2 minute restriction.  
 
One more concern I didn't feel I could bring up at that kind of meeting... After reading an article in the Mpls Star Tribune 
I became aware of the Frac sand industry offering positions to city and county staff in their companies. It said that 
Superior Sands also did this in Buffalo County (as the disruptive man from Winona started to say). I hope this doesn't 
happen here in Wabasha. Also, has the city ever been approached by Superior Sands with an offer of Money? I've heard 
some things but I do realize how rumors get twisted. If it's the case, it should be made public. 
 
Thank you for listening to me with kindness.  
Julie Hirsch 
 

From: juliethirsch@msn.com 
To: juliethirsch@msn.com; kathie.wilkinson@gmail.com; mcc.michele@gmail.com 
Subject: Oct. 30th forum 
Date: Tue, 30 Oct 2012 15:29:56 -0500 

 
 
My name is Julie Hirsch. I live on the West Side neighborhood of Wabasha, about 3 blocks from where the sand hauling 
operations are being built. I have 3 young children. I'm also a registered nurse and clinical educator at St. Elizabeth's 
hospital.  
 
Although I have many concerns related to Superior Sands Systems coming to Wabasha, I'm gong to voice my concerns 
about property values. I have talked to 3 realtors and they have confirmed my opinion that with the increased truck 
traffic, noise and the possibility of significant air pollution, neighboring properties to the operations and along the truck 
route will experience a property value decrease. With that said, it's hard to come up with stats on effects of property 
values in this region because the frac sand industries have come in so fast that there hasn't been time to do a study on 
this.  No one wants to claim to predict the future. It's also my opinion that the flavor of  city of Wabasha will be changed 
and property values not only on the west side, but the rest of Wabasha will be impacted by this as well and eventually 
see their property values decrease. What measures have been taken by the city to remedy this? Will Superior Sands 
Systems take responsibility to cover these lost property values? And at the same time will they pay for road repairs so our 
taxes won't take a hike?  
 
When I moved to wabasha in 1999 I loved the neighborhood. It's not only close to where I work but a great place to bike 
and walk to town using the paths. I sit outside at night and enjoy the quiet that nature can provide--bird chirping, kids 
playing. My kids are in project Go which gets them outside once a week during the school year. They often go to 
Bruegger park to play. I think this park will become a dead space because who's going to want to bring their children to 
play in a park surrounded by hundreds of trucks moving through it each day leaving their pollution of truck exhaust and 
sand in the air. Will the playground equipment be covered with sand dust once operations begin? I don't buy it that there 
will be no air pollution from this. 
 
I also want to tell everyone that I awoke Monday morning at 6am to the sound of chainsaws. It was still dark so there 
were bright lights shining to cut down trees near the operation site. Is this going to be a daily part of my life now? And 
the trucks are even going to haul on the weekends Why do they have to run til 8pm at night when I should be enjoying 
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being at home? Now I'm going to have to listen to the roar of trucks most of the waking day! And I certainly don't want 
them to haul at night, how will my kids and I get any sleep? 
 
I don't think the city is pushing hard enough to get these concerns worked out. I don't think the hauling should take place 
beyond 5pm or on weekends. I think a transportation impact study should be done and recommendations followed before 
operations begin. I think enough time should be taken to have a Generic Environmental Impact Study done. I want a 
moratorium and I'm frustrated when I keep hearing that the city planners and counsel want to avoid this.  
 
As I said, I have many concerns. Enviromental destruction from all the mining and hauling gong on around the Mississippi 
River Valley, Tourism, Traffic congestion, traffic accidents, stalling emergency vehicles. To me allowing this company to 
come to Wabasha and use our roads and ruin the West side neighborhood is a Win - Lose situation and the city of 
Wabasha is the loser.  
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